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Preface:.

r- (his training manuai.is one part in a set of instructional

materials developed to faCilitate the efforts,of.Geprgia

educators 'in the planntnrrardpimplementation of comprehensive,

career guiHance programs. The manual is, sinWlat in format to

other mater
r

d s,in'the series. The materials, designed fort
use with mall- groups of-counseiors, teatheit and career

d velopmeni ppecialists Who aretinteresed in improving theirs

career*Idance competencies. Each unit of training materials

is based upon a particular aspect of a comprehensive career

guilante systeT. Through, this systematic approach the need for

specific staff development'program Materials and activities

can be determined and documented.,,

. Related materials produced by the Georgia Career Guidancek..
' 'r

Project irclude avAio.cassette recording, transparencies, a ',..

' (

sound /slide series, a needs assessment iirstrumen,t, charts; and
.

.var4 o er Support 'materials.'
t ,

#
STAFF DEVELOMENT t4GRK$11-10P-MATERIALS

)

CAREER GU16ANCE TtAMS'

GRADES 7-42
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I. Introduction

)
,Use Activity 1 7 A, B, C to open the workshop. Pass out the trairAng,
packet after completion of C (either by section, or,as-a_total manual).

r. l
(l

Activity 1
, y

o

I

1 1/

A. Ask 4ach participant-to place responS6s to the following
.

four qutions on the corners:Of'the name ti-og, and then mill around'
.

;'the group for a fev; minutes of open discussion.

J
Draw -a circle on a corner ofiyour nametj.
lmagine-the circle to represent o'clock.
-How much of your day would he represented'
by work hours? How much wrld he leisure.
hour's?

2. What is the name of an gccupation you re-
, :spect most highly?

3..Where is your place of
Answer thisqueetion by drawi'nq 'a sym 1

representing that place in the th:dr'r
corner.

4. What occupation would considetnterin4
other than your present one?

One*ay to help participants get into this exercise is '

to use yourself as a model giving sample answers from
your own. experiences as you ask them to complete their
name tags.

J.

a

k

7111 of.the following' quotes or paraphrases confain..thoughti

or opinions related to wo;Oor leisure. Similar taIthe game'oftharades,

you will ask fare three or fou.volunteers each to pick one of the quotes- .

or paraphrases at random. Each voldnfeerAill spend about 5 minutes thinking

about t1e.selected quote, and will then give a brief presentation to the

1P
group, elaboratii'mon the viewOres"Rited in the selection. Each presentation

(/



.

will be followed bya discussion of-trview presented, 'focusing on

the group's reactions to that view, pot tothe person who presented
. A

4

it.

.Quotes and their Corresponding Sources:

1. 4

"Y66 can't eat for eight hours a `day nor drink for ,

eight hours a day nor, make love for eiqhphours a

ei

4

bk,"

day -- 41;1 yob

. Whitt is the(

,body so MiSerable.,and unhappy." (Dlybct\quote from

an dkfor eightlhours(is.w9k,

on why mark makes 4iimself!and every- e
,

Wili!am Faulkner, 4s quoted in Working by Studs

Terk414 vecific. \Faulkner work containing the passage/

Adt identined.)

'

. "Tbe5'wo4 ethic' holds" that labor 1, good in itself;
. ,

. tWat a man or woman becomes a better person by virtue ,
2

.
e

. .
of the act of working. America's:kompetitive spirit,,

4 66 'Work ethic' of this people,- is alive and well..."
- .

, ..

. -_. . (Direct quote from Richard )M. Nixon, as quilted in

Working by Studs Terkel;AVOarently fromA spe'ech

. ".
.delivered on Labor Day,_19,7).)

3. "Work as-productive ac\tivi-ty that holds perslhal

^e.

1

meaning and satisfactiOn for the individual is the

ultiMate goal of career education." '(Quote from

pp. 23-24 of Career Education: WhaOlt Is and How

To Do It, Second Edition; by Kenneth Hoyt, Ruprt

N. Evans,-Edward F. Macklin, Garth-L. MaMgum; Olympus

Publishing Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1974.)



,

'1+

l
' t 4_, .

.4: "Tlie process of Self-identification -- to take

: the measure-mf, 's potency, to,prove one's
-L

self, to discover a sphere for consequential
,

action -= actiities that fulfill this functibn
,

often (are) found away from'cine's job...(With)

leisure-ame activities (serving) as the sphere

for self-defini0on." (Quote from p. 138 of

Work, Leisure, and the American Schools, Thomas

F. Green, Syracuse University, Random House,

Mew York, 1968.) ,

5. Rather than trying to make jobs more meaningful, we

should try to help more people find meaning in their

lives, to discover a "work"'-to be accomplished which

is different from their "job" one ,shouldn have

to find one's work in one's 121. (Parphr e of a

view once expreft,by psychoanalyst Bruno?Bettelheim;

specific sotIrce,in-which this view is ex ressed is

not known.)

6. My father taught.me how to work. He did)not teach me to

love it -- A. Lincoln._
_4

7. Perhaps three-fourtbs of the patients who cone to

psychiatrists are suffering from an incapacitating

impairment ofAheir satisfaction in work or their

ability to work. (K.A. Menninper. 'Work as a sublimation.

Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic, r;ovember, 1942, p. 1700)
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8. The rejection of the work.ethic -- if there is

such, a phenomen'onPutside 9f the headlines

therefolk does not represent hedonism. In part

it represents) a reaction against long decades of

overworking, and a righting of,the balance,

(P.F. Drucker. Management: Tasks, Responsibilities

and Practices, 1975, p.

9. The sad fact is that most Americans are unprepared

to use their leisure for much more than.funand

games. In fact, they literally must "work" at

enjoying themselves, and our recreation has become

just as tedious as our jobs." (Bettie, D.F. A

New Perspective on Leisure: Parks & Recreation,

August, 1974, p. 24.)

10. "For too long we have been living in a world in Which

our entire education, our whdle philosophy, everything

we say or-do is predicted on a world of work...We

push our children's educations so they can find jobs.

We.educate them to, make a good living -- not-to make

a good life." (Psychiatrist -- Alexander Martin in
0

Parks Recreation, August, 1974, p. 24.)

a

To make the game a little more interesting, the 3 x 5 cards which the

volunteers select should not contain the identity of the source; once the

selection has been discussed the leader can ask if anyone knows or can guess

the identity of the source, but should not'reveal the correct identity until

towards the end of the discussion, and then askif knOwing the identity of

the source changes their reactions to the quote, and if so, how?



Such questions as "What does this selection tell us about the

values and attitudes of the source quotes?" can enrich the value of

the discussion.

C. This exercise is designe4 to _increase participant awareness of

various impressions of the concepts of work and leisure. The following

brainstorming activity is suggested to stimulate response.

1. Ask participants to close their eyes and think
about the past'week.

2. Say "When I say work"; what is the first thing
that comes to yo6r mind? What are ,you doing
inA scene? Who is there? How,does it feel?

3. Ask pirticipants to open their eyes and jot
down some brief notes on their thoughts.

4. On the board, record all the, ideas from the group.

5. Repeat process with the word, "leisure."

When you have finished your brainstorming you may want,to refer to

the list given below to supplement or compare with the list your class

has generated.

Work

Duties
Labor
Toil

Drudgery
Making a living, earning money
Solving a problem, figuring
something out

Doing something productive
Doing something.for a purpose
Doing something hard
Task

Occupation
Career
Supporting a family
Accomplishing something

Being busy
Boredom
Routine
Being involved
Being forced to do something
Tension
Frustration
Work ethic
Thinking

. Doing something useful
Being responsible for something
Deadlines
Commitment
'Trying to achieve a goal



Leisure

Mot being in a hurry
Time away from work; free time
Rest
Relaxation
Sports
Hobbies
Social activities such as parties
Club activities such as hobby clubs
Civic activities such as committee
meetings

Voluntder activities such-as in
hospitals

Church activities
Recuperation from work

Entertainment
Relief from bbredom
Having nothing to do
Boredom, tension, frustration
Break from routine.
Escape
Excitement
Freedom
Self-expression
Creativity
Doing what you want to do
Choice
Having fun

Save these lists for use again in a later activity.

Now hand out the Training Packets and allow tine for participants to
become familiar vrith the material in the introductory section.

0



I. Introduction

. For each of us, a life style is determined,,by.the

interaction of our wort( and leisure environments. In his book,

The future of Work 'and Leisure, Stanley Parker makes the point

'that we must search-for opportunities to develop our own

individual potentials. He stresses that no individual or

organizatiOn exists that will develop us as persons. The

responsibility for self-development is internal (Parker, 1971).

In order to press for opportilnities to realize our individual

potentialities in both our work and our leisure environments,
1

we need to understand the ways in whiCh the two environments

affeCt each other as well as the interaction between them; we

need to be able to identify our own personal values, needs,
4

and abilities within each of the trio environments; and we need

the capability to plall anfLi achieve:'a'satisfactory and fulfilling

match among our work, leisure environments; and our own personal

values, needs, and abilities.

hct yi ty 1

A. You will be provided with a name tag for use in an
activity to help you focus on personal aspects,of work and
leisure.

B. The workshop coordinator has been given a nuMberof
direct quotes or paraphrases from a variety of sources, all of
which contain thoughts or opinions related to work or leisure.
Similar to the game of charades, the coordinator will ask for



.r
three'or four volunteers each to pick one of these quotes

or paraphrases at random. Each of Or volunteers will spend

five minutes thinking about Ple selected quote, and will then \

give a brief presentation to the group, elaborating on the

view presented in theselection. Each presentation will be

followed by a discussion of the view presented, focusing on the

,group's reactions to that view, not to the person who presented

it.

C. The workshop coordinator will put'the two separate

headings "Work" and "Leisure;on a large blackboard for stimuli

in a brainstorming session designed,to produce a group list of

all the different definitions and connotations associated with

each term. The group will then 'discuss the connotations of

each item; the similarities and differenceebetween the two

lists and between the items in each ipdividual list; and the

relative importance of each item to people of different ages,

sexes, social classes, and societies.

* * * * * * * * *

These introductory activities were designed cto start you

thinking about the meanings of and relationships between work

and leisure. The workshop materials and activities are designed

to help you acquire knowledge and skills which will enable you to
-r

identify student outcomes in the area of work and leisure

environments and to select, develop, and implement various

career guidance processes for Aphievinq, those outcomes. Prdgram

strategqs for achieying student outcomes will be. highlighted

also.

1 )

2



II. Orientation and Organizational Format

After allowing sufficient time for participants to read this section,
encourage brief discussion of the various elements of this packet and
then proceed to part III.

III. Text and Activities for Knowledge-,Obje.tives

A.' Trends and Job Classification Systems

Activity 2

Divide the participants into small gropps if the total number permits.

Give each group one of the 10 trend cards. Each group will then be asked

to prepare a list of 5 possible outcomes of their trend, either positive

or negative. These trend outcomes will then be written -on cards) and used

as part of a role-playing game and/or discussion focusing r various

effects trends may have on otc' -tional.success.

For example, one trend deals with increasing numbers o men in the

work force. One possible outcome of this trend might be:

"Sorry, if yoU are a man, we have just hired an equally qualified

woman for the job. We need more women."

Another possible outcome mioht be:

"We will hire a husband-wife team to do this job for 50 hours a week,

splitting the time between them."



II. Orientation and Organizational Format

A few short decades ago it would have beenunnecessary to'

provide students opportunities for learning more about work'

and leisure environments. At a time when children assutfl A

productive and responsible -roles in their homes and communitie

they were well acquainted with work, work expectations and

leisure, (or non-work) expectations. 4icarious leayining

experiences in$scPool merely served to supplement the more

extensive direct learning experiences in the home and community.

In pre-depression America, youth learned about the occupations
I

and social activities of family and cmmurity members throilgh

first hand experiences. 41, Ath not only

served to augment toe family it out also provided an impor-

tant means of personal, growth al-, development. Several societal

and economic changes have dramatically affected the int ractiop

among children and their families and communities. No longer

are young people welcomed into the working-community. Ill fact,

44N.
today's adolescents are experiencing increased periods of'

segregation from actiVe, purposeful and responsible participation

in the working world as they are pressed to spend an increasing

amount of time in formal educational structures. As a result of

this forc eparation they have been unable to develop an

experiential understanding of society and the world of work.

For yojth, the once action-rich environment has now become

action-poor.(Coleman, 1972).

Shifting

learning

environment

3



Perhaps,thyougn the schools someof-the current
unrealexpectations about' work that areheld by young
people can be di§poped, thus avoiding much of the
disappointment and frustration they feel when they
take their first jobs (O'Toole, 1972, p. 145.)-z-r

Students deserve the chance to better understand work and

leisure environments. The variables i-n.VOlved_in understanding

the characteristics and elements of the two environments seem

endless. A.simplififd perspective of this student need area

can be gained from looking at the componegts separately.,

Work is an integral part of life. The preparation of young

people for such adult roles as work has lot '-)eon a major

"responsibility' 2d by the family and the school. Changes in

such areas as work world structures, work forcecharacteristics,

life style desires, and meanings associated with work have,com-
:N

com-

bined to produce unprecelented pressures on young people today.

VETERINARI AN

ELECT-Ric IA



Confronted with technological society, estimated by some toy
c

contain more than fifty thousand occupational. alternatives and a

myriad of entry requirements, young peOple often become over-
,

whelmed and blindly. accept the first odpupatione or educational-
-r

option open to them. Students deserve help in decoding the

complexities of the work world.' They need to know what kin
'

occupational And educational options are open to people with

their characteristics, skifls, and life style desire.

Stunt s deserve to know what levels.of basic education are

appropriate 'for specific types of ocpupationu what occupational

comphencies must be mastered before one is allowed to assume

responsibilities inAlled occupations, semi-professional

occuAtions, licensed occupations; the effe'ets on entry and

advancement possibilities of such factors as social class,

levels of motivation and aspiration, attention span, primary

and special abilitiet, marital status, ethnic origin,military

experience, geographic preferences', sex, employment history,

physical characteristics - including handicaps, etc.; hoW

Changes in technology, safety and sanitation regulations, product

design and the life modify manpower demands.; and what emplOyment

factors such as job characteristics, adaptability, work ,

satisfaction, 4tential earnings, mill contribute to wOrk

adjustment. The school must .assum onsibility for providing

experiences*hicioNfoster individual underseanding of and

particpation in the world of work, 4,0nly if the studen

emitted to learn abott occupations and to try out his

5

IF

:

I

Experiential
Knowledge

f.

4
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A

) o

\r 40.;

capacities and'iptereSts can-.he #ke decisions freely and

intielltgentiy. ---/

The. centrality of work in determthing an indfvidual's future

k A.

life style" is well knqwn, but the, importanceof.leisure/pui-Suits
1 ,

. .

tis*noeso well defined. Students need to explore the` values and
; _c>11,

0, ,

Clife s es f.,people in various7occupational fields to wider- Leisure values

stand how w k and leisure are rerrelated. Leisure and.
--,

recreation need to. be valued rather than constclfred So4thing
, _

less than,work. The impo /tance of leisure to the quality of
.

,..

life demands that we provide children increased opportunities
4

to develop leisure interest
/

d skills. At present we allow

this 'developmental process to occur by chance i n pi to of the

_evidence that st.mciestS a direct relationihip betwee'the lepure

involvement of an individual es a child and the leisure activity

cif the individual as an adult (Yoesting & Burkhead, 1973):

Students deserve opportunities lr active involvement-in a

variety of leisure activities. Too often our sponsorshtp of

organized athletic programs has resulted in a gpectator-consumer

role, the reverse pf ;active innlyement. The finely tuned

selectiOn process whereby only those who excel in physical

skills are allowed tO'participate encourages a passiv

observation role for the many who are in most need of Live

invol ent. The same non-paeticipative role is often)

enco raged in other non-physietti areas of leisure. 6

6

03

r.

L,
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\

a) StaOrts deserme'to 'know, about the relationship o'work ,,

i
a lei) sur4. While either leisure canbecome the basic r_.,,

.
\' . 1 ,

rh hn'of iife for a person, it is more likely' that the"
.. , i-

il ,

interactiO of the two will serve that function.

4 111e most important change, in wok,Will he
tbrit.it willbecoMe chosen rather than socia ly-

lk,'imposed activity . . . individuals will be mo..e
. and More free to choosetheir work rather than

,condemned to accept it. The concepts of work
00 'free time!, whichKaVe drifted so far apart
at present, may be partly reconciled (Levitan &
Johnston, 1974," p. 160).

reconciled

11) A
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IpEOs ASSESSMENT

'Evidence of.student heeds' in the area of welt, and 1 isure
envittonmeiitscanbe.documenied in a review of'stVeral sou ces.

. ,

d .

A statewide needs assessment coOkted by thp Georgi
).

Career Gilidance Project concluded'Wat Georgia high school
students:

- Lackothe ability to ,4isualize themselves
n a work setting

t.

- Lack kAoWledgeabout.job duties;working
conditions, occupational interests and
skills, and occupational preparTon
requirements. ,f1

- Are not iovolved enough in exploratory
occupational experiences

- exhibit traditional sex role stereotyping
of occupa ns

- Want to about working conditions of
jobs t at are of interest to them

- Want to learn more about what to expect
on a job,

8
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Similarly, the American College
t

Testina Program concluded

from theirtlationel Needs Assessment Study that many sidents.,,
, -

may-be making career detisi8ns with the aid tof only a-limited
w,

khowledge'bf the.World of'work (Noeth Roth'and Prediger 1975).

A Spicial: Task Farce for the Seerytary of'H4tth," Eddcafion and.

Welfare documented and then Aiscusted,many importanft*cs
,d 1.

relating, to Work in America (1974): the function of kirk;

changing attitudts toward work; blue and white colla4. problems; ,

conditions of minorities,, and women workers; work a'hd health;

the redesign of jobs; and relationships between work and

schooling. Work is Here to.Stay, Alas (Levitan & Johnson, 1973)

and WorkinOTerel, 1972) are other majOr sources that have

focused on this topic.

The White House Conference on Youth that deals with major

national crises noted that young people were frustrated-over the

following (Venn, 1972):

1. The lack of any real experience in society -

either work experiences or relevant societal
participation

2. The lack of flexibility in educational
processes and programs

3. The lack of optional patterns toward
preparation for.the future

4. The lack of knowledge in counselors and
teachers as to what the future would be or what
the real world is like today

5. The apparent lack of concern by the
educator for the need to change

Important State reports also support the need for educa-

tional contrib4tions to desired student outcomes in the area of

work and leisure environments. A commission of the Georgia

State Board of Education formulated Goals for Education fn
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Georgia which included the follOwing statements (1970):

It is desir that the indiqdual . .

appreciates the value of "the occupations of
others

. possesses an.appreClation of work as desirable
and necessary

. . understands. and values the functions, relation-
ships and respOnsibilitiet of labor, and
ma gement in a free Society

sses knowledge and undePstanding of a wide
liar e of occupational' fields

. possesses "ride in -workmanship and accomplishment
. f. respects,an cares for the property of his

.eimployer and fellow/workers,
. , . Possesses ability to adjust to changing jobs

and job requirements
. recognizes the impact of science and technology

on jobs and job requirements
. , . possesset- sufficient skill and interest in an

area'.4i activity other than that of)his ,

vocational choice to be able to make constructive
use of leisure time in some avocatiatiIpursuit

0

Professional career guidance associations also identified
specific needs in this area (NVGA, 1973)

. . . understanding of the work society and those
factoi-s that affect its constant change
including worker attitude and discipline

. . . 'awareness of the part leisure time may play in
a person's life

. . . understanding of informition and skills
necessary to achieve self-fulfillment in
work and leisure

4 10



The domains and goal areas outlined in the.chart below

provide a contextual framework for the understanding of

student needs in the area of work and leisure environments. The

complete model was developed to reflect the results of the

comprehensive needs assessment.

INTERPERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Human Relations Skills
,Relating,With SignificantlOthers

Self Validation

WORK AND LIFE SKILLS'

Daily. Living

Employability.
Work and Leisure Environments

LIFE CAREER PLANNING

Planning Skills
Educational Environment
Self Understanding

11

Comprehensive
Model

Focus of this

packaga
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GOALS/OBJECTIVES I

The comprehensive needs assessment study, which provided

the data and comments included on the preceding page, was

undertaken'as a first step in a systematic effort to plin

effective career guidance programs. The derivation of specific

goals and objectives from identified needs is a second step in

the program planning sequence, as graphically illustrated below:.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
I

STAFF COMPETENCIES
Ni

STAFF NEEDS

12

GOAL' /OBJECTIVES,

PROGRAMVPROCESSES,

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
PACKAGE

Systems
Approach



The goals of any-one area can be best understood in the context
of the complete list of goals identified in the comprehensive needs
assessment study.

INTERPERSONAL HUMAN RELATIONS
EFFECTIVENESS SKILLS

WORK AND
LIFE SKILLS

LIFE CAREER
pLANNING

Trust and
Intimacy

Expressive and.
Assertive Skills

Affiliation and
AcceptanCe

L

DAILY LIVING

Consumer Skills

Civic and
Community
Responsibilities

Home .and Family

Responsibilities

PLANNING SKILLS

Decision-Making
Skills

Values Clarifi-
cation and
Development

Goal Setting
Responsibilities

13

C-

RELATING WITH
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

Family Relation -.

ships

Peer Relationships

Teacher/Adults
Relationships

EMPLOYABILITY

Employment Prepara-
tion Skills

Job-Seeking
Skills

Occupational/
Educational
Knowledge

EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

Study/Learning
Skills

Participation/
Involvement
Skills

Basic Academic
Skills

SELF
VALIDATION

. Confidence

Independence

-Identity

WORK AND LEISURE
ENVIRONMENTS

Work Expectations
and Responsibilities

Recreation and.
Leisure Interests

Work World
Strucutures

SELF

UNDERSTANDING

Self Appraisal
Skills

Abilities and
Competency
Development

Personal.'

Development
Responsibility



.Three basic sub-goal areas within the work and leisure

environments pea,clarify the content of that domain. These

sub components can be best described with the following

constru ts: Work Expectations and Responsibilities; Recreation

and Leisure Interests; and Work World Structures. The following

items in the Georgia Career Guidance Card Sort provided the

.basis on which these three sub-goal constructs were developed.

Work Expectations and Responsi,bilities
r

To learn more about working,conditions of jobs
that are of interest to me

To learn more about what. to expect on a job
To understand the changing work roles and

expectations'of men and women

Recreation and Leisure Interests

To develop life-long recreational interests that
will make my leisure time enjoyable

To know what leisure and recreational activities
best fit my interests and skills

To understand how leisure time opportunities are
affected by employment:in various occupations

To understand how a'person's style of living can
be influenced by various types of jobs

Work World structures

To learn how occupations relate to and support
_one another

ToPbe aware of the different satisfactions work
provides

To know more about job groupings and their common
characteristics (i.e., transportation, construction and
health' occupations)

To be able to evaluate a job in terms of its
potential earnings

14
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The sub-goal Areas can be further delineated 'and explained

by li'sttng desired student outcome areas as below :.

WORK AND LEISURE ENVIRONMENT

Work Expectations and Responsibilities

Monetary Compensation
Sex Role Stereotyping
Work=Life Ethics
'Fringe Benefity (non-monetary)
Patterns and Ladders
Safety and Security.
Labor-Management Relations
Meeting Job Demands :"

Retreation and Leisure Interests

Leisure-Related Values
Utilizing Recreational Facilities
Life Style/Leisure,Opportunitles
Planning and ChooSing Leisure Activities

Work World' Structures

Occupational Classlification Systems
Types of Work Activ)iies

f Types =of Worker Characteristics
Types of Worker Environments
Mobility and Geographic Factors
Work Versus Free Time

15
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I
A final step of the geal setting profess includes the

writing ofperformance objectives. Specification of desired

utcomes will contribute significantly, to future evaluation

e forts. Also, specific objectives written in behavioral

to i logy 'provide added Clarity and meaning to the goal areas.

Folio ng are some examples, of pehormance objectives pertinent
1--

to this area:

Work-Expect tions,and Responsibilities

0 Th individual will be able to describe the
worker. haracterist4csand work skills necessary to
achieve uccess in ''Occupational areas under Consideration%

. -
. ,I

. . . The in ividu( will be able to identify the frit*
benefits (n n- monetary) of specified occupations

....-/

. . .crhe individual will be able io,deScribe common
multiple career roles) for women

it.

'Recreation and Leisure Interests

. . . The individual will be able to describe how
occupational choiceiinfluences life style

r t

The individual will be able' to identify leisure,
activities that match his/her life style

. . . The individual will be able to identify various
occupations in terfis/bf typically-associated
time pursuits

Work World Strbctures

. . . The individual will be able to explain various
methods of classifying occupations

. . . The individual will be able to explain the impact
of various societal changes for the world of work

. . . The individual will be able to identify specific
jobs that tend to have sex role stereotyping

16



A series of objectives can add direction and specificity

to the results of a needs asstssment. While such objectives can

suggest certain career guidance processes and activities,. there

should not be a one-to-one relationship between specific

perfOrmance objectives and specific processes. It is more likely

that one process or one series of.related processes will be
, .

designed to achieve several'perfOmance objectives. .

Programs /Processes

Thd'-next important step in program planning,is to select

'career guidance activities whiCh will provide students maximum

assistance in achieving the desired gOals'and objectives. The

development of a'planned schedule of activities requires several

decisions. FtrSt, it is necessaryito.dekgrmine the kind of

process or activity which holds thelost promiie'for effedting.,

goal achievement. Mould assignment.Of a series of inde00-ent

'projects. be more eff4etive in helping students accomplish a

certain goal than a series of small group discussions? A second

4 decision must determine a method for sequencing a series.of

related 1:4-ocesses.' For example, how can a "career guidance

center" be designed to serve as a multi-purpose forum for

exploratory experiences? Program planners need also to decide
o

on and identify a variety of process strategies and techniques--

classes; units; small groups; information dissemination, and so

on. A comprehensive program must iftlude more than one kind of

procefs and involve more than one person in process implementation.

17

Multiple
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I

The responsibility for the implementation of
4 needs-bated career guidance syStem can no longer
be-considered the sole domain of the couoselor."/-- Difillmentqfthe career guidance functioh requiresa team aP,Oroech.

Counselors, teachers, career ---.-development specialists,'administratort, and ether -

*educational personnel need to develop new ways of
working/together. Such direct intervention processesAS individual and group counseling can'be augmented

-''with indirect and shared processes whete counselors
work4withiteachers and other school personnel in
providing indirect assistance aimed.at the personal
development of students (Dagley A Hartley, 1975, 0% 1'2):

7cf
4

pastictivfties of counselors and teachers have a way Of

hecominb.peSpetuated reg4rdless of current merit'in meeting the
t

career development needs of students. While change for the sake

of change is not:necessarily beneficial, it,is important to

consider new alternatives Airing the .planning phase of program

development. The following figure presents a basic, model for, the

design of new career guidance procetses. In reviewing the

model, a valuabldperspective may he gained by contrasting the
.

components with the aspects of the traditional guidance Model,

of services -- orientation, counseling, educational and

pccupational information, assessment, vtacement and follow-up.

6

O
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.On Call/Responsive A
/Services

t °

0

1.

System
Support

Services

Curriculum7Based
Content and
/ Strategies

Figure 1:

.011, .e 'V= *OM WINO MONO -

Individual
. Development

Responsibilities,
1

t .

1

1

1

1,

Career Guidance Processes: A Quality Control System
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The curriculum based"coneent and strategies section

reflects d major assumption that there are basic career

guidance understandings and ikills which all indiyidUals

need. Goal achievement iss.depindent upon reguqr and systematic

, contact- hrough the curricglium, The indiOdual development

s;
.,71. ,

sl

retpon bilities component consists of processes which are

disigged to f cilitate the personal-development of each child
t

Ire4gh indfvidual contacts. Each student needs someone in the

school who is persot411Y fAmOliar with himfir, The on call/

responsive component is characterized by such direct career
911kN A

guidpnce prdcesses as.indiv, ual and grou0 counseling. This

section includes processes- ichare designed to be bf immediate

seeVice: responsive to rious needs ani crises,- and of longer

developmental service such as "growth groups.".%The system N

support se4;icel,component,is comprised of such indirect

pro ces es as curriculukplanning, staff development and quasi-

administrative record keeping. Each'component of the model'is

important. A comprehensive program would include processes

in each category for each major goal area. The. following list

provides, a collectior4f procesi alternatives idelitified for

the work and leisure-environments goal area.:----"

01.1111Ma
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mess Alternatives

WORK.& EISURi ENVIRONMENTS P4)

Curriculum Based Content & Strategies,

I

Classes /Mini-Courses

ECE
CVAE
Mini pre vocr
CeiSure skills development

Units/Fus4 'Activities ,

Sociology, Soc. Studies,-Econ, Math '
Career Guidance Center
Exploratory work and leisure experiences

Special Experiences

CdMmunity based learning
Parent involvement in CGC
"Clubs Td programs

DevellimentalGroup Experiences

,'!Sex rdle stereotyping"
"Life style exploration"
mVocationial exploratioh group'
"Job conflict simulatihs"

dividual Develo' eht Res onsibflities

Projects - independent study
Competency demonstrations
Career experience logs?,
Contracts

Work/leisure experiences
Work/leisure skills development

On Call/Responsive Services

Career Guidance Ceflter
Coordination of community resource persons

Information dissemination
Interest testing SDS, OVIS)

Referral
Rap groups

21
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System S t Services
S

Cdmmunittmli ison
Curhitu. binning. .

Materials/ sources: Evaluation and acquisition.
Career week coordination
'Community a visory committee

a. . 1 4

S.

(

4

9
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The outlining of process alternatives and the determination

of other process implementation plans are important program'

development step's. However, once the .p cuss plans are defined
/ r ,

the stafrdev lopment process should beg n. What competencts / -I,

;
..

(knoVedge, ttitudes, skills, strategies) are required iti
,

.
.

effectiveTy .conduct the sel ctfd career guidance.ftocessest

.

The procedures used in iden ifyingzsuch competency requirements

are,much like job analysis techniqueg where a task\is defined

in detail. The analysis should result in suf cleat detail

concerning required competencies for the -omplet4on of a

staff development package to,assist in competency acquisition>

or improvement. An analysis of competencies for the process

alternatives outlined in the outcome area of work and leisure

,environments serves as a good example, as depicted in the

following suggestions.

WSJ

23
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Knowledge S

WORK & LEISURE 'ENVIRONMENT

%r#
Y

. . ..Compare.and contrast occu6tiOnal classification systems

. . . Explain how job demands influence leisure activities
N

. . . Describe various meanings and benefits derived from work

. Explain how to evaluate occupational information in terms
of relevance, authenticity, and appropriateness for
various student groups

Skills

. . . Explain how to use-Occupational information resources such
as occupational handbooks, classification files, vocational
exploration kits, and the Dictionary of ccupational Titles

. . Describe how to use work role models and/or learner-directed
media projects to illustrate real-life work settings

. . . Construct and use simulation and gaming techniques for varied .

and relevant work /leisure awareness objectives

41
Strategies

. Develop a plan for enlisting the support of local businesses,
institutions, industries, and agencies for use in exploratory
work and leisure activities

. . . Develop a work and leisure resource center within the school

Attitudes

. . . Describe sex role, stereotyping frequently encountered in work
situations

. . . Describe leisure stereotyping frequently eflcountered in areas
such as race, age, sex, and socio-econOklic level

. . Discuss and explain frequently encountered world of work myths,
i.e., career ladders, perfect job for everyone, early vocational
choice, closure

2 4



IStaff Needs I

/Or

Several methods and techniques can be utilized to

determine staff needs in selected competency areas. Included

among these possible methods are knowled tests, peer jury

ratings, skilled demonstrations, video taped work segments,

direct observation/supervision, attitude surveys, simulation

exercises, role-playing, and small group discussions. The

latter method is the preferred mode for several 'reasons. First,

the state of the art of competency assessment is such that

,accurate (reliable and valid) results are difficult to achieve.

For example, it is, questionable that anything of worth can be

determined from a test which creates a false dichotomy between

knowledge and performance, as is the case with most knowledge

assessments. Secondly,"given a list of process-outcome areas,

40
small group discussions can result in a quick ranking of staff

needs. TheThe most important reason, however, is'that open

discussion results in less sabotage and defensiveness. In fact,

the discussion process allows for positive involvement in the

establishment of staff development plans.

R

Staff Development Package

This training manual on "Work and Leisure Environments"

was developed for as support material for a staff which

identified this press- outcome area 'as a priority need. The

25
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manual and accompanying materials were written to Assisi

local career guidance teams in their efforts to improve the
1

quality and quantity of their programs. -A basic assumption

hv"

1

underlying the development of these materials is that all of us,

benefit from periodic renewal.

The content of this manual' is presented in both didactic

and experiential modes to encourage maximum involvement of

participants. Small group7experiences are a part of the special

attention given to the development of competencies for a team'

approach to implementation of career guidance programs.

The outline of the manual follows the basic learning:

model - froM attitude development to knowledge, acquisition' or

renewal, to technical and skill development and/or improvement,

and then to development of implementation strategies and plans.

Specific objectives are fncleed in the summary section.

26
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III. Text and Activities for Knowledge Objectives

A. Trends and Job Classification Systems

The structures and values of our society have changed

dramatically, in recent decades. In view of the degree of change

we can no longer,dePend on our own past work experiences to

provide us with sufficient knowledge to effectively help youth

in their eff6rts to successfully enter the world of work. The

greatly accelerateCrate of change demands a renewed examination

ofthe wile variety of factors which influence leisure and work

world structures. The purpqse of this section is to increase

your awareness of current and projected trends in work and

leisure, job classification systems, and occupational

interdependency.

1. Trends

K recent estimate notes that in another 25 years, knowledge

in the world will increase fourfold and approximately 70% of

the types of work available will be unlike any in existence

today. In support of this estimate, Toffler, in Future Shock,

quotes Dr. Robert Hilliard, the ton educational broadcasting

specialist- for the Federal Communications Commission as saying,

4.

"At the rate at which knowledge is growing,
by the time the child born today graduates from
college, the amount of knowledge in the world
will be four times as great. By, the time that
same child is fifty years old, it will be thirty-
two times as great, anth97 percent of everything
known in the world will have.been learned since
the time he was born." (Toffler, 1970, pp. 157-15R).

?7

1

Knowledge

Explosion



Obviously, we have to be flexible in our job- related attitudes

and plans jn order to adapt to such changing conditions.

Since World War II, service industries (hospitals, and

other health relatedorganizations, social service agencies,

educati n, government, transportation, utilities, banks and other
r

financ atAnstitutions, as well as retail stores and other trade

organizations) have grown considerably. In the area of goods

production (agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and constructigv),

modest increases in manufacturing and construction have been

offset by declines in Agriculture and mining. Since the late

1940's, goods production has involved less than half of the

total U.S. work force.

Job growth through 19P, continue to be greater in

service than in goodslproducing industeies, though the growth

pattern will ofICOurse!vary for different occupations within

each industry. One estimate predicts that the continuing

emphasis in the U.S. on social sciences, medical services, as

well as scientific and technical knowledge will result'in

continued growth in the professional occupations of teacher,

researcher, social and medical science worker, at least

through 1985..

The trend of rapid growth in the service industries has in

turn been caused by the interaction of a -variety of other trends.

Incldded among these have been population growth, increasing

urbanization (with the concomitant need for more city services),

J
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and the demand for improved health,'education, and security

services (a result of our -higher income and living standards

Once the 1940's). Conversely, the slow increase' in

employment in,ths goOds-prOducing industries has been influenced

by the growing skills of the labor force.coupled with significant

gains Lin productivity Which have been the result of automation

_and other teqnical development.'

Another trend whit') is beginning to have a substantial

impact on the world of work is the increasing number of woven 7

entering the work force. As more women seek life-fulfil)ing

activities outside the home, the ratio of job seeking people to

available posftions climbs further out of proportion. Not only

are monommen establShing themselves inAraditional parts? of

lirwork force, but women are also beginning to enter professions

previously dominated by men. With the support of the courts,'
S 4

men and women with comparable qualifications are now beginning

to'be considered on an equal basis for available positions.

An increase in the 'humber of'qualified people results in an

incoAse in competition for job openings, which results

eventually in an increase in unemployment or 'underemployment.
#

Although statistics such as those presented earlier on the

topic of .knowledge exploston-are "necessarily hazardous, there

still can be no questions that the rising tide of new knowledge

forces us into even narrower specialization" (Toffler, 1970,

p. 158). As Toffler indicates increasing job specializWon is



a notable trend resulting from the growth in the complexity of

society: Increased complexity of life in general is in turn

causing tremendous changes in the worldAof work. For instance,

mechanization of_major industries creates 6 demand for more
u--

highly trained and skilled people, which at the same time

decreases tbhe need for less highly trained or unskilled'people.

The vast increase in medical technology has resulted in

the need forphysicians to be more intensively trained in a

narrower field, resulting in a greater number and variety of

medical specialists. This trend is evidenced in the fact that

a graduating M.D. can no longer be 'just a General Practitioner,

but must be license/61 inisocte specialty. Specialties range

from the fairly general stch as, family medicine, to the very

specific, such ap neonatology. Growing complexities in the

legal field have also created a demand for more specialization.

Most attorneysrno longer,afactice "general law,'C\but specialize

in a particular aspect of law, such as tax law, criminal law,

civil law, marine law, divorce, etc. This trend toward

increasing job specialization can be demonstrated in nearly

every aspect of the world of work.

Another significant trend which can be noted as a result

of accelerated change in technology is increased leisure time,

at home and at work. One factor contributing to increased

leisure time is legislative action resulting in daylight savings

time and 3-day'noliday weekends. Business and industry continue

to experiment' with.3 and 4 day work weeks, i creased vacation_

30
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time and double-pay vacations. Also, people are retiring

eailieriand rernidingl1n
4
good health longeroresultinvin more

leisure time. ,Along- with an increase in leisure time has come

an expansion in leisure activities. As a result, leisure.

industries are experiencing -a tremendous boom in income and

growth. Ameritans spend more than $100 billion annually on

spare time leisure activities at present and seem to be moving,

toward a doubling'of ihat,figure in the 70's. Although these

time ,estimates sound like a long awaited blessing now,"increased

leisure time could'easily become a burden by the year 2000.

Weappear to be drifting toward unacceptable levels of boredom

and frustration die in part to a lack of psychological prepara-

tion for dealing direct* with the challenges and opportunities

of lOsure based on a positive and educated.recognition of-

life of work-leisure unity.

4L

Activity 2

Ten cards, have been prepared to reflect

described above. Individually, or as a small 'up mer , you

are to select one card from the stock and develop five possible'

outcomes which could be associated with that trend. The outcome

may be positive,or negative. Once the outcomeshave been

identified for each trend, the leader will conduct a discussion

and role-playing session.
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2. Job Classifidation Systems

Youth are confronted with an overwhelmingly complex

task when they first begin to explore the world of work because

of the vast number (50,000) of different occupational alterrA%ia-

:dyes available. 0p)6 method of, simplifying this exploration

process is to familiarize students with various systems of

classifying and grouping jobs. The main values of such

classification systems are (a) that they organize and make

manageable the great fund of inf ation on the world of work,
,.

and (b) that they can be used as i formation- retrieval devices

for definingvarious jobs. Three of the most commonly used4ob

classification systems are described below:

A. Career Clusters

The United States Q fice of EduOtion suggests fifteen

career clusters around whic teachers, counsel_ A school

administrators can develop career education programs at the

elementary, secondary-, and collegell'evels. The fifteen career

clusters contain occupatiohs grouped on the basis of "work

activity type." They are:, (1) business and office occupations,

(2) marketing'and distribution occupations, (3) communications

and media occupations, (4) construction occupations, ) manu-

facturing occupations, (6) transportation occupations, (7) agri-

business and natural resources occupations, (8) marine science

occupations, (9) envfironmental control, occupations, (10) public

services occupations, (11) health4d6cupations, (12) hospitality

and rdcretton,occupations, (13) personal services occupations,



11.

n

(14)'fine artiland humanities occupatfd6, and (15.) consumer

and homemaking-related occupations.

B.,Occupational Outlook Handbook

The U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor. Statistics,.

publishes the Occupational Outlook Handbook (mostirecent edition,

1974-75), whiliCh classified jobs into (1) thirteen career clusters

based on the Concept of "related activities", and (2) nine

industry divisions based on the "major industry divisions" within'

our economy. For over800 occupations and 30 industries, the

flandbook attempts to answer questions such as:

What does a p son actually do on the job?.
What abilitie and interestiUOesthe job cal for?
What kind of schooling and training is r'en lire

for the job.
What are the working conditions like?
What will job opportunities be in coming years?

C. Dictionary of Occupational Titles

The U.S. Department of Labor also publishes two volumes

and a supplement of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(D.O.T.), which contains information about more than 35,000

occupations. Volume I, Definition of Titles, contains an

"alphabetical list of jib titles and their descriptions.

Volume II, Occupational Classificatio is designed to help users

distinguish relationships among occupations by grouping together

jobs with the same basic "occupational, industrial, or worker

characteristics." The Supplement relates to Volume II in that

it contains details on selected characteristics of occupations,

0



(e.g.. physical demands, working condtttons, and traininOtme).

.salt ft
OGG UPAVOivAL D4 c7r§ °NARY OF
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4

Both the Department of Labor and the Office of Education
. k

emphasize that these classification ystems and references
J

'cannot and ,are not intended to repla knowledge gained from

act) 1 on-the-job experience

4/
(

t assist people who wish to

. Rather,-they are tools dOigned

explore the world of wOrle.,-)The

job descriptions pvided in these sources are based ,piln

information from a variety of work sources. In other`words,
J

they deScribe a typical example of a job rather than an actkral

account of that job in any one particular setting.

34
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Activity 3

You will"now be preented`with two descriptions of the

same ype of job. One of the descriptions is from the 1974-75

edition of the Occupational outlook Handbook and the othef is".)

_
from Working, iky $tudi.Terkele Compare types of information

,you received from these sources and discuss the merits of each

format for use with students.
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Activity 3

You may choose to conduct this exercise by either dittribut ng

reprintS or by listening to the available recordings. Discuss s ch

que-stions as:

1. Taking each descriptiOn separately, what ae-the things

you would say are most pleasant about his job? Least

pleasant?

2. Iri'what ways are the two descriptions similar? .

--Y3. In what ways'are they different?

4. What would you say are the main attitudes and feelings

17 the person interviewed by Studs Terkel has abo t this

job?

5. Which description would be most helpful t a student who

wants 'to know abput the job?

O

4

1

4
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Act.yty"4

(groups of 2-3 people

r

' Each and 'every job can bea or zed according to the

types of work activities, worker aracteristiCs:and work

environments which are peculiar to ea4kosition. Whin people'

compare different jebs% they often distinguishorie job from

anatlii: by listing mariatiops which,fall into one of these

three'categories. Following is a list of some of e ways in

which jobs vary. Discuss each item as a group and indicate

which category''you think that item relates"to most closely:

(1), types of Ark-activities (WA); (2)ptypes of worker

characteristics (WC)'; (3) types of work environments (WE).

After marking and dsdiscUssing all of the following items, share

your inclusions with the total group, and contribute to \the

devel pment of a master chart. Circle the initials of the most
7- 1

appr priate category:

WA WC WE 1. Jo#bs vary in te f urban vs. rural life
t, style, in that certain jobs are d 1n onTy one or the

other setting (e.g., there are no large farms in New York
City and probably very few advertising agencies in the
middle of Kansas). I

WA WC WE 2. As of 1967, 20% of Americans changed their
mailing addresses every year, and probably even more do
today. Jobs vary in the degree of mobility they require
and in the degree of choiCe people have with regard to that
mobility (e.g., salesmen tend to move more frequently thin
teachers and very often they are given little choice in'the
decisions as to whether or where they will be transferred).

5 14



WA WC WE 3. Jobs vary in terms of their geographical
location, and having .a strong prefetence for a particular
geograp ical location may limit one's job choices (e.g.,
forestry is not a major industry in'sciuthern California).
Conversely, having a strong preference for a type,of job
which is geographically rettricted (e.g., forestry),'may
necessitate moving to a new or unfamiliar location.

WA WC WE 4:Jobs-vary in terms of'salary, including
starting salary, opportunity for raises, and maximum salary
potential. In some occupations, there are variations in
salary from one parloof the country to another (e.g., in
the teaching professions), or from one season to another'
fe.g., salaries in the constructlion industry probably vary
more from summeto winter in, northern Michigan than they
"do in southern California).

WA WC WE 5. Jobs vary both in the amount and the type
of social contact they 'afford (or require, as to the case
or many business occupations).

WA WC 'WE 6.' Jobs.variln the amount of choice people
have with regard 3to both the am,unt and flexibility of
'their work hours and free time (e.g., a surgeon may have
more flexibility-with regard to his daily work schedule
than an assembly line worker, but the assemblyjine'worker
may have more choice in the ameunt of overtime lie works
and when he works it). .

WA WC 'WE 7. Jobs vary in the types -of interests,
abilities, and temperaments' they require of the worker
e.g., some jobs require great attention to" detail and

enjoyment of workindb with numbers, whereas other jobs
require excellent verbal skills and an outgoing,
gregarious nature). Some people have strong preferences ,4

for working either with people-,"data, or things.

WA WC WE 8. Jobs vary in terms of their physical
surroundings (e.g., indoors vs. outdoors; being a member
of a crowded, noisy typing pool vs. being executive
secretary with your own private office) .

WA WC WE 9. Jobs vary in terms of the nature of the
organizational $tructure (e.g., some organizations have
very rigid job and decision-making hierarchies, whereas
others strive for a more democratic type of participatory
management and the involyement ()fall employees in decision-
making processes).

t 4.0
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Ily 1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

gi 7.

8.

9.

0

Activity 41'

Th4s''activity is intended to be,open-ended but theTf011owing are

suggested responSes for categorizingeeach of the4items under.wayr in:

which jobs vary: ,

1. 4kpes of work environment's (4E)

2. 'Types of work activities (WA)

1 40"
3. Types of work environments (WE)

4
4. Types of worker characteristics (i.e. importance placed

on salary) (WC) to

5.' Types of work activities (WA)

6. Types of work activities (WA)

7. Types of work characteristics (WC)

8. Types of work environments (WE).

9. Types of work environments (WE)

To report responses, record on a mailer chart the number of people,

choosing each of the 9 alternatives, then attempt to achieve a.consensus.

Sample Chart:,

WORK
ACTIVgIES,(WA)

WORKER
CHARACTERISTICS 1WC

WORK
ENVIROLMENISJII.,,

.

.

.

.

.

One possible additional activity would beto as'k the participants to
list other ways in which jobs vary.

r's J S



. Learningvarious job' classification systems can 'help.

students develop handles for making sine sense'out of a vast .

1

network of interrelated and interdependent occupations. It is

important to learn ,that few jobs exist in a vacuum. An.under-

standing"of tae, ways in which different jobs relate to and

support each other a) contributes to an understanding of the

overall structure of the world of work; b) increases our^ flexi-
.

bility fbr and, adaptability to changing conditions in the.world
.

of work and t) increases the number and types of different

career options. open. to us throughout outlives.

flAY136 `INA
EXPeCTATIO N5
PEKE, A
PI.540/Pter!
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_Activity'S

A. Your community hai experienced economic uPhiaval and

school, staff must be cut drastiCally.,' You.and your. colleagues

(workthop participants). are to serve as a committee to deCide

which jobs are:Vital to the success of the school and which can

l' be eliminated. You'must agree on which 5 positionfwill be

retained and which 5will be eliminated. 'Obviously, this cutr

will necessitate sharing of responsibilities, over-lapping:of, .1

functions and eliminating some activities. Discuss the degree

of interdependency.which'existi among these positions before
/

making yoprAecisiiins. As a group, arrive at a consensus:about

the 5 jobs which will be kept and'the,5 which will be abandoned.

Be prepared tkdiscuss with the total group.the rationale for

your decisions.

I

.1

Career Exploration,Specialist

Coach

Dietitian

Guidance Counselor

Job Placement Director

Librarian\
\,

Maintenance Engineer

Nurse

Principal

Teacher

.39
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Activity 5
Arc_

Clarify,the.directions for this activity by listing the following

steps on a board or chart for participants to refer tg during the activity.

.

1.

Itsr

in

.

Describe functions wifich each of/these workers

2. How does each of the categories of workers rely on
the others?

3. Since five positions must be eliminated determine
' which functiOns overlap and which can be shared or

eliminated.
.

.

il: As a group arrive at the five jobs which will be,
eliminated.

, q
5. Be prepared to discuss yotir rationale for the group

dvision. 5)

J: t . i - .
Further discussion questions which caip Obstd to process the

activity are:

1. Do you think thatpeople know whSt-the functions of other
workers in the same environments are?

2. What impact do other sources (such as the community,the school
board, the tax payers) halide on your decision? Would your' 1

decision have been differdnt if you had considered their
,influence?

A

5s
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B. Job Ex stations and Responsibilities

Knowing what to expect on a job requires familiarity-with

a wide range of practical, philosophical, psychological,.and

uciological'isSues and Considerations. Your attitudes and

feelings abolt each of theseissUes and considerattons affect

your attitudes and feelings-about work in general and about

`your own job in particular. Students need to. recognize and

, understand the'variety and tomplexity of factors that will

influence their attitudes toward their jobs, and need to be-

aware of the realU tic expectations and esponsibilities .

associatedlOthWorkin-g.

1. 14 Meaning of Work for the Worker A

00Y , Work means different things to different people, dependtfigA

one's social dais, age and.sex, as well as one's values,

nteds,and, Societal,laarental and peer values and

*-expectitiOns also exert significant influence on wha'work means

to individuals, *-
n

Historically, definitions and att-Wdes toward wo,.0( gave

gone throughi number
N
of philosophical changes. The- ancient

Greeks defined work as the absence of leisure and coniidered

it a curse; hard-physical labor was therefore assigned to slaves.

To h ebrews, work was a punishment and atonement ,for man's

sin ness. The early Christians added the concept of charity

to their definition of work, because one as supposed to share

the products of one's toil with the neecy.

'40
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During theiMiddle Ages, work became a natural right, duty,

and basis for society, while Protestantism brought still further

changes to work'S meaning. For Luther, work was valued: as a"

way to ialvation;on',Could serve God best by Completing one's

work well. ,Calvin viewed' salvation and damnation as irreversibly

predestined; yet all should work anyOky'because God wifled

incessant work. Since the Renaissance many1eople have viewett
.

work as a creative act and a joy. in and of itself. This

additiOn of:the dimensiohs of joy d creativity to the defini-

tion of work7.ti a reflection of a. visible trend toward a

uniting of work and leisure ethics and values.

Activity 6
A

The fo1lowing tw assages have been excerpted from the

book Working: People Tak About What They Do'A<c-Daytand How

'They're& About What They Do, by Studs°Terkel (New York
/fr

Pantqeon Books, a division of Random House, Inc., 1972, 1974).

Both passages are excerpted from interviews with stockbrokers,

the first from Chicago, the'slond from New York City. Read

both passages and then discuss what you think work means to

each of thesefwo men.

41
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The individual means is exposed to so manypeople in the
1

brokerage business that it's quite a compliment to-have him turn
to you for investment service. The rule I've always gone by is
that I expect to have my brother:in-law's account-and my roommate
in college . . . When you're dealing with a persons's money and
ip estments, you deal with his hopes and ambitions and dreams

It's quite easy to look around and say this is a parasiti-
al business. All you'r doing is/faking off your curfrom the

Productivity of others. That is,1 think, an erroneous view.
Prankly,'I've,wrestled with that. It comes dowryA,to This: the
basis of this country's strength and prosperity Is the finest

' economic- system that's ever been devised, with all its in-
iequities and imperfections.. Our system depends on a free
exchange of publicly owned assets, and we're part of the'pistyre.

'/If there were no stock market, I think the economy would be I

stifled . . This is my life and I count myself very fortunate
to be in this work. It's fulfilling! '4

( 332)

I'm trying to use myjntelligence,,which I've exercised
in other;Ousinesses. But it' ike wrestling with an octopus.
Too many things-pat I can't c rol are-happening . . . People
like me start out with a feeling, that there's a place for them
in society, that they re lly have a useful function. They see
it destroyed by the cyni ism of the market . . . I'm just
trying to go along for he ride. I have little to do with it
. . . I can't say what m doing has any value.' This doesn't
make me too happy. . . 'm just being manipulated and moved
around and I keep pretending I can understand it, that I can
somehow cope With it. The truth is I can't.

42
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Activity 6

After the rticipants havi read the two passages from Terkel,

them to dusbcuss whAd'each man's work means to him. All or

part.of the flowing guide guetions may be used to stimulate discussion.0
,

1. Does the first paragraph reflect any ideas.assoctated
with the protestant Work ethic?

2. Whichohistorical view t is most noticeable in this
paragraph?

Does the second paragraph represent a philosophy
concept of work?

4. Which interviewee typifies the majority of the work
force today?

5. Which interviewee do you think will be most successful
and why?

6. Which will be more upwardly mobile?

7. Can you draw any hypotheses as to possihie leisure
activities of each?

c

)1'
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2. Non-Monetary andMonetaryCompensation

One can receive monetary and non-monetary compensation for

ti work. From.a purely economic viewpoint, it is-important that 1*

the wage or salary one receives be large enough to provide the

basic necessities of ilife, housing, food, clothing, transpor-

tation and health care. FOr people whose basic living expenses

are met through other means,'monetary compensation forAheir

work will be relatively less important than other'forms of

compensation. The type of monetary compensation one receives
/0

will varylwith the type of job. !One may be paid an hourly

wage ,Ia monthly or yearly salary, apiece rate, commission,

royalties or tips, or some combination of these.

In addition tp one's basic-salary or wage;,fringe

benefits are considered as Part of one's work compensation.

the importance 'of fringe benefits has increased significantly

tlin6140400War,II.... According to the most recent edition of

th9: Occupational 0 tlocik Handbook, by 1970 fringe benefits

accounted for nearly one-'fifth of the total earning packs e

i rivate. industries other an farming,(1974, Ce4lin
li-
., ringe benefits -- Social Sec ity,Workmen's Compensation,

oyment insurance -- are offered by most employers, while

vacations, holidays andisit. k eave are also common fringe

e its. Some employers also pro de paid lea've for mental

ealth restoration, jury duty, or military-service. Income

1'. 4

protection plans in the form of life; health, and accident

insurance, retirement plans, and severance pay or supplemental

43
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44inemployment payments-are also included in, some fringe benefit

packages, with the costs/sometimes shared bythe employer and ,

the employee. Some companies also offer to their employees

a variety of profit sharing-plans, stock options, bonuses, or

other savings plans.

Needless to say; the number and value of fringe benefits

vary considerably from one employer or company to another.

There are literally thousands of fringe tenefit pay patterns.

Some companies routinelxsurvey their employees to-see if any 1-,T)

changes in the fringe benefit package a re warranted. More and
i

4

more companies are increasing benefits by including paid-

\
maternity leaye for female employees, and many more are

"examining the possibility of paid paternity leave. Insurance

1 coverage for psychiatric care and optional dental insurance

are also being considered by many companies.

Although for most workers some sort of monetary appensation

is necessary, the non-monetary compensation one receitievfrom

a job may be more important to one's over &Jl satisfaction;

not only with the job, but with life in general. Non-monetary )'

forms of compensation include pride ,in achievement, a sense, of

contribution and accomplishment, security, responsibility,

independence, affiliation, the chance for self-expression; it

and the opportunity for growth in the forms of self-knowledge,

intellectual growth and learning, and interpersonal and social

growth. When vie/ed together in today's working world, monetary

and non-monetary compensation ace still both important to the

44 NZ:r a



waer. While there is a significant amount of evidence that

suggests wOrkerg are assigning high prioritiesto such

iligangible and intrinsic concerns as. uality and meaning of

work, other evi d *Ice points to ate. con i nuati on of workers' major

--concerns being with the mundane realities of-More money and more

-free time.

1

Virtually'every measure of workers' behavior
indicates that money is still dearest to the hearts*
of Mostwfters (Levitan.& Johnston, 1973, p.17 ).j

Activity 7

The Worklhop Coordinator will distribute ca ds briefly r
describing'the role each participant is to,play

activity. Theisituation is:,

Your labor unian is meeting to decide upon
demands to be made of management. Union members
have contributed many suggestions, and ni some 1
agreement must be reached rbgarding pay and
fringe benefits.

Remember, when you role-play you ARE the person you

represent. Stick to your assigned' position, but ad lib as

you would in any real situation.



Activity 7

Distribute cards without regard to existing know-ledge of

participants' personalities, eferences or skills. If a particiOant

is not taking an active part, enter the activity and ask a question.

' You will pTay the part of union leader.

Allow a few minutes for the participants to jot down same ideas

before entering the.role,'if the group so desires.

c
Arguing-forCards Iroles)

A Dental insurance
B Increased vacation time
C Stock options ll

Bonuses for excellence
E Increased sick leave
F Reduced work load

Management-supported
sports leagues //

H paternity leave
I Increased break time
3 Employee discounts
K Improved retirement rights
L Free counseling service

Y.
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3. Sex Role Stereotyping

Sex role stereotyping is th6 tendency of individuals- in

particular. and society in general to expect members of a given

sec to conform to a fixed and limited role tctated by sex-

associated characteristics. These characterfstiOs.based on

over-simplified opinions and affective attitudes limit they

vocational opportunities available to members of,given *ex;

and these opinions and attitudes often founded on misconceptions,

frequently precTude free and objective occupational selection, r

educOteon, training, and advancement in'tht world of work.

M4cOticeptiOns about women in the world Of'workabound. For

exam*? as depicted in Figures 2.and 3, many people assume that

a married woman must be working primarily to suppikement her,

husband's income, rather than for reasons such as meeting her

own personal needs for professional development, intelletual

stimulation, a sense'of accomplishment, and meaningful social

interaction. Althbufl.many misconceptions about menlIsO

exist, women inthe world of work have been most affected by

sex role misconceptions because these misconceptions have

resulted in
c
many employers labeling, categorizing, hiring, and

promoting women 4n_certain limited types of jobs as can be noted

in'Figure 4.

because women

These misconceptions have far ranging implicai4ons

are most often directed into jobs with lower pay

and lower status.

46
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Most WomenWork Because of Economic Need
Riomert<the Labor Force, }3y MaritalStatus, March 1974)

Widowed,

reed,

or S Varried (Husband Present)
Single/

oh.

Urider $5,000- $7,000- $10,000
$5,000 $6,999 $9,999 and over

. Husband s 1913 Income

Souice Pt ep,ited by the Women sButeau Employment Stantimds AtiminislIdtipn 1.cm data pub)Isherl by the Bu, edu Ldbo,
U S Depatment cf Labor

Figure 2: EconomicsAnd Working Women



Fully E loyed Women Continue To Earn Less Than FullyEmployed
Men of Either White or Minoritikaces

MEN

1963
WOMAN

MEN

1973

WOMEN

WHITE

[MINORITY

$11,633

lOclu ties all races other Mon oihi to S

ource Pepaced by the Women's Bureau, Employment StandaidsAdministiation. U S Depac anent 61 Lab°,
from data published by toe Beau of the Census, S DepLe tment ot..Cornmece

Figuri 3: Earnings of Employed Women

.24
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omen/Are Underrepresented as Managers
and Skilled Craft Walkers

Percent of Total \A

100

80

f
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40

20

0-6

r

orkers

ti

IR/ Vkitn1,

NonrelDl Managers
Professional Setvce fe(Dl ClerICO1 YhvoleWcr'Kers Sales OperalNes Worket \Alo'kers Sales Workers Hasenoia

Workers
Workers Workers

4
A(1m,ms['1,1hurt hum I9/4 Anntt,t( overottes t131t, pulthshell

hy the Bureau of Labor StatislicS,

Figure 4: Employment Level of Women
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HE MYTH AND THE REALITY*

The Myth

PCIkomas!ws place is in the
home.

Women aren't seriously
attached to the labor
force; they work only
for extta pocket money.

t The Reality

Homemaking in itself is no
longer a full time job for
most people. Goods and
services formerly produced iy
the home are now commercially
available; laborsaving deVices
have lightened or eliminated
much work around the home.

Today more than half of all
women between 18 and 64 years
of age are in the labor force,
'where they are making a

substantial contribution to
the Nation's economy. Studies
show that 9 out of 10 girls
will work outside the home
at some time in thAir lives.

Of the nearly 34 million
women in the labor force in
March, -1973, nearly half were
working because of pressing
economic(need. They were
either single, widowed,
divorced, or separated or had
husbands whose incomes were
less than $3,000 a year.
Another 4.7 million had
husbands with incomes between
$3,000 and $7,000.1/

1/ The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates for a low
standard of living for urban family of four was $7,386 in
autumn 1972. This estimate is for a family consisting of an
employed husband aged 38, a wife not employed outside the home,
an 8-year-old girl, and a 13-year-old boy.

*U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards Administration
Women's Bureau, Ashington, D. C. 20210. (Revised) May, 1974.
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Women are out ill more
than male workers;,they
cost the company more.

Women don't work as long
or as regularly as their
male coworkers; their,
training is costly --

and largely wasted.

51

0

A recent Public Health
Service stud, shows little
difference ih the absentee
rate due to illness or
injury: 5r6 days a year for
women compared with 5.2 for
men.

A declining nuMber of women
leave work for marriage and
children. But even among
those who do lean, a majori-
ty return when their
children arein school. Even
with a break in employment,
the average woman worker has
a worklife expectancy of 25
years as compared with 43
years for the average male
worker. The single woman'
averages 45 years in the
labor force.



Married.wpmen
away from men
they ought to
jobs they now

take jobs
in fact,
it those

ho

Women should stick to
"women's jobs" and
shouldn't compete for
"men's jobs."

oak

--Studies on labor turnOver
indicate that net differences
for men and women are
generally small. Inmanu-
facturtng industries the 1968
rates of accessions pe 100
employees were,4.4 for men
,and 5.3 for women; th
respective separation rates

were
4.4 and 5.2;

Where were 19.8 million
married women (husbands
resent) in the labor force
'n March 1973; the number of
unemployed men was 2.5
million. If all the married
women stayed home and un-
employed men were placed in
their jobs, there would be
17.3 million unfilled jobs.

Moreover, most unemployed
men do not have the educa-
tion or the'skill to qualify
for many of the jobs held by
women, such as secretaries,
teachers, and nurses.

Job requitiements, with \

extremely rare exceptions,
are unrelated to sex.

job
content has'led to labeling

rtain jobs as women's and
hers as men's. In

asuring 22.inherent
aptitudes and knowledge
areasi-a research laboratory
fqund that there is no sex
dilifferencelin 14, women e cel
fh'6, and peen excel in 17.



Women don't want
responsibility on the
job; they don't want
promotions or job
changes which add to
their load.

The employment of mothers
lea4 to juvenile
delinquency.

r

tr

RelatiV;ly few women have
been of ered positions
of responsibility. But
when given these opportunities
women, like men, do cope with
job responsibilities in addi-
tion to,a person0 or family
responsibility. qn,1973, 4.7
million women held profession-
al and technical jobs,
another 1.6 million worked as
nonfarm managers and
administrators. Many others
held supervisory jobs at all
levels in offices and r
factories.

Studies show that many'
must'be consideried

,

when seeking the causes of
ju enile delinquericy.
Wh ther or not a mother is
em Toyed does not appear to
be determining factor.

These studies indicate that
it is the quality of a
mother's care,)rather than the
time consumer in such care
which i5 of major
significance.

r
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Men;don't like to work/
for women supervisors.

)

s-4

4

May 1974 (revised)

Most men who complain
about women supervisors
have never worked for a woman.

_./I6 one study where atMlleast
three-fourths of both the
male and female respondents
(all executives) ha worked
with women manager' heir
evaluation 'of wome n

management was favor ble. On
the other hand,the study
showed a traditional/cultural
bias among tho who reacted

'(
unfavorably to women as

4*managers.

In another survey in which
42 percent of the reporting
firms indicated that they
'hired women executives, none
rated their performance
as uqgitisfactory; 50 percent
rated them adequate; 42
percent rated thpm the same
as their predecessors; mid
8 percent rated them bettdr
than their predecessos.

54,,,
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The values-to be gained from eliminating this sort of

111,
sex roWstereptyping have been recognized and emphasized,by

increa$ing numbers of people in recent ;ears.. BOthwoMen,\

and men deserve job satisfaction, responsibility, and

opportunities for personal` growth. The elimination of

84x role stereotyping will enable both women 4nd men to lead

. fuller, happier lives.

It 55
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TWENTY FACTS ON WOMEN WORKERS*

1. Nine,/out of ten girls will work at some timet their lives.

.2. A majority of women,work because of economic need. About
three-fifths of all women workers are singlec widowed,
divorced, or separated, or have husbands whoe earnings are
less than $7,000 a year.

3. More than 36 million women are in the labor force; they
constitute nearly two-fifths of all workers. About 4.7

. million women of minority races are in the labor force; they
constitute, ore. than two-fifths of all Minority workers:

,

i
4. More than half of all women 1. to 64 years of f e are

workers. , ,

5. About three-tenths of all women workers, hold part-time job

.....

6. Women accounted for nearly three-fi ths of the increase in,
,, the civilian labor forcie in the la.`' de.

,t.

7. Labor force participation is highei,among women 18 to 24°
and 35 to 54 years of age,; the median age pf, women workers
is 35 years.

) 2
8. The more education a woman has-,' the greater the likelihood `

1;he will seek-paem#A0ment. Seven o4,0teo women 45
,

--t&-54Iyears of age with 4 or amore yearw-bf college are in
borforce: .

ber of-worktng mothers (women with children under 18)
has increased ninefold since 1940. They now number l3.6
million, an,increase of 4.1' million in the last decade.

10. The 5.1 million working mothers with children under 6 in
4 had 6.1-million children under, 6; the estimated number
censed day care-slots is 1 million,

McnAp,workors are concentrated in low- paying dead end jobs.
As a'result, the avevare woman worker earns-less, than three-
fifths of what a Man doc, even when_ both work full tim
year'round.

A

*U.S. Department of Labor;' Employment Standards Admtnistration,
Women!s Bureau, Washington, D. 20210.h
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T2. Unemployment was lowest for whitg adult moles (6.7 percent).
and highest for minority teedagg girls (38.percent),in
Apnisl 1975. ."---

. -

White adult women 7.6 percent t ,

,

Y. Mino ity a ult women 10.7 percent
giMi rity, , ult, men 12.6 percent

l
'Wh to t age girls 15.2 percent

% Wh.te enage boys . 18.1 perient
Minorit teenage boys ®37.6 percent

A
,-.

13.., Among all es, t Itout of 8 is headed by a woman;
' 1 out of b ck fail es is headed by a woman. Of all women-

workers. 1 t of 10 fathily ead; 1 out of 5.minority
women workers A a fam head. ''

iti v ° / ....
14. Among all poorlfamilies, more tha -2 out o 5 are headed by

women; almost 2 ouc'of 3 poor'bla
by women:*

M 40

15.
.

It is frequently he.wties earnin s which raise a family
out of poverty. I hUsband-wife fa ies, 15 percent have
incomes*below $510 if the wife does.n t work; 4 percent,
when she does work. '

k.familfes are heded

-,/.7k,),4

16.. The average woman works is as well educated as the
average man worker.. 'Women as well is men have completed
a median of 1215 years ofSchooling. t.

(17. Women re about two-fifths of all.prOfessionli lnd technical
workers but less than onelfifth:of allTponf6r mF.nagers and
administrators.

18. Women are 78 percent of all clerical work rs hu only.5
'percentipf all craft workers:

19. The median wage of full time year round private houseilo
-workers was only $2,243 in 1973, ,.Effective May 1,10714
frost private household workers were covered by federti
minimum wage and overti:, ;Tisjation.

r .
,

20. Fully,emplpyrd highh-:1 g a ua,teS (with no college) have'
- less inipme an t.e.---n.,. t f,dlly employed men who havev

not completed loentary-school.'

7-,

//
* laSSifi4d-ac poor were those nonfarm families of four with

total.ilmcume of eJ:s than $4,540 in' 97

. 1--

41 .
Source: U.S. Depart*t of Commerce, Rureau of the Cenusl

-- U. S. Department of Health, ,Education and Welfare, NatiOnal,Center
for Social tistics; apd Department of Labor, Bure of Labor
Statistics, q:

Bureau

I ,

June 1975 (revised) '57
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In the past, men nd 'women have been di scooped

even applying iOr'cert\jobs not only because

traditions, but also bcaUse of the sexist indicators

in the job title or jona e. For instance, 1,t is pos

a

a

e

b

not many 'women felt, comfortable, in applying for a job

"fireman", and there probably Weren't many men willing

answer an ad for,p("mai4".

Ina revision of their Occ itional ifica(

r-

from,

i al-

incorporated
.

sible that

Labeled

to

.11

e

h System,

the U.S. Cens s Bureau h. changed the titles of many jobs to

eliminate sex tereot .'ng, .8941W is a list of job titles
. .

-which need revAio( to' eliminate the sex indicators. C4eate

new title for eadlie' listed, nemembering'to mike- it equally

appealing to men and women.

I. 1. teleph ne repairman maid \

2. steward ss 7. fireman

-trailrOa conductor:- 8. chairman

4, commerciaa fisherman 9. mailman,

5. maintenance man 10, wai tress

' As a. group, name 10 jobs in your
been held or performed by one of

community )whict have not
the sexes.,

*Adapted from an ^exercise in "Supplement to Trends: A Career
Guldens*" CN., Mead; Arizona, Public SclioolS;:--
197, p., 160. '
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Actfigty 8'

I. Encourage participantsrto avOid*over-use of theyord

"person: tn4liminatinq sex indi,catoi.s in the job titles listed.
E/

This activity wil4.produce'the greatest,varety of responses if
.

.

participan4 work alone or in pairs.

II. The list of job titles,in Part I may help the grOup'get

started in naming jobs in your community not previously held by
,a
Oneqf.the sexes. Encour'age the participants to think of jobs

otherothan those previously mentioned in Pa),t I if possible.

,

r.

411
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-C. LEISURE - RELATED VALUE, NEEDS, AND ABILITIES

The amount of free time available to the average worker

has,expanded-rapidly during the 20th century, as evidenced by

the following-cdmparisons'between the year 1890 and they late.

1960"s:

1, An employe vitOr in the late 1960'S had over
1,200.hours pe)4yeACmore nonworking time than
her/his 1890 counterOart.

- -4

2. Most of the increase in free time has come from
0, a shortened workweek'which decreased. from an

average of 61.9 hours in 1890 to an. average of
40.5 in the late 1960's (and probably given less

N today).

3. .Paid holidays increased by an average of 32
hours between 1890 and the late 1960's.

4A Paid vacations increased by an average of 48
sghours between 1890 and ,the late 1960's.

Paid sick leave increased by an average of 40
hours between1690 and the late 1960*s..

6. Given the life 'and work years expectancies of
thb late 1960ks, the number of nonworking years
Kadcincreasedlpy approximately nine for-males
at birth"(comparable data were not available for
females). GKreps, 1968, p. 36.)

/,
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1. Leisure Concepts

People tend toconceptuaolize leisure in varied

depending on their personal commitments and value systems.

Figure 5 identifies several of the major concepts of leisure

Ad indicates what value system is dominant in each concept.

34
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1.

Otte of the most 'dominant concepts .of leisure defines it

as discretionary time. PeOple viewing life from this

perspective identify leisure as the amount of time left over

after contfletion of work an4 after all basic life requirements

have Peen met. This -view assigns great value to work and almost

none toleisure Actually, someone with a quantity of leisure_

'

time could easily become" the object of scorn by anyone
.

following the discretionary time,,scgicept who has a lesser amount

Of leisure :tithe.

Others Adentify leisure time \as an opportunity to improve

society in,ai-eas of s9cial need. VISTA and-Community Action

Programs are exempl 's .of some ,of the vehicles of socialia-
1

. improvement em by those who conceptualize leilore.as an
,

instrument of social change. Here again, work is highly valued.

0 However, where die,discretionary time concept views leisure

1

as unoocupfed time, the social improvement concept describes

eisu as.a--tvme to work for the betterment of others. A

:recent's44,6:po4nt:2,ou that as,of the late 1960's, the t/lIciA*

.146ori-markerIn't4eStern 'Europe waS resultfhg in flexible'

retirement policies and extended benefits as inducements, to

''''keep retirement-age workers on the job (Kreps, 1968). Among
-

h e Wei Europe.
*

countrf4:Studied% Ot discernible,Aecline
. .

t

in rarTent age as that newel in the 'Ymited States in
11,11 r

recent, years was redtk6.on -i n 1-eti rement age

seemed to opean Irker;,..% priority list

'62"
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of desirable leisure preferences. Instead, they. preferred-a

shorter work week, additional holidays, longer vacations,

extended education or training periods,'and postponement of

the age at which peopleentsrthe work foece:: Thus, in certain
,

Western European countries; what seems desiraOle is a more even

3 distribution of work and leisdre throughout one's entire life-

span rather than an excess of free time concentrated in one

stage of a person's life coupled with too lithe free time

in others.

Those who conceptualize leisure as "non-work time and

value work as the basic rhythm of life may experience some

frustrdtions from an increased amount of work-free time. The

r challenge for educators is to stimulate students to begin

choosin planning those activities that will give them

46atisfaction in their particular lei re environments. The

achieme5t f satisfaction in one's leisure environment

depends ly development of personal leisure-related skills,

needs, Val ind abilities with the leisure and recreational

opportunities which are available. Leisure activities'of

childhood f6ve been.showh to affect directly the, leisure

pursuits of the same pdrson a .an adult. This i Ives under-

standing the values of recritNal aVvitiess. nowing ht ttl.

integrate One's leisure interests into one's overall life style,

and knowing bothi tosT emethe availabili of variautp,

recreational opportuni# tiis and facililt et onder4bto chosee

and'plan for the leisure activities w

fil*" 63
.

are most falfillingi,

W6
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Activity 9

lt
It is 4:30 on a Friday afternoon, and at the XYZ Company,'

most of the employees are thinking abolk:whai they are going to

do after work tonight. Betty, who works in the typing pool and

takes pride in the speed and accuracy of her typing, is looking
A

orward to a dinnet4 date and movie with her boyfrienip Sara,

who works as a line foreman frequently goes home with a headache

that she's sure is caused by. the daY-long:clatter of conyeyor.

belts, is looking forward to soaking in a hot batht0 an )ien

curling up in bed-with thelhook she's aftentte. reading.- Joe,

a college student,who works part time as a ty0i0for the.XYZ

Company to help pay for his tuition, is going to start Working

OR ,the history term paper hp's been putting off but which is

due Monday. Edna, Bill, and Dave ar all sales managers who

have,just completed major sales they've been negotiating for

the,past.several months; Edna is throwing a big party to

celebrate, and Bill is looking forward to his regularly

scheduled Friday night handball game with a friehd. Dave is

looking forward to going to bed early for the fixseitime in

several weeks, and he and his wife and children have planned too
s

work in the
.

.Yard.and then go on a picnic togethertn Saturday..
ti ,

. ,.. .

s

1. Discuss' the workers' Friday night Plans in terms
of whit each of these individual%s leisure ,

i
activity choices tells yolkea) about theltdividual . q4,

and b) about the individuet'S job.
4

-.
.:

.

4
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Activity 9

Here are some more suggested questions which may prove helpful in

leading the discussion about leisure-related values:

a. What needy are met by and what are the values of tie Friday
night aotivity planned by each person?

b. What can you tell about the-demands (4if and the attitudes and
feelings about each person's particular Friday night activity?

c. Are there factors which the'perso0s-leisure activity seems to
have-in common with the person's jobsl If so, what?

d, What tyr4s of activities do you think each person willplancifor'
the rest of the weekend? Will these activities be similar to or
'different from, the described Friday night activities? What makes
you think so?

-#
.

. ,

ffelow are several reactions which participants may haveconceming

the needs met by and values of each person'siactivity fbr her /him.J
..,..

,

.4
these reponses as examples' to'Sttmulate group discussion if Necessary.

k

a. Betty- relaxation, entertainment, socialization

b. Sara- recuperatiOn, either escape through fantasy orlopportubity
for intellectual growth and l,earning, depending on what sort of
book she',s reading (purposely left ambiguous to stimulate
discussion)

c. Joe- the group may decide that Joe's Friday night activity really
doesn't meet.anY leisure - related need or.have leisure- related valup.
(From the description given, it would seem that the activityokiill;

i . probably involve tension and frustration,) ,
.

.

.
.

-Ed- excitement, break from routinei socializing
,

v. ,,,,.._ ._.. Its -

e. Bill- release of *ion, maintenance of physical health (This
could lead irto a. scussion'o the relationship between physical
Health. and iiik'ntaf health, of phys,ital'exertion as. a release 4om ,

1 ..

},

c

dounterafance to mental ertioparld ressu0.).
I.,. 44
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,f. Dave- rest, opportunity to take part in, family activities
(This could lead into a discussion comparing the leisure
activities of,mar-ried and unmarried people, and of the
different effects that family, home, and civic obligations
and responsibilities. have upon one's leisure activities, both
pro and,con.)

Other suggestions for...facilitating this actfvf, include the

following:

(j

This activity can be related back to the second introductory activity

where definitions for "work" and "leisure" were liste Ask the participants:

"Of the various definitions and associations for "work and "1 ure" which

were listed, which seem to be most important to each of these ople?"

This is a fairly open-ended question with no set answers, but sly

Sara probably does not find her work as satisfying as Betty, even though

both do the same job. .Sara probably has a more negative attitude towa'rd

her job than Betty does. Open-ended, although it would seem that Betty's

and Sara's Firday night activities have little in Common with their jobs;
" -

whereas Ed's activity and his job both involve a rreat deal of interpersonal

interaction; and in Bill's case, a high level of competition is common to

both his job and h s activity, Open-ended, although if ihe.group needs

laz propipting it-could be suggested that Ed may spend at least part of his

weekend recuperating from his-Friday night leisure activity; and once Sara

has adequately recuperated from. the psyckological stresses ter job seems to

place on her, she nay very well spend at lest part of the weekend doing very

active things (e.g., playing tenrasRhatcontrast markedly with her Friday

right activity ,.

o.

I;
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NOTE: .(\

the above suggestions are simply prompts to be used if needed;

they are certainly not the "right" or "only" responses tg the

discussion guestions.Sbmewbere during the discussion you should

pOint out (if one of-,t132 participants doesn't make the point for

r

you!) that people in similar jobs 6 not necessarily take part'in.

the same types of leisure activities, and that the type of job one

4P
has does not necessarily determine what one does in one's leisure

time.

As a follow-up to this activity you might allow the Participants

to project for themselves what they might think would be typical of

activities they would choose for their own Friday night. Questions

that might be asked for tills actiOtv would be:''

1. Would your leisure activities-be with other people
or by yourself?

2. Do you see your leisure as active or quiet? ow would
the ctivity level of you work effect -the ac ivity
levcl1of your leisure?

3. Whit people or places would be the central focus of
your activity?

4. Ho much equipment, resources, money;, or other people
would you need to carry out your leisiire activity?

.

r=tr 4/
d.



2. Work and Leisure Interaction

Various job demands iriflueilce ones leisure activities.

Just as Job demands themselves. vary, so do,the specific ways

in whiCh thine job demands influence the nature and ,extent of

one's activities when not on the job. For many people the

demands pf their job _have a primarily 'restrictive influence on

their leisure' activities, because most people's work hours

preclude day-time recreational activi s except do the weekend,

and preclude extended` lAte night urs. For other'people, the

demands c3of their jobs exert 'a strong prescriptime,influence on
.

their leisure activities because the nature of theIr work'

creates social obligations and dictates participation in certain

"expected" leisure time activities.

4%

4, 44.
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Acttyity 10

,Read the follOwinig two destriptions'eb*Obert and Joe

and then compare the correlations beOeenAheir work 'and leisure

actjvitis. ^1

.411k
Robert is 38 years' bld and'has just been promoted to the

''position of fihanciarvice-presiOnt in. the prestigious _bank-
where he bas,Worked since.earning-his Ph.A. in economics
several.years ago. The bank is in otown in,Virginiayhere

. 'Robert and his family povedafter he was hired by the bank.
Oefore he_ vas hired, a seniortyice-president made clear to
RSbert that the bank's officers participatedactively in
,community emirs by joining the church-ofill,phetr choice, the
local country club, and at least -one of the divic or service
organizations in town; all of 40ich Robert did shortly after
moving,there. He now'spends three or four evenings a. week

)\ attending civieOrganization meetings, church committee
Meetings, or functions at the country-Club. In addition,

-'he plays
with

every Saturday and.at_least one afternoon a
weekvith a group of the town's business and financial'
leaders.

Joe is 26 yeart'old and isa compAer prograinmer;for a
firm which contracts with a number of diffelbnt organizatidns,
to handle all of their data processing need.. Joe works on
a variety-of assignments and usually hastoileet deadlines
Often' complttated by:un.tbreseen programming problems arising,
at the, last minute. Joe frequently spends the entire weekend
working in order to. meet a Monday deadline,-or works mostof
the night on a problem that Eripst'be solved right away. Joe
is unmarried; but since he has to getup at 6430-a o. in
order to make it to Work on time, he rarely date* ffuring the
week.

a

C
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Activity 14
. _

....

These are suggested queStions:w If theAdlScUsion veers,
--- .-

,-,
.

...

folic* it. .Don't feel:r4tricted by or limited to the-quesrehs -*-

. =1..5;.
, .

listed here.
ite

-1. What would you say is the major _way in' WhRh the demands
of Robe:stojOb influence hisiel-sure activities?,

1

'. . .
..

2, What is the'maibr way in which the demands of '1oe'..iob
. influence his leisurpactlyities? 1_

-.
.

.. t.
.,... .

3, Can you think of.other ways, not mntioned.in these'
examples, in which job. eminds .influence.an indiyidual's.
leisure acti ties?:

.

In,what ways do.the demands of your job influenc: our
leisureattivities?

5. How much satisfaction do you Mel Rokert/Joe q from,
their leisure time? 4 \,4 (

A

The following are suggeSted answers for,questions 1 and
* .

1. The demands of Robert's job have a OresaMPtive influence
on Robert'5 leisure activities; e.g., it is expected ,and
almost required that he inin certain organizatiens take
part in certain activities.(gblf), and take part in those,
activities with certain people (business and financial
leaders). _.

. . .

/- .

2. The mands. of Joe's job have a'primarily.restrictiove in- ..,

flu nce on Joe's leisureattivities; e.g., the.nurter .6f,
deadlines and cri es situatis- that:,ari§e restrict the
amount of time,..h haS for any peof leTsure,actity', , ..

Alsb, havinl tO: e t Work 1.r y in the mornin9 put$ Certain. .

4...restrictions'-orn-evening act,1\,.;,, es during the:workw ,.''. ...' " ."' (1-, .t

.

°
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-Actfvfty 11

It is interesting to experiment occasionally Otil new or

different leisure -time actiVities,in :order to broaden your

interests, to explOre new possibilities for yourself related to

your needs and abilities, or to further define and focus ;Our

4.

interests on those activities which are particularly satisfying

to you. (A) Discuss leisure activities which you currently

enjoy. (B) Describe to the group at least one recreational or

leisure-related activity in which you are not currently involved

but which you think you would like to try or know more about.

rind out what other people in the group know about that activity.

(C) Des"cribe to the group at least one recreational or leisure-
.

time activity in which you would like to take pr7i but,in which

the opportunity for participation is not readilailable to

you, either because the facilities for the activity do not exist

in your area, or you do not have the tine or money for the

activity. Discuss as a group some possible ways of increasing

the opportunities for participation in each activity described.

67



Activity- -11 d'
.

. ;

A. You can start the ball, rolling by describing your own
particular leisure` activities, e.g.; hobbies, sportt, civic activitiesi
reading,-family and home activities, entertaining,-etc. Suggested
questions'to keep discussion going may include the following:-

1. What do you like best abOut each of your-leistire
-activities.?

2. Which of your leisure activities-do you enjoy the
most, and why?

3.- Do ""joisi haie any leisure time activities which you;
don't enjoy, and; if so,' what is it you don't enjoy
about them? If you don' enjorthem,. why do you

mrticipate in theT?

4, Do your weekend leisure jme.activities differ
greatly from your daily leisure time activities?,
If so, in whatrrays dothey differ?

5. (For those participants who mention sports or
hobbies among, their leisure activities) how much
does it cost to get started in that particular
'sport pr hobby? What particular equipment or
instruction do you need to get started? What
are the on-going costs once you've "gotten into"
the sport or hobby? 6

, .

B.' Serve as moderator and facilitator. One way for you ti) he
facilitate this 'activity is to use yourself as an example and share s e'

of your leisure time activities.with the group. Share only as much as
you are comfortable with and as much as seems to help the group get in-
volved themselves without centering too much on yourselj,as a leader.

C. The following are listed as suggestions for increasing recreational
opportunities if the group needs prompting:

1. Lobby for more,city or neighborhood recreational
centers with a wide range of facilities and no
cost to-residents of the area.

2. Lobby for more city, county, state, and federal. parks.



3. Lobby for more factories, Companies, and other
employers to provide gymnasiuMs, swimming pools,'
showers, and other recreational facilities for
the use oftheir employees, or even for use by
the general public at certain times.

4. On a personal level, decide if there Are ways
in which you can planafor and make better use
of your own time and money resources.

e



IV. STRATEGIES, SKILL OBJECTIVESAND APPLICATION OBJECTIVES,

The quality of a career guidance program can be determined

by examining several characieristics'of the program. One of,

thepOst obvious indicators of program quality is the,degree to

which activities are coordinated with each other It is

important that career guidahie;activities_be planned-As an

organized program of activities, and implemented on a systematic,

sequential basii. Activitids Presented a parts Of an unrelated

.or haphazard collection, of role-determined services create

confusion rather than i:IrovAdtt an understanding of the world of

'work for the student. Activities must be'organized in a

developmental design to allow for achieveMent of certain

...prerequisite goal's befOre more advanced goals are attempted.

T quality of a career guidance program is also indicated

n examination of the°degre of student /staff involviment in.

rogram:actiNitiei. A comprehensive program must not only

linclude activities designed so that most students can participate

but:also must provide some activities designed for involvement

of selected students only.

Justaslsome activities should be designed so that Most

students cin participate in them, some activities should be

designed so that most staff members' can supervise and direct

them.
41111._ _.41.11

If all of the vides are so specic

ohly parts cu la!1 membt can direct them, then try,

68
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guidance program could easily become clogged. Fewer students

-would be able to receive the'beneftts- of the Program-Under-

these sluggish conditions.'

A coOprehensive program is character1zed by a wide variety

of career guidance processes. Courses, units; small grpup

discussions, work expbriences, individualized modules and

individualized counseling are but a few of the basic career

guidance process alternatives. To insure that processesLare

designed or selected on a systematic basis, attention must be

given to a process model, such as the one depicted earlier in

this manual. The model serves to emphasize the importance-of

including several types of processes in a program. Basically,

there are four process systems -- Curriculum-Based Content and

Strategies; Individual Development Responiibilities; On Calk

ResponstiveServices; and System Support Services.' Page 70

depicts examples of the various systems and page _a_ provides

descriptive phrases of the systems.
P
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PRqESSI/STEMS, FOR CAREER GUIDANCE GOAL&

CURRICULUM up. CDNTENT STRATEGI&

Courses/mini. courses
P.E.C.E.

- D.P.E.
PLACE.

- ;LCDS

Prlits-
- team approaches

$PeClaT Group EXPeriences
-.VEG

ON CALL/RESPONSIVE SERVICES

Career Guidance Center.
Peer Counseling/support
Referral/consultation system ,
Differentiated staff

- on call'
- individual counseling
- specialties

Groups'
I rap
'- special needs
=' information

1

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITAS

Advisory system
Cooperative planning
Data, bank /credentials
ContraCts

-.independent study/projects.
- work experience
- volunteer groups

Exploratory.
- testing
- projects

.- activities

Teacher/student experiences

SYSTEM SUPPORT SERVICES

Staff'developMent
= group-level/area'
- individual activities

Needs Assessment
Orientation
Parent development
Evaluation
Community limkage/relations
Materials delielopment
Environment
Placement Service.

- entry
- summer
- follow up

t



IMP

0.4

PROCESS:SYSTtMS OR:CAREER,RIDANCE*GOALS

Curriculum .Based Content ti.Str:atebies

/ - needs of youth/society,
- guidance tinderstandings and

skills

- instructional goals defined
- integrated intorcurriculum
- systeMatic & cqmprehensive

ti

A 4.

IndividualDevelopment Responsibilities

- 1061 life carer concerns
- continuous involvement
- personalized methods.
- accountability for each student
- in- school /out -of- school events

On Call/Responseive Services

- immediate availability
- unplanned needs
- variety of settings
- differential staffing

individua)ized/group approachi
.

'System Support Services

- basic system functions , .

- in service training
4 T materials/resource development

= student personnel responsibilitdoes
- linkage/l4ason/consultation

71
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. 1

The guantzty ofriAcessesutflled$.in a quality career ,

I

guidance-prop" should. be such that'A team efLcareer guidan*e

personnel is required for jmplementation. '11 career guidance team

may consist_of:counselors, teacherS, career development

spetialists, administraibrs and others. Itis reasonable .to

expect one persbn to effectively carry out several career

gaidance actiOties.. However, without the help of others, the

effectiveness of4 single staff-Member in implementing

cemprefiefisiyd-prOram is limited: Team members can assure"

varying degrees of responsibility for selected aspects of the

program and thus contribute greatly to program quantity and

quality.

The remaining' exercises and content are very important.

They are designed to help you.move from Awareness to

implementation. Activities ar resented according to the basic

elements of the process model to insure that your implementation

plans and strategies are inclusive.

I /
t

f

Shared'

Responsibilities
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A. Curriculum Based

1. Strategy C

The slobbers of the career guidance team may. work. with

members of thebusiness community in'their area to establish

community -wid exploratory work experience programs providing,

real-life, on- the -job work experiences fonall..students: Al

outlined in'the last,sectionl)f this manual.i4ndividual ;

/,

Development Responsibility), once these programs are established,

each member of the career guidance team Will, be responsible
.

forbkerseeing. the exploratory-Work experiences of a certain

number orindividual students.

The work exploratory programs-may take a variety of forms

which will be deierminediby (a) the degree of stu4ent invo'kye-

B

ment in the work, (4) the form of student remuneration for the

work, and (c) the time and length of studentpaftici0Aion

in the work;

.- (a) Degree of student involvement - different types include
.

, . ,

(l visitation - studentslklow closely an o serve .

the `job functions of workers in certai Jos but do
not themselves take an active part in erf rming ,

those functions.

(2) iactive; arassigned- certain'ipation - students,are31'

,`actuali ob duties and areresponsible for carrying
them,out-urider prover sup rvisiOn- and with
appropriate instruction. .

r )

J
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I

(b) Student 'remuneration - different types include:

(1) volunteer - students are (not pai d for their' wOrk.

(2) paid - students receive some sort of wage for
th-E-f r wor,.k.

-
(3)Neourse credit - students receive, a certain Molina .of

course -tredit for their explorPatorjr work experiencei
'canbined with fulfillment-of some academic require-

, ment such as*a five-page paper scribingeach work..
expertente (this can ben combine with ,tither .the
volunteer or the paid optian;: theemptoyers

m an be provided vii-th. copies.bf sections or tt .

'entire student ev lu tion). 4

,(c) Time and length of stu e t -part/ciliation - different'
types incl ude:

(1) during schooljd one or two hours a week; ode day
per week for one quarter,,etc.

.
(2) after school - an hour oriore", a certain number,of

times, a week for a specified number. of weeks.

", (3) on weekends - every Saturday morning for a month.
,

(10 durin. vacations - during)Christmas h li1ay rush at
oc epartmen stores, for, entire s tuner on

1" temp rery, full-time besis,or by s atsi-grr- /
/. men

Base'd on the large number of pos, e combinations of the'large

above factors, each school system can design es of - "
v

exploratory workexperience programs )est suited to., its'
(

particular set of Conditions and needs.
I

Following -1s,.a list of suggested stepto be taken in

estabi shi ng Communi ty-wi de :exploratory2work experi-tence'prograrirs:

a. Prepare a ationale,,,for presentation to local, bpsiness,
jY ,., A

-4, ,
people enlisting their support for')such programs. One way r

r

[Iv
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:

, Iof doing his is to hold:a meeting all 'members of the career

guidance team in Order. to *decideppog and -di"scuss tile points

to Ur emp 'sized' in talks witffi employers and in talks 'with

at

students,, and with parents. In the meeting, give members of
-

the'teamothe ctfance to role-play,whit they think s ch talks might

be like and .hat-questions Ind objections might be mentoned.

b. Decide upon a list of businesses' to be contactethas*'

p ssible participants in the \eicploratory work experience priigram.

Again, this should be done by the,oareer guidance team as a

whole., Be specific fn your list and include a variety\ of

diffelt types. of organizations- and employers.

c./ Establish procedurBs to be followed in contacting
I.the businesses:

1) Mike an initial phone call 'to the Personne101.
Office of each organization in order to
determine the appropriate individual to contact,

... ' .
2) M

,.. Ior ake ra ph one call to the appropriately , .

,f) designated 1;eontatt.person" in order to set
4 up a meeting,,the contact person's con- \:venience to discuss the exploratory work

eA"Pri ence.progpam. '.\
. ,

' )!:Inquire about the types of learning
'experiences available:, Develop a learning
task description, form to help employeet
analyze the learning possibilities in their\
organization. i

4) Write a follow-up letter of thanks to the."'
4f contact person, after, your meeting. Include

. in the letter your understandin' of the matter*
decided ip the meeting and the next steps to be
taken, and ask for the contact person's written

,

'verification: ,
i1/2 .. .

r 75
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I.
d. Design a record-keeping System for keeping, track,

eachof the respqn4Lef each business' Contacted and the

schedule ofifollpw-up steps to thAtkin., Alternative

record-keeping systems might4nclude the ,following:

I) A card file with S,'separate record-
-'

4 \

0rd for each' indiVidual busineti.
4 ... ..r

2) A master ledger sheet with one li
foriach'business and check-off, o
across the top for the various sit
be taken: .

e. Design a job dilloratorxiexplenCe Chec

to be

used'by:students in evaluating their 4416rafory,work
f- , 0

experiences. Other retoUrcelrialt designed to-it-Prepare
tt

students for evaluating their on-tfriJob.experiences might..

also +4 diSCU7g The job exploratory experience,checkiist

may
k,

be.desiTed either by theriper guidanCe teawaione
,-

\

or may be integrated into the regular class curitimilum AS al)..

v ...
\

activity-involiAng student-opinioh4roviding:theteacher )

with an ilready-developed checklist 0 use as a guide). '.--
.).

-Uttng the input from 11. of the classes' checker ,

. .

lists, a mastercheckl t can be. designed. Following\are:::_.

,Y .
1.

sample'questions for inclusion in.a jQb exploratory

experience checklist:

% l)What will my,hours be like on this job?

2) Does this job require any special
schooling?

/
a) Does this job require any special
on-the-job training*that I can't get
in school? ot

76
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I

L

k

In this job, will I be- working .primarily
ith people, with data, 4r, with,thingsk_i

.

5) What are the,dpportunitles for advance-
meat in this job? .' ,F

:
.

f._
,
Detign d plan for integrating into ,regular class time

'both preparation time and time for follow-up discussions of the

ti

exploratory work experidnce program., .Suggest,d, plans include:

1) .Preparation schedule. clams timeJor'each
student to share preliminary research which
the individual has completed on ,the psi
cular business in.which. she/hewill
working or the specific job Which will be
performed,

2y Fpllow-up - schedUle class time fOr each .
etpdent to share actual experiences and
feelings about the'Work and the woreri.

,/li, '

4
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2. Skill Objective

The participants will 'outline a rationale'
for enlisting the support oflocal business for
exploratorywork experience programs. The rationale
Will include at 'least two values of such programs
for students and at least two values for participating
employers. The workshop coordinator will certify that,
the statement of rationale meets the'above criteria.'

Skill Building Activitie

The workshop coordinator will now guide you in -some

activities designed to help you meet the requireMents-of the

above skill objective.

Activity

A. Brainstorming Session

B. Role Playing Session

You will now be given 30 minutes writing time for meeting

the requirements of the skill objective. The procedure for

certifying that you have met the requirements of the skill
0

objective will be as follows:

C. Rationale Development
,

After writing for 30 minutes, you will exchange
papers at random and will spend 15 minutes reading the paper
you receive and writing your evaluation of the rationale
Presented in it. Make sure that the rationale does litt at j.

least two values of exploratory work experience programs for
students and at least two values for employers. At the end of
15 minutes, discuss your evaluation with the person whose papal..
1p read.. Presumably you will all have written good rationaleti

s nce you will have kept and been able to refer to the lists
you made and notes you took during the skill-building activities.

78
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If any of you feel thatlhe paper you read represents a
particularly convincipg rationale-or contOns points the group
had not considered before., reallitelected parts of it to the
entire group. After all ssion has been completed, give
your papers and their corresponding evaluations to the workshop
coordinator to read. The coordinator will then sign or initial
each paper as "official" certification that you have successfully
fulfilled the requirements of the skill objective. The
materials will then be returned to you for use in your real-life
community' setting.

79



Activity 12

1

,Divide the group into two teams,. assigning one group to list

all the reasons they carfor the establishment of eXploratory work

experience programs, and atigning the other group to list:all the

reasons they can'against the establishment of such programs. Give

the two teams 15 minutes for these brainstorming sessions, and

tell each participant to write down all of the reasons her/his team

notes, because the two teams will eventually4be exchanging lists.

If the teams need help in getting started, one reason for the program

w9uid he to give students first-hand experience of what to expect in

the world of work, and one reason against would be that their presence

might prove distracting to some workers.

a) Brainstorming Session

After the 15 minutes are up, have the two teams exchange lists and

then spend 15 minutes hrainstormjng a rehuttal to each of the reasons

given by the other team. °11 the same sheet of paper have each team

write their r/pbuttal next to the corresponding reason.

At the end of this second 15-minute period; have the participants

return the original lists (which now contain the rebuttals as well) to

their owners; and then spend between 30 minutes -a-ni an hour discussing as

a group all of the reasons and rebuttals. The participants should add to

their lists any additional reasons and rebuttals which _come up during this

discussion. The thrust of this discussion should be that the group as a whole

will agree on (1) a number of reasons they consider to he persuasive and

compelling for the program, and (2) a direct and compelling rebuttal to each

of the reasons they think might he raised against the program. Remind the



participants that these lists will be helpful to them in meeting the

requirements of the skill objective for this strategy.

b) Role-Playing Session

Now that the participants have had a chance to think of'and discuss

reasons both.pro and con, role-play simulated experiences of what

discussions with employers might be like. Ask for a volunteer to pfay

the role of rationale-presenter and a volunteerto play the roldkof employer

(or assign people if necessary). Give them a maximum of 10 mindtes

their discussion. After that, have them swatch roles if they like, or ask,

for another pair of volunteers. P.fter a couple of exemplary role- plays

have been completed, the group may pair off and play parts of presenter-

employer.

Hopefully, the participants will be able to think of many values to

students and employers in the exploratory work experiefice prograM. Ask

them 'to discuss these values as a group. The following listscontain some

suggestions i n case they need help in getting,Started:

Values to Students

tl

1) The program will give them-tirst-hand experience of the
,world of work and what to realistically expect on a job.

2).The program will help them in making wise career decisions
by evaluating their interests and abilities in relation,
to various jobs.

3) The proc5rammill inject variety and a sense of "the real
world" into the school curriculum, providing a break from
routine which will .be stimulating and increase, their
motivation.



Values to Employers

1) The prograM will contribute to a favorable public image \

for the employer by showing her/his willingness to cooperate
with the school system in providing exploratory job
opportunities for students.

2) The program will be useful to employers in screening for
and evaluating the abilities and potentials of possible
future employees.

3) The students' written evaluations of their work experience
will be useful to employers as an additional -source of input
to employers' ongoing managenent evaluations of their companies.

4) 4) The students wil work hard, and their enthusiasm and fresh
outloqks will have a positive and motivating influence on
the'Dther*dmployees.

4 .

In addition, all 'of the' sttildent-related values will ultimately impact

'favorably on employers, perhaps,not now, but when the students enter tie
job mrket in the future-. a regular employees.For example, students who

.V.ve hadthe op6rtunity to find out "what it's really like" on a job will

desirahle employees because they will begin thei0employ-
.

un,derstanding of Sob expert ns and responsibilities.

!<e etter, ltre

V441,-s*V"

,o-t'*ph.asized to employers that there are many possible

; g idan64.

y work experience program, and that the career

to workino with each employer on designing the

variation or variationZwhich are mot convenient for the employer's a

particular ausiness and which are, tailored to that particular busineSs's needs.

C) Rational Development

Having gone thrOugh 1Y,Oth a) the brainstorming-writing-discussion session,

.

andd) the rolelaying, session;" the participants should now be adequately

prepared to fulfill the requirments of the skill objective-by writing a

rationale to present to employers in support of the exploratory work experience

program.



3. Application Objective

The participant will list the ,exploratory
work experience .program which, she/he feels will
work best,in her/his setting and will outline
the steps to be taken in - implementing that
particular, program.

Included in the toutline'will be all of the items listed ,

the attached A licatfOn/bb ective Checklist for Curriculum

Based Strategy. The works op coordinator will certify that the

participant's outline Me tsiStandards related to each of those

items, in accordance wi h the procedures under-We following

activity..

Activity 13

Application Activity for
Curriculum Based Strategy

Youwill be allotted 45 minutes' writing tine for ft,'

filling the requirements of the application objective as

descilbed abbve. Use the attached Application Objective

Checklist for Curriculum Based Strategy as a guide.

At the end of the 45 minutes, you will exchange papers at

random and willi,use the Checklist to make sure that the 'paper

of the person with whom you exchanged does fulfill, the require-

ments of the application objective. After you have completed

your checking, discuss with that pei.son any of the items on the

Checklist Whi h you feel have not been adequely addressed. As

much addition .1 time as necessary will be allotted for the sub-
.

cl'oduot:

Exploratory

to,

Program

Implementation

Plan



seq ent revision and checking of those items. This procedure

should ensure4ihe 'successful completion of all of the items

by all, of the participants.

After you and the.person with whom you exchanged papers

agree'ttiat both of you have successfully completed all of the

items on the Checklist, give both papers and their corresponding

I

Checkli

\s

to the workshop coordinator, who will check each

paper aga nit its corresponding Checklist and will'then sign

or initial each paper as "official" certification that each of

you has met the standards set for successfully fulfilling the

requirements of the application objeCtive.



iCctivity 13

ti

YoU should mediate in and attempt to resolve, any disputes that

* arise between members of an exchange pair over the satisfactoriness

n.
of their response to any of the items. You will also be responsible

for checking the extra 'paper if there are.an odd number of people in.

the group", for regionding to participants' questions about any aspect

of the application objective or the procedur he followed in

1, it, and for working with the participants on improving any
.

responses which you find inadequate during your final evaluation.



4

'...APPLICATION OBJECTIVE- CHECKLIST FOR-CURRICULUM BASED'STRATEGUiq
- . ,

..

---1-
,

:1. Participant has cited the specific variation of .exploratory/ .

c4 work experience. pregtom which will work hest in her/his

particular community.?

Participant has included all of,the following in her/his'out-
line of the ste s to be taken in iMplementing that particiirir
program: t

A. A plan for preparation of the rationale to be presented
to local business people in enlisting support for the
program.

b. A list of the bUiinesse she/he intends to contIct. 1.

c: The procedures to be followed in contacting each of
those businesses.

d. Tho record-keeRivg system to be usecrin'keeping-track of
the response of each of the businesse$ arlti the schedule

of follow-up steps td be-taken with each, business.
e0.

e. A li-st of at least four questions for recommended Viclusion
in a job exploratory e erience checklist to be used by
students in evaluating heir exploratory work eiperiences.

t

f. A-pian for integrating into regular, class time both
preparation for and follow-up evaluation of .the exploratory
work experience.program..

Participant's Name:

Checked: By:

Workshop Coordinator: RM

Date:

4
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Other -St.

In addition to the estibliihmelii.Of comMunitY-wide

-
\

,- exploratory work experiehce programt fort all students, mini-
...... ,

.. . q,
courses on:various aspecii'elbothivork.and leisure can easily
N., .-

be integrated into the regular( ctas min hirriculum. Reny 'of 7

the workshop activities used fn this man 1 may be adopted wip-,v .

out change,.or adapted as necessary, for use with students.

9(lowi.ng-are lists of additioefal wOi.k,.;,and leisure-relAted
. . / ,

.activities suggested.for-Use with,studehts; many of these

'17\'

a

activities involve-prects which can be included in the

and leisure resource center discussed n strategy section B'

(System Supportiervicel:

9

Activity 14

,Work- and LeisUre-Related Activities`'
( .

1) Have ents interview their parents or other adults
)

about their jobs pe,.iecord or take notes on the interviews,
and thenreport,to the class on's4ch thing's as what the people '-
like and.dislike about their jobs.

,

1.
2 Have students spt,pd atjeast one day (preferably longer)

actua y on the job witWtheirparent(s) or other adults and
then/repor to class on their experiences.

3):Students interested in photography or film-making could
take pictures or make .4 film of their parents or other adults
at work (or draw, sketch; or paint a picture). They could then
present their project to the class and discOss why they 'cho5e
to photograph, film, or draw those.particular activities or
'aspects of,the job or work environment. 1

, \1_

T 4) have students interview au adult.they clon't know (e.g.',
.

crassmatelf parent); patsible variations include: '(a) someone..
in a job they thinkpthey'd like, (b),someone in a job they
think they

N
ouldn't like, (c) someone in, a job they think they;

'

(
r

d

4.

V

.

Student-oriented

a

activities



I v.

5- r

r

.knoti a lot about, (d) %omeone Ja. job ihey doriet knoceihy-
thieg about. Find out not only what the*.,,jobs entail alid, Aid
the 'people like and idislilce about th dt also-the people's/

s -educational backgro their job pi tioni tn. high. school .

anit.any changes' sin° hen, their hiLitory skice leavirig
schOol , .and their-le .rng expepie -1.4 previous 'job§ that

0 May have ;helped them in their pres5int-one.

5) From a master list of TIT students' pa ts, have `
students grodp them into categiTes of c. atiorii
I related-by whatever aspects the7stude'nt% choose),, and then
have 'student, pemels discuss the parent- interview results, fbr each
category, analyzingilarities/dissimilarities jaiprents'.
.perceptions of their. jobs. - 714r

a

6) HaVe panel or individual presentations by 4'ecent
. graduates of the -,schooI: These might focus on works experiences

since leaving high school., -

7) Make a tied( -of cards ith one card for each parent .

'represented in the class.. tie students' pick a card at ranclom;
spend a day on the job with the parent whose card they picked
(including housewives) and then report to the class on their
e periendes.

8) Have tk entire class visit various work settings
(pr erikblx in small groups sots Visits do not disr pt the
work settiq, but have all visitr t, he same place), and, hen h
the entire class discusTlhe visit -- what they liked/d slvik
1-erned, would (like to firl. out more about, gtc.

I
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4

41,

9)itiresentAiseussion anels-c"ompoilid eople froth inte
'-dependent fields, e.g., medi inetinclude n rs doctors;

physical: therapists, dieticians and n'utritii.eists, "patient' . .
representative .other ihealth pare- and prOfessionalt;suc2h gas
nurse practitioners, midwives, physicians assistants, and
`11spital auxiliary 4nd volunteer \staff) . Ask-these people to-
d scuts the AnterreTationships.bf their 'various roles. . 4
possible, have studentk'organize the panel, decide upon and,'
research the types of pirofessions to be represented, Ind contact!' ,the prospectiie participant0.

4

19) Fr a student-generated! list of` activities, (s rts,
hobbies; et O.,' ave eacikstudent draw one from a hat or a
deck of cards of the different activities), reseatrch it, and,
report to the lass on it. Include in the _report things like th
tune invol '.cost (';set -up" cotts, equipment, and

inuing c is , TErcharacteristics of the activities (e.g.,
competitive o not, crtari7/e,Tene7Cpressive, team event or
14dividual activity); the abilities' required; the ten fits to
bbe gained (e:g., physic '1 health from sports, increase -1
vocabulary" from. crossword t.13uzzl es ); and the ules, if any.

-

k'
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ActiVity'-1.40.- ,a- -. - ....---

't

1 I ;tins Coufsse, Curriculum BasId` ttrategy

-The trail-ling manual`;rcontatAs many ideas-of activities which

r

:#4

(

-

be,could userwith.students in the Classroorea-,to increase their

under§tanOing_pf. wO)..k and leisure' and-the interaction of work

and leisure: -Allow the participant's time to read through these

4 and ttitIPIRItiScss any concerns or questions they may have. Discuss

and composite 1 ist.

L

1

1 `3



B. System 9Ipport Servicei

The'rlaMbers of the career gUidance team may develoo within

the schoo) `a. and leisure resource center which contains

a viilety. of (a}' work - related resource materials, (b) leisure-
"

relited res6 e materiils,-and (c) rem; materials related

to the interaction' of work and leisure
4

a. Specific work-related resource materials

the'the center could incl ude' lit least, following:

1) The following job classification and description
,7 references:

a) The most recent edition of the Occupational
Outlook Handbook (U.S. Department of Labor,

4 Bureau of Labor Statistics).

ocated in

bl The most recent edition of Dictionary
of Occupational Titles (U.S. Department of
of Labor), Volume I, inition of Titles;
Volume II, Occupational sification; and
the Supplement.

2) A mini-li.rary of other books, magazines, and other
types of publications and materials on the subject
of work :. These could include purely academic works
such as some of the references' given at the end of
this module, as well as the following:

a) The book Working by Studs Terkel..

b)Jhe-Occupational Outlook Quarterly," which
is issued to supplement the Occupational
Outlook Handbook with articles on current
developments:in the occupational outlook field,

c) The "Monthly'Labor Review,S which is pub--
lished by the U.S. Department of Labor and
contains, both statistical reports and special
reports by expertS on:the changing social,
etonomici and employment scenes.

. 86
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ily "Looking Ahead a Career," a series
of 52 slides,compiled by the Department of

vLaboend showing tbdAY'sliFugational
100,400iftion. and changes emilltted in the
yeart.ohead. Included in the slides are
charts -on (1) current employment by
qccupationaand industry, (2) the effect of
technology an jobs, (3) fields which look
particularly promising for the future, and
(4) changing educational and training re.
requirements for Various,jobs. These slides.

are available for a satall.feefrom the
Bureau oftattor Statistics regional offices.

e) Other statistical reports, iurveys,, and
publications of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
such as area wage surveyt and analyses if '
selected labor force characteristics.
Information,about the Various publications
can be obtained by writing to the tureau of
Labor Statistfcs, U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C. 20212 and asking to have
one's flame placed on their mailing list for
announcements of newpublications.

. ,

l'U.S.'Office:of Education publications' such
as the..70irectory of Post Secondary Schools
ith. Occupational Programs, 1971, PUblic

Ind Private," which contains an pccUpational
program index and lists those schools offering .

each, type of specific occupational training.
. _

.

g) Any publications of the state employment
service, trade unions, profesSional societies,
and employers' associations which the career
guidance team decides would be useful student
'references._

3) A directory of local businesses that ha4 agreed
taprovide any type of.exploratory work experience
for students. This can be-arranged alphabetically,
by type of business, or cross,indeked,to include
both arrangements.' Included for each business
should be a.description of the specific types of
work experience available to students.
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4) A directorylisting.local women Lind mew with
&non-traditional careers (e.b. 140-male engineers,
malmrhursery'schocil teachers) who are willing-
be ,contacted fbr dildussiOnswith OtOdents. This
directory can be compiledits a joint student-career

.-gUidance:team project: students-can volunteer Or be
assigned to contact the local Chamber, of Commerce,
local butiness women's associations,, the Personnel
Offices of various businesses, end. any other

7 appropriate organizatiOnSln order to locate as many,
.women and men asvossible:in:non-traditional careers.
Students' parent$ or any other familiar adults in
non-traditionaltareemthould'certainly'be.contacted
as well.. ThislireCtory can-pei*Ve as.--a. source-fOr
peOple to contact On'a variety of different panel
discustlon topics (e.g., the changing roles of women
and men) as well as for discussions with. individual
students.

5) A repository of student- written reports and other
'4 types ofltudent projects 'related to the. orld of
work. Included here could'be any or-all of the
following (see strategy section Ao.Curriculum Based,
for a more detailed detcription of each of these):

a) Copies of the.job exploratory experience
checklists whickstUdents complete during
their exploratory work experiences.

b) Copies of students' (1) preliminary research
And (2) fol up evaluations of their
explorator work experiences.

.c) A, tape ibrary of recorded, interviews Which
ttuden s have held with parents or other
adults about their jobs.

d) A film library of photographs, slides, or
films which students have made of various
Occupations.

e) Any other student projects about jobs,
such as paintings, poems, or whatever.



b. The specific leisure-related resource materials located
7

in the center could include at least the following:

1) Recreational activity classification and description
references Such as the Guide to Avocational Activitie
(revised 1972), Robert . vers, ., e' or,
published by the Curative Workshop of Milwaukee and
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee'Rehabilitation
Counselor Education Program.

2) A mini-library of -other books, magazines, and other
types of publications and materials on the subject
of leisure. These could include academic and
philosophical works such as some of those used as
referen s for this module, as 14111 as magazines

it
such a orts Illustrated and Wrious crafts- or
hobby- ted-publications.

3) A catalog of recreational andtleisure-related
organizatiMis in the area (e.g., UW-YMCA's, city or
other recreation departments, parks, health spas,
etc.). This can be compiled as a joint student-
career guidance team prOject, with students volun-
teering or assigned to find out about.specific
organizations. For each organization, the catalog.
should describe (a) the available facilities
(e.g., gymnasium, swimming pool, sauna, tennis
courts, handball /

)

courts, jogging, track,
trampolines, etc.) and (b) the types of programs
offered at each (e.g., specific classes such as
exercise or dance, as men as open recreation hours
for public use of the swimming pool and gymnasium).
The completed catalog might be printed for distri-
bution beyond the work and leisure resource center
(e.g., individual students or teachers might want
to have 'copies of their, min). In addition to the
catalog itself, a city map may be posted in the work
and leisure resource center, with the location of
each of the recreational organizations or facilities
marked, and numbered or codedin such a way that the
can be identified by their correspondence to an
accompanying key.

4) A catalog of volunteer opportunities available to
students in the area,(e.g., participating in
volunteer projects iti hospitals and various types of
service organizatfbns, working with older or younger

Center.

Content
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people, tutoring 'fellow students -Or others-,
providing peer counseling, etc.). Again, the'
catalog of.volunteer opportunities might be cOmpiled
as a joint project involving both students and
members'vf the career guidance team, with differelite
people,"researching" different volunteer '

opportunities.

Completely new volunteer opportunities may even be
created as a result of effort. For example,
a group of,student may decide that they would like tO
start a "dial-a-friend" service at the school,
through which students can volunteer to spend sae of
their leisure time with other students who are
looking for someone with whom to talk.

5) A large bulletin board on which Students, teathers
and 'all school personnel can post notices pertaining
to reiTure activities. The different types of
notices might include the following: .

%

a) People interested in organizing group sporting. -
events, hobby clubs, interest groups (e.g.,
a book group), outings, etc.

b).People interested in teaching or leadin a

group activity, (e.g., a student w o as
learned how to belly dance.might decide it
would be fun to teach belly dancing to a
group of her/his peers.

c) People interested in sharing skills through
an "activity co-op" on an individual tutoring
basis (e.g., exchanging one guitar "lesson"
for one bread-baking "lesson."

6) A repository .of student reports and other projects
related to r9creational and leisure activities.
Included hen could, be any or all of the following
(see strategy A, Curriculum Based, for a more
detailed description of each of these):

a) Student "research reports" on various types
of leisure activities.

b) StUdent "diaries4Pof their own. leisure actqities
and what they like about them.

90
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c) A. tape library containing recorded inter-
views in which Students have discussed
leisure activities with their parents or-
other adults.

d),A-film library of student-ptoduced
photographs, slides, or films of various
?pes of leisUre activities..

e) Written reportS, taped interviews, films'
or any other projects pertalining exclusively

-. to the leisure activities of retired people.

f) Any!other student proJects:.related to
recreational or,leiturtaCtivities such as
student essays on preserving our natural
recreational facilities, such as our
and national:parkS.

c. In addition" to separate-resources related toeach of the

two areas'of work and leisure, s.ould be a third set of

resource materials related to the inter ion of Work and leisure.

For example, a team comprised deboth students and career

guidance personnel may develop a caittqg of jobs classified
L ,

according to the'itmount and the distr1but1on of, leisure time

Widely associated with them (e.g.,/teaOlers'usually have

their summers off but devote considerable time at home during

the school year, to class preparation, whereas skilled laborers

typically work althost year -round but May not work at home).

91
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The value of such a work and leisure resource center
- .

resides in Its centralizing a wide variety'Af different resources

and types of information. which will be useful to laYl4Udents

in planning for their own personal work and leismreenviron-

ments, and (b) members 'of, the career gutOnce team in counseling

and advising students on matters relating to work and leisure.

The specific location of' the work and leisure resoyrce

center will probably vary from. one school to another,'dependinc,

on the specific facilities available at each school. There may

be space for the center within the area allotted to the'career
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guidance,personnef; or perhaps with the -approval.of-the school

librarian4,an area of the school library could be set aside and

designited as. the work .and Misure resource'cpnter. In any

case, the establishment of the center will probably have to be

approved by the school administration.
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Following is a list of suggested'steps to be taken in

establishing a work and leisure resource center:

I
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a. Identify. within your chool a possible.location for

the work and leisure'resource center. It shoulcibe accessible

to bdth students and staff. Ubt itrthould notiitrupt any other

school activities. Think of alternative locations as well.

Identify all the- specific resources you would like-to_

include in the center and a methodlorcebtaining each of them."

(1) tome may,already-be on hand at tbe}ich00% (2) some may be

obtainable by writing to certain orgintzitions or tn4viduals,

and (3) some may need to be.specially created for your particular

school d.community setting (e.g., the catalog of volunteer

oppg unities available, fin the area).

c. Identify the appropriate administrative peiionnel

(principal, school board, etc.) you need to ap roach in order to'

1obtain permission to establish the workand le sure resource

-center. 'Arrange a definite time to meet with them about the

project.

d. In addition to the appropriater administrative. personnel,

identify and arrange to meet with any support personnel whose

help you will neecin establishing the cente4r, or who will be

impacted by it in, any way le.g., you'should talk with the school

ltbrandOm if you would like to propose vsection of the library

as'a good location fo the center).
-

e. Prepare a wffitdnor oral presentation to be given to

the administrative and support personnel whose permission or help

youmill need in' establishing the work and leisure resource

94
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center( Decide whither a written outline or an oral presentation
.

is more effective:in your particul setting. PerhaOS.you .

will decide-that the,most.effective method is toll) submit a

written outline Whitt' thorou 14ylloCuments yolk plans. for the

-center-,''and then (2) schedole lloW-op meeting, to verbally

discuss any points upon:Wh1Ch fOrther clarification fs,sired.

Whicheier metheOEYbo,usel°:;nClu-de in'your presentation all, of

1

the following4

1). Your reasons for, wanting'to establish a work
and letsure'resoorce center (e.g.., its/value
both to. students and to ot)ier school personnel
for iTArence and planning purposes).

2) A suggested location for the center and at
.least-one alternative location.

3) A listtpf the various resource materials you
plan to include in the center:. (a) Work-
related, (b)- letsure-relatedi and (c). those
which are,related to the interaction of work
and leisure.'

4) Your recommendation on (a) hours during which
the center would be,openra-P (b) procedures
to be followed in accessing, and using the various
resource materials which are available (e.g.,
decidemhether or not materials' can be checked
out of the center).

Ihcluded'here should be any. recommendations
you have on whether and -what types(s) of
additional support personnel would be required
for staffing the work and leisure resource
center. Perhaps students themselves would staff
the center with. supervision by the career
guidance team.

Before proceeding to the skill objective and skill - building,

activities for this section, discuss any additional steps which

you think are necessary in order lc establish a work and leisure

resource center in yOur school.

k
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The Pargairqwtli,prePerefefor.the members of
e sato] admi stratton a mittttn or oral plan %r,

school. The.PresentWon willtinclude (a) at le t

develOin4 a work and leisure resource center

One value of such a tinter., (10 a 'suggested locat on
,for the center, (cc .a tentative floor plan for the
center, and (d) a lift of at least three wqrk and
1 isure related resburces.for rteemended inclusion
ii the center. The workshop co' dinatOr will certify
t at the..

P

proposed preseqgation meets theseitriteria.

I . ,
...L ,ictivity 15.

Skill - Building. Activities: Work and Leisure Resource enteP\-

adtivities desiined to -help you mest.the requireMe s of the

.The workshqp coordinator 0411 now guide e

above skill objective. The total time allotment or these

minutes for .preparing a presentation wbich meets the criteria

activities is Onehour. After thl., you will be allotted 30

of the skill objectiVC-- r .

Ar Discussion

B. Brainsonniing

C. Rat on0e Development ;71

'Decide hether a written or oral presentation would be

'be most 'appeoSprite in /your particular setting. ',If you decide

og,a written'presentation, spend the allotted 30 minutes writing.

as complete and convihcin a prtation as you can. If you

decide on an oral presentation,,spend the allotted 30 minutes

making an outline or writi g.whatever notes you feel would be

.usefUl to yoU in preparing for such an oral presentation.

At the end oaf 30 minutes, pair up at random with anoder

participant. :fake turns either reading ea other's written,

96
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'or listening to each other's oral l-presentiiion and wriiifig

-down yourevemation of itoNake lure thatlyour partner has

includedall_three points listed ader Skill Objectivot, After
-

1 4

reading or istening to yours partner's presentation, pretend
.

that you, ar the s&ol.administrator,-4Wask as many. questions
.Lo. .

as yoasan thi k of that.yerta to the establishment of the work

and leisure resource center. ork together on improvfni each
se

other's written or oral presentation, and spend up to 30 minutes
. ..

on this preseAting/evaluatingkerci.se.Y At the. end of that time,

give your written/oral presentation outline and notes-, along

)(withtheir corresponding .evaluation by, your' partner, the

workshop coordinator. The cbordinator;will then read and, sign

or initial 9ach set of mattals as "official" cerrication

that your presentation meefS the criteria set for the skill

oblective. The materials will then be returned to you for use

In your real-life presentation tif.your s!pool admintstrition.

4
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Activity 15

Skill-Building Activities

a.) Discussion

'The .Syster6 Support ServiceS st rat sectiogchas already 9

. . i t

/ -.

presented the particiPints.with-two values of aldork an ,leiSuce
, ______ .

,V-
. .

resource center. itheparticipants spend 15-30 minu
4 , 1 d g

discussing:

1) these and apy other values.they.can 1th

2)- possible.locations) for 1-center, and/

3) all the-different types of resouree materials to
.be included in thb center.

/ R ,, ./
.

b) Brainstorming Session,

4

Thgn have them spend 15- minutes brainst rmina the liossible
,,...-

objections and puestions thai their administrators 'night have
.

. (

cqicerning the establishment of such tenters. Tell them to be as .

specific as possible in thinking of things that their own respective
,,,,

school adminj)otrationight ask. For each question or objection

which is raised, have the group try_to come up with a convincingJ , J

N
1

or reasonable response. Following are suggested cAstions and re-
,

sponses in case the grOu( needs he10 in getting started:

1) Administratfion Qu#tionl "You know what our school

\dis'trict's budiget is like. How could we possibly afford to add

even one more support staff person to
6
run this resource center of

,

yours?"

Participant Response: "The resource materials.in 'the center
)

(

lend themselves well tb a self-service access system, and even to

self-service check -oi4t i we decide that materials can be removed-

from the center. Students could volunteer to snend their free

0



tk,

1

periOds in the center to provide as ispnce and answer questions;
. __-,

.N
or me#ers of the career guidance team'could take turns filling/

that functionr.
A,

\. ... 0N-
. P .

- ..ro .

121,-Adminittration objection: "We'can't have people running

in and oUt of this4YesoUrce center al day Icing; the'Whole thing:.
,

,

presents) t6 ifibeh. of an administrative r/robl.em."
........'..---
-

' , . . ''' j
Participant, Respodse:inThere' no reason why theceXter

.. .r'
has to be oOdti all daylong. vim. sure we cats agree oqcetain, I

A -,

a

times during the day, .or even after school
/

t,.whenit would be ,-

convenient for the center to be-open. Perhaps we 'could experiment

with several different times LAW we find the times that are most

. convenient for Students, staffo and administratiOnd'

c) Rationallopevelopment
.

Havinglone through activities and b, the participants, should

now be aUle to prepare a presentation which will be convincing to

. theirown particular school administration. .,Have each participant

decide.whethera written presentation, an oral presentation, or both

would be most convincing in her /his partidUlar ettinn; and then

give them 30 minutes to prepare Such a presentation. "Remind ther\tb

include all three of the Points listed under the) skill objective above.

t
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3. Application Objective

The participant will outlige.all of the steps
necessary'im order to establish a work and leisure
resource in her/h%s particular school. In-

cluded-in the outline WiT1 be all of the items
listed on the attached Application Objective Check=.
listlorastem SlipportSeVeCes Strategy. The
workshop Mrdinatormill certify that the parti-
cipants outliAe meets the standards related to

. ' each of thoseltdms, in accordance iith thi.pro-
cedure described below. ,

_Activity 16
.

ApplicaticOctivity for System Support Services

1

You will, be allotted 30.minutes1- writIng time for fulfilling

the.requirements of the application objective as described above.'

Use the attached Application Objective Checklist for System (

-".
Support Services Strategy at 4 guiAie..

MP ,

At the end of the 30 minutes, you, will exchange papers at

random and will use the Checklist to make sure that the paper

of the person with whom you exchanged does fulfill the require-
:0

,ments of the application objective. After you have completed

your checking, discuss with that person any of the items on

the Checklist which you feel she/he has not adequately addressed.

As much additional time as necessary will be allotted for the

subsequent revision and chcking of those particular items.

This procedure should ensure the successful completion of all

of the items'by all of the participants.
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After you and the person with whom you exchanged papers

agreethat both of you have successfully completed all of -

the items on the Checklist, give both papers and their correspond

ing Checklists to the workshop coordinat r. She/he will do a.

final check of each paper against its corr ponding Checklist

and will then sign or initial each paper as "official" certifi-

anion that each of you has met the standards set for success-

fully fulfilling the requirements of the application objective.

S



Activity 16 .

J!pplicationSyStem Sur2port Services

Mediate in and attempt to resolve iny disputes that arise

between members of an 'exchange pair over the satisfactoriness of

their response' to any of the items. You will also be responsible
s.

for checking the extra paper if there are any 'uneven number of

people in the group; for responding to participants' questions abOut
-Sr

any aspect of the application objective or, ttce procedure to be

allowed,in meeting it; and for working with the participants on

iMprOving any responses, which you find inadequate during your.....:`,/

check of the papers.

.1



APPLICATION OBJECTIVE CHECKLIST FOR SYSTEM SUPPORT SERVICES STRATEGY.

Participant has included all of the following in,her/his outline
of the steps to be taken in establishing .a work and leisure resource
center in her/his particular school:

1. The following details related to obtaining administration
mr2sion to establish a work and leisure resource center:

a. The name(s) of ttie specific administrative person
or 270777ith whom the parfrOlant must.talk in
order to obtain permission. .

b. The name(s) 'of any Support.personnel whose approval
or cooperation is necessary for establishing the
center (e.g., the school librarian).

Specific times or dates when
talk wilrMEadmfifTEMtive
the center (e.g., during the
year in which you'propose to

the participant should
and support personnel about
summer preceding the school
establish the center).

2. °A list of all the work-related resource materials'proposed ft4
inclusion in the center (participant should list at least three).

3. A. list Wall the leisute-related resource materials proposed for
inclusion in the center (participant should list at least three).

4. The following details related to the development of those resource .

materials that must be created for the,participaht's particular
location (e.g., the cafiT577 volunteer opportunities in the area):

a. A list of those resource materials (at 'least three; can
include resources listed under items 2. and 3. above).

b. A description of the steps or the process necessaryin
order to create each of those resource.materials.

Participant's flame:

Checked By:

Workshop Coordinator:

j Date:

or



C. On Call Responsive Services

1. Strategy

The members of the career guidanc4 team may develop an

in-house staff resource and referral system Which students can

tap for assistance with specific work or leisure-relited

concerns. The basis for the systeJ will be a "people resources"

file which lists, for each staff member: (a) the specific areas

in which she/he can provide work-related counseling on the basis

of her/his own experience or credentials, and (b) the specific

leisure-related-activities:in which she/he has an interest or

experience.

The value of this system is that not only will students be

able to contact members of the career guidance team as needed

for purposes of work or-leisure-related counseling; but each

student will also be able to id*ntify and contact-those staff

members who have credentials, experience, or interests which

are particularly relevant to the specific work or leisure-

related concerns of the student.

Staff

Resources



Following is a lfst of suggested steps to betaken in
.

develOpIng an ithouse staff resource and. referral system for

responding to students' work and leisure-related concerns::

e Decide wthe specific staff.members who will be in-

cluded In the "people resources" file. Wal the file contain .

only couriselors,.or will all membeil of the career guidanL
r

team, teachers, odhlnistrators, and other school_persOnel be

included?

b. Decid 'on the specific resource information to 4j0,c7j

collected from each staff member who will be included\in the

file. Information.should be obtained for eackof the following

two. categories

1) Work-related - the specific areas in hich each staff
member can provide wor la.ted couns ing and guidance
on the basis of h experience or credentials,
Relevant experie credentials could include such .

things as: (a) ious jobs held, (b) friends or
acquaintances ,various occupations, (c) advanced
acaçfemic trainin in s ch areas as vocational edu-
ca ion, and (d) any di er type,of relevant, training or,

experience such as participation in summer work at
the local office of the U.S: Employment Service.'

4

2) Leisure-related the specific leisure-related activi-
' ties in which each staff member has an interest-or
experience. These should include such things as: (a)
hobbies, (p) crafteralt) sports (both participant,
sports and spectator-sports), (d) civic groups, (e)
volunteer activities, and (f) any other relevant .

interests, tr n 1, or experience such as partici-
pation in )1urkshop'on work and leisure environ-
ments.



-c. Decide on the manner in which the resource information

will bccollected from each of the staff members. Possible

collection methods include: (1) personal interviews, or (2)

mailed questionnaires. . c,-

d.. Once the method of information collection is determined,

design ET forms (interviewoutlines or questionnaires) that are

necessary. The forms should allow extra spaCe for the staff.

members to add any information they consider relevant,and not

,covered in the interview or questionnaire.

e. Design a schedule for obtaining the necessary resource

information from each stafflnember, e.g., (1) iniervfewall

staff members during the first two weeks of the sehoo'l year, or

(2) mail a questionnaire tgieach staff member duringthe-summe

and fol ow up in Septembei on any questionhaires not received

by the time school starts.

f. 'Design a method for making the resource information

available to students. The design should include provisions

for both (1) storage, and (2) retrieval of the information as

outlined below:

1) Storage:

a) HOW the information will be stored on cards as in
a library, or, in folders in file drawee:

b) Where the information will be stbred in the work
and-leisure resource center descilbed in strategy
section B (System Support Services), or in the

. office of one, of the career guidance team members.
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2) RetriOal:
. ,

i 8); How studentsan obtain the informlOti-
service basi;nor by submitting a request
mation to a m berofthe career guidance

b) When students can obtain the information - only

on .a self-
for infor-
team.

during the hours when the Work and leisure resource
center is open,.or at any time during reguJar school
hours and during certain weekend hours. .

Before proceeding to the skill objective and skill-building

activities for this section, discuss,any.additiral steps Which

you think would be necessary in establishing an inrhouse staff

resource and referral system in'your school.:

2. Skill 'Objective
C

The participant will design an ikhouse staff resource
and referral system for use in her is particular
school. The design will include (a) a description of
the information to be obtained from each staff member,
and (b) the method for making the information available
.to the students. The workshop coordinator will certify
that the prqposed design meets these criteria.-

4.
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Activity 17,

Skill-Buildidg Activities0
The workshop coordinator will now guide you in some

activities designed to help you meet the requirements of the

above skill:.objective.-- '1

a) Discussion - Resourcejenter Materials

b) Brainstording - Center Operations

c) Center Design - At the end of the 30 minutes' writing

time,.you will exchange papers at random.and will spend 1

minutes reading the paper you receive and writing down your

evaluation of the design presented in it. Make sure that the

design does include details for each of the two major points--

listed in the skill objective. At the end of the 15 minutes,

discuss with your partner your evaluapons of eac other's

papers.- Keep in mind that a staff resodke and ref rral system

which All work in your school may not work asw11 in another,

school, and that the system you design for use in your particu-

lar ,School setting will not necessarily correspond. in all

respects to the system your partner designs for use in her/his

rs hool. If either of you feels that the other's system design

is incomplete in any way, work together on improvingit. After

your evaluations are completed and both of you are satisfied

.With the systems jou have designed, give your papers and their

corresponding evaluations to the workshop coordinator for herk

him to read. She /he.will then sign or initial each set of
.
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'materials as po icial" certification lipt your design meets

criteria set for the skill objective. The materials will then

be rlurnedOto you for use, in implementing the kystem in your

real-life school setting.

3. Application Objective .'

The participant will.outlinein writing the steps
necessary for implementing the in=house staff resource
and referral-AtstemLin her/his particular school.
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Activity 17

Skill-qpilding Activities

a) DiscuSsion - Pesource Center laterials

)(Have the participants spend 10 minutes writing down all of they

specific things they think they personalli ave td contribute to the

people resources" file fOr each of the wo areas ,of work and leisure-
-4

related credentialsC; experience, or interests.

cy) Tqn have them spend 10,mln, writing down all of the different

,categories and types thing- f-hr woU1d -rs
441

about in the informa rm-collec, Ion interview or questionnaire. Tell

them to make two separate. category lists, one for work-rlated categories

and one for leisure-related categories. Siggestions for work-related

:categories include: previous jobs helda d specialized training in

,(

'job ft e+seling. Suggestions for leisuelated categories include:

part cipant sports, spectator sorts, hobbies, civic activities;, and

volunteer activities.

After the participants have listed both 1) their "personal

resources, and 2) the categories of resources they would ask other

Staff members about, have them pair up at random and take turns 1 ter-

viewing each other about th (reppective work-and leisure-related

\ credentials, experience, and interests. Eachshould use her/his two

Categorylists as a guide in asking questions when it is her/his turn

to be the interviewer, and should write down her/his partner's responses.

When both interviews have been.tompleted, the partners should compare

their "personal" resource lists against the categories the other person

asked them about, to see-if there are any categories which the other

person left out. The partners should add any such categories to their

1 '4
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respectye lists. Allow the participanis,20, minutes for these

interviews.

After all of the pairs have completed their interviews, !Nye

each pair read to the jroup all of the resource categories they finally

listed. The worl?thop coordinator or amlunteer should write down
r

all of the categories on the blacicoard, and the participants should

add to their own lists any addilional categories which come-Up during

this final discussion. Tell the-participants to'keep these lists,

since they will be useful' in meeting the skill objective for this

section.

b) Brainstorming - Center Operations

This activity is actually organizational in nature. Divide

1. participants into task forces. EaCh task force will be responsib

for outlining specific operations f6r storage or retrieval func

Some suggestions for both stora nd retrieval have already been

presented to them in the list gested steps'for implementing

this strategy. Also have the group discuss how the information should

be indexed for retrieval (e4., by person? by activity). One suggestion

here would be to design ,as complete a cross- indexing system as possible:

1) have an it ex card for each perstin, listing all of her/his work- and

N4,

leisure-relatdd "resources", and 2) have an index card for each the

separate categories included under the general headings of "work" 'at'd

"leisure" with each card containing the names of all the people who have

"resources" that fall into that categOry.

c) Center Design

Having gone through activities a) and b), each participant should

now be adequately prepared to meet the requirements of the skill



.4k

objective by writing out the design of an in -house staff resource

and referral system for use ib her/his major pointi listed in the

'skill objective. Allot them 30'minutes for this. -

I
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, Activity. 18 ,

1
a

s e

Included in the outline will be all of the items listed

(

on the - attached Application Objective Checklist for On.Call

Responsive Services Strategy. The workthop coordinator

certify that this'outline meets standards related to each of
r

these parts, in acCordance with the proCedUre d;Sicribed below:

You will'be allotted 450TITTaii' writing time for fulfilling
.

the re0(irements of the application objective as described aboVe.

Use the attached Application Objective Checklist for On Call

Responsive Services Strategy es a guide.

At the end, of the 45 minutes, you will achange papers at

random, and will usetN Checklist to make sure that the paper,

of the person with whom you eXchanged does fulfill the require

ments of the application objective. After you have competed

your checking, discuss with that Berson any of the items on' he.
Product:

/,;

Checklist which you feel she/he as not adequately addtesse .

Implementation

As much additional time as necessary will be,allotted for the
PZan for

subsequent revision.andlThecking of those particular items.

This procedure sh440 ensure the successful completion of all

of the itemsy all of the participants.

After you and,the person, with whom you exchanged papers

ace agreed that both of you have successfully completed all of

the it on the Checklistl give bath papers and their corre;

sponding Checklists to the workshop coordinator. She/he will

In
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do i final check of each paper against its corresponding

Checklist and will then sign or initial each paper as "official"

certification that each of you has met the standards set= for

successfully completing the requirements of the appl4atiOn

$A
'"objective.

L.
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Activity 18

Application Activity for.On /Call Responsive Services

Mediate in and attempt to resolve any disputes that arise between

members of an exchange pair over the satisfactoriness of their response

to any of the items. You will also be responsible for checking the

extra paper jf there are an odd' number of people in the group; for

responding to participants' questions about'any aspect of the appllication

objective or the procedure to be followed in meeting it; and,for working'

with the participants on improving any responses which you find in-
,

adequate during your final .checka of the papers.

O
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APPLICATION OBJECTIVE. HECKLIST,
FOR 0 CALL RESPONSIVE SERVICES STRATEGY

Participant has included all of the following.in her/his
outline of the stepi to be taken in implementing an in-,
house Staff resource and referral system in her/hiS
particular school:

v.

1. A list of the specific staff Anthers to be included in
the "people resources" file.

'2. 'A list of the specific types of resource information to
be collected from each staff member wha will be included
in ,file. The.list'will cOntain the following two major
Categories with specific types of information listed for

.each:'

Work-related resource,inforination (list at
least two types). ,

0b. - Leisure - related resource information (li t at 0
-717-7 least four types).

3. A description of the manner in wfildh the resource
informatiomswill be collected from each staffmember in-
cluded in the file (e.g., questionnaire).

.

A description of any forms which must be designed for
use in collecting the resource information.

5. A schedule for obtaining the resource information from
each included staff member.

6. A description of the method to be used in making the
information available to students.. Included in this
description are all of the following items:

a. How the information will #e stored'(e.g., on
cards).

b. Where the information will be stored (e.g., in
the work and leisure resource center).

c. How students. can access the information ( .g.,
-iirf-service).

. When students can access the information
during hours when the work and leisure resourc
center is open)..:
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Participont's name:

Checked by:

1

Workshop 'coordinator:.

Date:
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D. Indi4dUal'BeielopMent Responsibility'

.1. _StrategY,

member. of the.cireer guidance team may Oesignate the

following responsibilities for'S:certain number of students

(a) to make sure the student has at least one exploratory work
" .

',experience and one exploratory leisure experience during each

Year of her/his fhigh school career, and (b) to help.the student

-.0pluate 0e :effects of these experiences on her/his personal

work and leisure plansvind oblect4ves.

TIceLaim of all strategigs inctbded in the individual

develop4nIt resp6slicillities area is to ensure that every

stud .has one member of the guidance team who assumes personal

responsibility for helping her/him engage in and e4luate

gui ance-7Tated experiences. The value of the particular-

-strat y described above is that it provides for both (a) the

ensuri g of individual student partiCipation in key gditte-

,

reiated experiences (specifically, exPlOratorywork and leisure

experiences); and (b) the ensuring of student evaluation of

those exploratory work and leisure experiences in relation to

the student's personal plans and goals.

In implementing this strategy, it is important to provide

the individual student with a variety o experiences, or at

--fie-a-st--to-p-mvfide a te-fie-S---OTWE-61-13---ro-g-r siion bf experiences.

whichrbuild upon rather than duplicate each other. The cumu-

lative result of these experiences as the student progresses

111
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through her/his high school career should be growth and
.

development, not, simply~ repetition and redundancy of similar

experienceslh different settings.

The guiding aim of the,cireer guidance team members in

helping students to evaluate their varlous.exploatory.workand

leisUre experiences should be to assist the individuaLstudent

in relating each experience,to her/his overall plans and goals,

whether those plans and,goals-change over the course "of the .\\,

student's,highschool career or remain'the:time. Students

should also be assisted in determining the",fiiative roles played p
by each of their exploratory experiellOesn,the -shaping of

those plans and goa

\s"Essential prer sites forthe establishment of this'

strategy in the school are the des'ign and devglopment of a

monitoring '$)%tem2-whichirwlit.ensure that the strategy, isIg fact

implemented.` Three key ftqulrements of this monitoring system

are iveness, (b) efficiency, and (c) minimal,undeslra-
.

blelde.effects. Each of ,these three requirements is discussed

in more detail belciw: \-

T7
a. EffectiveAK effective monitoring system is one in

which the job,definitely gets done. In the case of the indi-

idual development strategy.desc bed above, an additional_

stipulation in judging the eff iveness of the-monitoring

system is that it get the job done to the satisfaction of'both

-:the stuants'and the staff.- The monitoring 'system must provide
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for-every student in the school to be contacted by the member

of the,career guidance team to whom responsibility' for that

student's individual development has been assigned.

a.

a
b. Efficient -- Regardless of how effective any particular

systeM may blOt must not,be overly taxing in terms of either

the time or the money required of the staff, the Stddents, or

the system itself. A monitoring system which effectively

reaches every student but requtresthat the ca- reer,guidance

team members ;devote the majority of their time to it is obvi-

ously not the most efficient system. Thus a balance beh1 ween

. ieffectivenesS'ind efficietncy Must be achieved in the design
/ , --.

deVelopment ofAhe monitoring system whiCh is' to be used.

6 .

c. Unantil(ipated side effects--The(implementation of any

------------typeof-vstem-frequently-producesmarrti-cipated-stde-eWects;---
a

, )

which may be of a negative nature, a fositive nature, or both.

Unfortunately, undesirable side effects usually cannot be ss
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anticipated in advance and cannot be measured until the Mont-.

-toring system has been JR-effect for,o certaiRlength'etime.

\\\!.1n the someway; unantictpated.side.effects result from the

*lamentation of the monitoring system. In designing, a moni-

toring.system, attempt to anticipate both types of side effects,

since they may strongly influence the way in which the system

4 's initially received, as well as the final outcome of the?e(-

system in teems of its overall effectiveness and efficiency:
,

Two potential Undetirablesside effects to avoid are: (1) Some

vitally important task 'may suffer from 'inattention because of_-

the-attention devoted to the monitoring system.: (2) Some people,

may be alienated'by this particular monitoring syitem. Con,

versely, as a esirable potential side effect of this partitufar

.system, certain tOple might become much more coop&ative or

more ably CI)Spos toward the school or'the members of he

'career !guidance tea

`The three key tlequirements of a monitoring system discussed

above lead directly into the skillobjective_for this section,

6 6.

2. Skill Objective

The participant will design a monitoring. system to
ensure that each student is reached by the individual
development strategy. The design will include evitience,
that the system (a) will be effective (from both the
tudents' and the staff's viewpQints), (b) will be

e ictent-ttn-tefms-Ofyitem, staff, and student cost
effort), and (c) will produce few undesirable side
effects (for the-system, staff, and students). The
workshop coordinator will certify that'the proposed
design meets these criteria.



Activity 19

Skill- Buildinq Activity

0 The three following Vignettes describe tile individual

AieveloOlent.monitoring systems deveOped at schools.A, B, and C.

Be d each. bqtjand then use the .able which ollows to rat .each-
, r r

f the described monitoeil emit o1 its (a) fec-

tiveneis,:(b) efficiency, and cc) UhrtiCipated side effects
9 oly;,

. ,

which it causes.

" ,School A: The members of the caieer'guidance team sent
all stirafffillotices. telling' them who their individual .

Agfelopment-"supepoisdrs" were. The students were.also told to
contact their tenet guidance team supervisor and arrange to
meet-with her /him, In person after they had eny:typt of explora7

*tory workite leisure experience.
The career. guidance team printed special forms attractively

designed and appealing to students. The students were given a
large stack of thete fOrms and told to put one in their .c.

"supervisor's" box every week, indicating whether or not they
were engaged in. an exploratory work or leisure experience, or
what if any plans they were making for such experiences. The
Weekly forms would in theory, remind the students to actually
plan for and engage in their exploratory experiences..

As'a result of this system, some students became particu-
larly motivated, and began reminding their friends each week
about the forms and urging them to become actively involved in-
the program.

School B:' The members of the career guidance team got
together that they each knew a few students well and
that they each would informally assume responsibility for the
students with whom they had gOod rapport. They decided that

e whole thing oulcrbe very casual and that there was 66 need
to really formal e the'system.

.

'Every two we ks each membet of the c reer_quidance_team

1:1.

uld-contact a ubset of herthtt-'dOUns ees:m The team member

\t

would;each hale a little)booklet in whi h they kept track of
which students they, had contacte and Wh n. They would consult
this booklet for determining.when they °should next follow u0.

,
with ch of their. counsel ees. Ar . .. ,

T e career guidance team meMbert fond that as a result of
the in ividbal development strategy\they/became even closer to



the students because the system involved thiM in discussing
real-life experiences rather than general, distant plans. Thit
increased closenets also carried over into. areas other than
work and leisure-related concerns.

School C. The members of the cdeer-guldance team obtained
a rosiirorill the students in the school and used this master
list to divide the students alphabetically into groups of equal
size, one group. for each team member. This assured-that--eech
student would be "covered" bylhe individual Allevelopment
strategy. 1 ,-, ,-

Once a week, each member of the career guidance team ,

contacted each of the Students in her/his group to see if they
had had any exploratory work or 1 isure experiences; and if so,
to discuss them. This contact was routinely made on the same
day each week during' the student's home room period. .

At. the end of keionth, several-,of the home room teachers ,e

indicated displeasyile because too Much time was diverted from
regular home room activities for this individual development
contact.

-"`'
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Activi.ty19.

IndieduallDevelopment Pesponsibility Skill *Objectives and Skill-
Building Activity

a) Allot the participants up to 45 minutes for reading the

three, vignettes and completing their ratinns for each of the three

monitorinthsystems. Lead the discussion which follows that activity.

ollowihg are suggested ratings for each of the three systems:

,

School A: 44'

Effectiveness - Fair; probably a little too haphazard, since all
contact responsibility is placed on the students, with no provision
for follow-up by the career guidance team members.'_

Efficiency - Probably too costly, since a great deal of emPhasiszl.;,
placedon the "attractively deSigned" forms.

Unanticipated side effects - lixed; increased motivation was a positive
side effect for some students but not for all.

School f:

Effectiveness - Probably depends on the size of the school. In a
small school, an unstructured system such as this one would-probably

e work well; but in a large school, there is a high-likelihood that some
students would be missed by this ystèm.

Efficiency - Probably pretty good; doesn't seem to involve excessive
time or money on the part of the staff, the students, of the system
itself. ,

Unanticipated side effects - Good; produes ver" rositive side effect
of inCreased_cl.dszness-hetween-career--guti-da n cet '''' M and students.

$sool2

Effectiveness Good; it gets the job done, as all students do get
contacted.

Efficiency Fair; seems costly in terms of the amount of time involved
each week.

Unanticipated side efects Poor; produces nenative side effect of
antagonizing home room teachers.

4
b) Having gone through the reading/rating activity and the ensuinq

I r
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discussion, each participant should now he adequately prepared to meet

the requtrements of the skill objective by designing and writing up

ii-iiiitoring system to he used in implementing the tndividual develop-
.

ment strategy in her/his otIn school setting! Remind the participants
L

to inclii0 in their system design evidende for all three of the key°

requirements listed in the 'skill qijective. Allot them 3h.minutes

writing, time for this.

Studen Ixplotation

Following is a suggestion for a possible student activity which

the participants may use with their own students in therarea of

individual development monitoring:

1. fiavr' each student keep an on-going log,recording the

experiences with leisure or work and 'personal reactions to each.

2. Prior to the experience, students would record their

expectations and anticipations of the experience.]

3. NI first contact, the student should give his/her, initial

impressions and later the studeht may reflect upon the experience.

Format of the log could look like this:

Description of Work/leisure experience:

. Anticipation of Experience

I think the experience will include

2. My initial impression was

1

a



While there) felt

3. Upon eeflection of this work/leisureexperience I

learned

I think I pecsopally would feel

Another monitoringof an experience would be 4 keep d scrap

book to include descriptions of job role, settina, people invo

wqrk conditions etc. Pictures, brochures, job formS, personal

reacyonKould be kept in,the scrap book.

.)

a



After completing 'your ratings, discuss as .a group the '

monitoring systems developed by each of thethree schoolsrand

your respective ratings of them.

b) The abolactiVity was. designed to help you in meeting

the requirements of the skill objective for this settion. You
. .

w be allotted.30 minutes' writing time-formeeting the

requir ent§ of that skill objective. The procetie for certi-
g

fying t at you have met the tfiteria of the skill objective'will
.

be. as follows:
,

)At the end of the 30 min?tes: writirtg time, You will

v.,

exchange. papers at randomHaol.will.spend 15 minutes reading the

paper you receive and writingjiolpyour evaluation of ihe.14,.

monitoring system presented in it.. 'Make'sure that the-sysiem

desigp'does include evidence for all three of the key require-
r

ments the skill objectii/e- At the end. of the 1'5.

minutes, dfi-Cuss with yourpartner',Yourevaluitions of each

other's papers. Keep in mind that an indivilpal development

which.40:work in your' school may not work

as well in another school, and that the system you design for

usein,your particular school setting will not necessarily

correspond in all respects to-the system your partner designs;

for use in her/his schoOl. -If either-of you,feels that the

other'S monitoring system design Ts unsatisfactory-in any way,

work together on improving it. After your evaluations are

completed and.-both.ofyOu are satisfied with the monitoring

I
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systems you have designed, give your papers and their corre

sponding evaluations to the workshop coordinator for her/him to

read. She/he will then sign or initial each 'set of materials

as "official" certification that your sign meets tho/Cri

set for the skill objective. The mat rials will then be returned

to you for use in implementing the monitoring system in your

real-life school setting.

1.4

3. Applicat n Objective

The participant.wiT1 outline in writing.a plaprfor
implementing the tndividual development strategy in
her/his particular school. Included in the outline
lll be all of the item lilted on the attached

Application Objective Checklist for Individual'
Development Responsibility Strategy,
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Activity 20
0 4 .440Y

. The workshop coordinator will certify that this outline

meets standards related to each of these partt, in accordance

with the procedure described 'below.

Procedure: You will,be:allotted 45 ,minutes writing time for

fulfilling the requirements of the,application objective as

described above. Use the attached Applicatio .objective Check-

1 for Individual Development Responsibility Strategy as a

At the-end of the 45 minutes,' you will exchange papers at

random and will Ute-the/Checklist to make sure that the paper

0
of the person with whom you exchanged does fulfill the require-

ments of the application objective. After you have '.ompleted

your checking, discuss'with that person any of the items on

the Checklist which you feel she/he has not adequately addiessed.

As much additional time as necessary will be allotted Ifr the

subsequent evision and checking of those particular items.
P

This procedure should ensure, the successful complvtioh °of all
.1/4

of the items by all of the participant's.

After you and the Orson with whom you exchanged papers

agree that both of you have successfully completed all of he

items on the Checklist, give 4oth papers and their corresponding

7
Checklists to the workshop toordinator.9 She/he will do a final

.check of each paper against its corrqspondin Checklist and will
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.

then sign or initial each paper as "official" certifiCition th4t

each of youtihas met the standards established for successfully

fulfilliig the requirements of the appAication objective. ak

J 11
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AcOliit120

Application Objective for Individual Development Responsibility

Mediate in and attempt to resolve any disputes that arise between

members of an exchange pair over the satisfactoriness of their response

to any of the items. You will also be responsible for checking the

extra paper if there are an odd number of peoplejn the group; for

responding to participaits' questions about any aspect. of the applicItion

objective'or the procedure to he followed in meeting it; and for working

with the participants on improving any responses which you find in-

adequate during your final check-of the paper.



APPLICATIO OBJEdEIV cHEcktim.,
FOR INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT REk IBISPONSLITY 'STRATEGY

Participant his included all of the following in her/his

plan for implementing the individual development strategy

in 4pr/his particular school:

1. the number of career guidance team members to whom
responsibility for the work and leisure-related individual
development of a certain number of students will be assigned.

2. The nu4er of students to be assigned to each career
guidance team member.

3. The' description of a method for assigning the studgts
to the various members of the career guidance team.

4. A schedule for implementing the individual development
strategy. Inch uded in the schedule are all of the follow-
ing points:

a. When to plan and set up the strategy.

tr. When to contact the students initially.
a

c. When to schedule sessions for evaluation of each
student's exploratory work and leisure experiences.

5. The description of a method for documenting the results
of the student evaluations of their various exploratory
experiences.

Participant's name:

Checked by:

Workshop coordinator:

Date:
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V. SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

The specific objectiyes for this .manual.are listed bel9w:

A. Attitude Objective

The participan511 demonstrate commitmenb to helping

students (1) understand the interactions of work and letaure,

and (2) determine and plan for the types of work and leisure

activities best-suited to their own personal values, needs, and

abilities. The participant's commitment to these goals will be

demonstrated by a willingness to participate in the workshop

activities.

The participant will also demonstrate a positive attitude

toward concepts presented in the module, e.g., the elimination

i of sex role stereotyping. The participant's $ositive attitude

toward these concepts will be demonstrated by positive 'responses

to items on an attitude survey assessing reactions to concepts

and programs presented in the module.

B. Knowledge Objectives

The participant/ will be able to demonstrate understanding

of job classification systems and the structure of the world of

work by choosing two of the'following categories and writing

one paragraph for each, listing variations within that category

and how jobs ca, classified in terms of those variations.

The categories are: (1) types of work activities, (2) types of

worker characteristics, and (3) types of work environments.

The participant will be able to describe what a worker can

122
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expect on a job, by ,choosing three of the following factors

related to job expectations and respp Stbilities and writing a

Pareeaph for each describing at least one example of the factor

and how that example would affect an in ividUal's attitudes and

reactions to a job. he factors are: 1) non monetary and move=

ta%compensation, (2) the meaning of,Wo c for the worker, (3)
4fr

sex role stereotyping, and (4) how job 'demand influence leisure

activities.

The participant will be able to onstrate an understatding

of the process students go through* identifying and matching

their personal leisure-related lues, needs, and abilities with

available leisure and recreatipilal opportunities. The partici-
,

pant will demonstrate an, understanding of this(process by (1)

writing at least one leisure - related need and one leisure-related

1ability of her/his own and what she/he does to fulfill or match

each of them in a particular location; and (2) 'listing at-least

three sources of information about leisure or recreational op-

portunities which are available to students in a particular

location, and what she/he can do to help students find and use

each of those sources in making decisions about their leisure

activities.

C. Skill And/Application Objectives

eThe participant will write a rationale for enlisting t

support of local businesses for exploratory work experienc pro-

grams. The rationale will list at least two values of such

123
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programs for students and at least two values for participating

employers. The workshop coordinator will certify that the

statement of rationale meetsthe above criteria:

The participa t will list the variation of the exploratory

work experienc ( program whi h will work best in her/his settir

and 1 outline the steps t be taken in implementing the pro-
y

gram in a particular community. 'Deluded in the outline wil be
41.

a list of the businesses the participan intends to contact. The

workshop coordinator will certify that this utline meets stand-
,

ards related to eai h of these parts.

The participgnt will prepare for the members of the)school

administration a written or oral plan for developing a work and
4,

leisuite resource center in the school. The presentatt6 will

include (1) at leaseone value 'qf such a center, (2) a suggested

location for the center, ) a tentative floor plan for the
..t,

center, and (4)_a list of at least three work and three leisure
--,

related resobrces fol. recommended inclusion in the center.' The
/ . .11,

workshop coordinator wi I certify that the proposed present4ion

meets these .crtteria.

The articipant will list the steps necessary to establiSh

a work and leisure resource center The plan will include (1)

to whom one must talk in order to ,get permission and when one --,

should talk'to them, (2) a list of work- related resources to be
, .

Collected, i a list of leisure-rdlatgb resources to be col-, _, 1

lected, and (4) a\list.of and stelA for developing those

124
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':resources, created for one's particular locationle.g., the

catalog of volunteer opportunities in the area). The workshop

coordinator will certify that this outline meets the standards

related to each of these parts.

The participant will design an in-house staff-resource and

rOferral system for use in a particular school. The design will

include (1) a description of'ihe information to be obtained from

each staff member aid (2) the method for making the information

available to the students. The workshop coordinator Lill certify

that the proposed design meets these criteria.

The participant will ouTne the steps necessary for'imple-

menting the in -ho{ise staff resource and referral system in her

his particular school. Included in the outline will be (1) a

dule f r btaining the necessary resource informatio*from

each sca f m ber and the manner in which it will beecollected

(e.g., q estionnaire) and (2) a description of where the infor-
.>

;nation will be stored,and-times during which stud'nts will have

access to the information. The workshopx6orsdinatorWill certify

that this outline' meets standards related to each of these parts.

The participant will design a monitoring system to ensure
.

that each student is- reached by the individual development

strategy. The design will include evidence thatIthe system will

be effective (from both the students' and the staff's,,m4ewpoints)

will be efficient (jn terms of system, staff, and student cost/

effort), and will produce few undesirable side effects (for the
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system, staff, and students). The workshop coordinator will

,certify that the proposed design meets these criteria.

The vpyticipant will outline a plan for implementing the

individual development strategy in the particular school. The

plan will include the number of guidance personnel available;

the number of students assigned to each and a method of assigning

them; and a schedule for contacting the students, setting up

the strategy, and scheduling sessions for evaluation of the

students' work and sure experiences.' The workshop coordinator

will certify th4t this flan meets standards' related to each of

these parts.

c)
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V,

-V. Summary Activities

Wrap-up Session

li;Go thrOugh the Reference section briefly and acid-any otherkmourCes

you Iow of.

2. Summarize what has occurred and been accomplished during the workbhop.

3. _Answer any final Questions the particioants have, and lead the wrap-

up discussion.

4. Finally, administer ahe pcIstassessment attitude survey, collect the

7t,

papers, and turn them in to the overall workshop coordinator.

4

1.
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POSTASSESSMENT'ATTITUDE SURVEY

41 After all wrap-upIcussion has been completed, check your

.response to'each of the followio6 statements. .Then use the space

-provided to write down tour overall reaction to the workshop and any

. other comments which you have.

1 Strongly' Mildly Mildly Strongly
. Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

*
.

,.-1: The most i portantNthing about,
. . *

any job, is the salary.

.

,

2. Pepple in similar:0416s almost
aays take part in the same
-*es Of leisure activities.

, -
.

i
j

3: Women,function just n effec-
tively in management and

.

executive positions as men do.

..

4. A well-written job description
can tet3 you- . ., , 4.1ng yop k , ' :-..., V'' '

.y. -7------need t \-Vii6W a;1 t a-job, 1\_

,i '-', 0

.

5. Men tend to work harder- n'4:,.'

women insthe same job.

I/T---,I,t is possible to get tis-
faction from both our woj and ,

our lesiure/ac ivities.

-ii
,

7. Real-life, on-the-job work ,

,exOriences-'13robably wouldn't
$

be very useful to high school
students. ,

.a--- ,
..._

8.)Zhe materials included in a
. .

.

work and leisure resource center ,--
,

\ .IR would .be useful to both students
and other school personnel.

("--'---_..,

Comments:

N
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Attitude Scales

A. Work and Leisure Attitudes

4

Scoring Instructions:

4L
Items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , and 10 should be c o r e , 3, 2, 1 for
Y L

agreement; "strongly agree" is scored.,4"; and4sstrongly disagree"

is scored 41".

Items 1, 8, and 9 should -be scored , 1

that is, "strongly disagree" is scored "4" and "

disagreement,

ly agre

9

4

Iis scored "1". ?
.1

B. Postassessment Attttude
X
Survey \\

Items 3,),6, and 8 should be scored 4, 3, 2, 1\fOr agreement;

"strongly agree" is worth "4" points.

Items 1, 2,
/

4, 5, 7 are to be scored in, the negative or reverse

,

direction. Each response is worth "4" points.,

C. Combinedt5cfles
U

If.,,

Total value reflects relative endorsement. of positive, work and

leisure related attitudes.

r

--

'11
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..)

1. T

,Postassessment
Work and:Leisure Environments - Key

2. T

3. F

47( .4F:Wet,trictive, not prescriptive

-5. T

6. F - Before con'act

7.' F - ttudeht reports are valuable in edients,,

8. t

9. T
lj

11'.

T

12. F

13. T

14. T

15. T

16. -I

17. T

18.' F - Non-evaluative

19. F

F

21. T

22. F Also fo culty and community use-

-23_ T

25; F

V
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Postaitessment
Work and Leisure Environments,

Some of the following statements are'true while others are
false. Read each statement carefully and circle the "T"
if the statement is true and the'"F" if it is false.

.1T F 1. Since World War ICI there has been Considerably more
growth in sere te industries than in goods production.

(2. Systems sUth as the 0.0.H.. and the D.O.T. are' useful
as information-retrieval ,devices for finding out
about a variety of

T F 3: -A person's attitude toward;vork In; general is not
';likely to affect his/herjj06,satisfaction-in particular.

T F 4. For most people, the demttds of Owir lobs have a
primarily preScriptive influenceon their leisure
activities, since their work hours restrict their'
freedom to take part in recreational activities.

F 5. Finding satisfaction -in one's leisure environment
depends in partAn4entifying and matching one's
own personal leisu&related values, needs and abilities
with leisure' and recreational opportunities whi,ch are
available.

'6. A rationale for coMmunity-wide exploratory work experiences
should be prepared only after contacting local business
people for their initial reactions.

-

7. Student. written reports and other projects prepared by
students should be used with caution, if alit all, alp
resourtles in-a work and leisure center.

F 8. A "people rest urces"'file provides students withAnformation
and assistance from, staff members with knowledqe,and experience

. in specific Work and leisure related activities,

g
T 9. In helping students evaluate personal experiences,

,

the,career
guidance- advisory team should aim to assismikem in relating
each exper&ence to overall plans and goals1110,7

,*J- 10. Increased urbanization and population growth are among"
the factoit that have causeA.the rapid grov,th e'service
industries.



T. F 11. The importance an individual places upon such things.
as mobility, preference of location,'work environment,
physical surroundings and social contact 'should affect
'his/her job choice.

T F le Fringe qenefits are fairly standard from company to
company due to the. federal standards set by law.

,T F 113. Sex role stereotyping and misconceptions have resulted
-i in some employers thinking of (men and women only in
certain types of jobs.

T F 14. Ap organized set of contacting.proCedures and a
record - 'keeping system should be est 400 before,
approaching business leaders for pa tiCfPation in a

.

work experience program.

4T F 15.. One function of the work-leisure center is,to make
volunteet opportOnitielpknown.

*A T. F 16. A staff member with experience in a particular hobby or
craft would be ,usefulcin a 'people resources" file.

T F 17. The efficiency of a student development monitoring system
can be determined by t" amount of time &nd money required
of stafSstudents, anirthe system itself.

T F 18. A job exploratpry ex0Ince checklist-is useful. for
teachers anq employersi preparing and evaluating the
student.

T F 19. In designingAgnonitoring's.istemHt is impossible to
look ahead arid-try to determine positiye.and negative
side effects.

20. Job spetialization 'seems to decrease with the growth
in complexity and mechanization of mIjOr indus.tties.

F 21. Preparation and follow-up activities for the exilloratory
work program should be integtated into regular class time.

T' F 22. The work-leis'Ure resource Center is designed by the career
guidance. tam Owclusively for student use i,n planning
their present and future activities. '

4.
. ,

T ' F 23. Parents of students are a valid source of wo4=related
information. 8-, . ,

.

24. For prOtectiOn'af confidentialiti,Thinfomation in the
"peciple'Tesources" file should be accessible only for'4
students whose riUrpose has been cleared and, approved

'-by the talOt

'

member whose information he /she 'requests-.
c:
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F 25. Having students interview persons in jobs they
themselves have no interest in or feel they wouldn't
like is of little valde.

J
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*11

Work and reigure Environments Attitudes

Qt
Please respond to the following statements by checking your agreem
or disagreement in the appropriate box to the right.

1. Educators have no reason to be concerned with
the ways..people use their,leisure time.

2. Teachers should share responsibilities for
monitoring the individual developffient of
students.

3. Understanding the relationships among
different jobs would help students make
wiser curriculum choices and occupational
choices.

4. Students should understand the factors that
influence their attitudes toward jobs.

5. Awareness of personal values and abilities
is a primary step in identifying suitable
leisure activities.

6. On-the-job work experience is a valuable
exploratory aid for making students aware.of
their jog.interests and abilities.

7. Community involvement, including involvement.
of local businesses and parents, can be
integrated successfully into an exploratory
work program,

8. Work-: and leisure-related classroom aativities
are of lfttle.value. viw

In4stment of time anArrnergy in establishing
a work and leisure re'r'.iJrce center would be of
little value, in our school.

10. Teachers in, our school would be interested in
p.rovidipg tnformation.aod,.in giving time and
energy to a'pedple'-resourCes file.

(
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Competency Self-Evaluation
4.

A

Several functions in a career guidance progOam are listed
below. Rate your competency for performing each function
by placing the number to the left of each Vern that best
describes how well you belitvp you would be:able to do
the ask. ,

5 = I could )train others to perform this function.
4 = could'do this satisfactorily withomtimsupervision:
3 = I could do this but would need some p.
2 =.I could do this but'only with close tupervigion.
1 = I am totally unprepared to do this.

Develop objktives for student outcomes in the area of
work 'and leisure.

2. Otganize,a program of career guidance activities to
achifid work. and leisure goals for students.

4.1'
3. Outline important trends 13 the world

..

af work and
leisure.

4. Develop instructional units for fUsitt work a
concepts into the basic subject matter areas.

leisure

.5. Develop awareness of,sex *ale stereotyping in work and
leisure.

. Monitor extent to which the career guidance program is :

being implemented to reach each student.

7. Help students understand the relationships between leis
preferences and work.

4,

8. Prepare a detailed plan for a work-leisure resource
center.

9. Collect information, organize, and implement a "people
resources"

;+
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Participant Reaction to Workshop, Experience

Please give your fraiik reactions to the work-leisure workshop by
responding to the following items. (Check only-one response for
each item.)

4. The leadership in' the workshop 'Was

.46 .
A. outstanding- in, all respects,.

B. generalli, very good.

C. adequate but could have been better.

D. guiteimediocre needs muci4mOrovement:
.

E. totally inadequate.

2. The workshop presentations were

A. a clear and stimulating. \
B. usually interesting and easi Ain erstood.

C. in general adequate but varied ijn quality.

D. rather 'dulleand boring.

E. a waste of time.

3. The workshop contentewas '-1
;

A. ,highly and'tonsjsAlehitly relevaptta the, topics;,

B.* usually easy to relate.to work- leisure concepts.

C. generally-elOant but sometimes seemed far afield.

D. 'quite diffi Ak to asociate with work-leisure.

E. rarely c-lated to the workshop?Itheme.

111WP'
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4. This workshop experience was

A. extremely valuable to me for my work.

B. valuable for me.

C. of varied value (some parts more valuable han others).
14b

D. of limited value to me.

'E. a total waste of time for me.

5. The procedures used in this workshop

A. permitted a high level of participation and
opportunities for personal growth.

°_% aE. structured wh4t the leaders wanted and the
participants could take'it or leave it.

0
*

\ #

`6. Compared with other workshops th have attended, this
workshop I4as

A. outstanding - ranks with 'the Nery best.

4

B. superior -,better than most._

B. permitted some participation and an opportunity
to introduce ideas and questions.

C. were highly structured but did provide an
opportunity to learn...

D. permitted little participation and restricted
opportunities for exploring concepts and practice
introduced.

do,

C. tverage_- not the best b4t not the worst.

D. below avenge - most have been better.
.

E. definitely inferior - few have keen as` bad. 411$

!.

#

;

.
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Appendix A

WELDERS AND FLAME CUTTERS

(DAT. 810, through 819.887)

W lding is one of-the most common means of-joining metal

Many of the parts, in automobiles, spacecraft, air-

planes, household appliances, and thousands ooiher products

are joined by process. Structural metal used for bridges

and buildings is often welded. Most of the 40 or more different'

.welding processes fall under three basic categories': arc, gas,

and resistance welding. =Arc and gas welding can be performed

manually or by machine. Risistance welding is mainly a madine

process.

Manual welders may do arc or gas welding, or both, and

they may be either skilled or semiskilled. Skilled welders are

able to plan and lay out work from drawings, blueprints, or other

written specifications. They know the welding properties of steel,

bronze, aluminum, and other metals and alloys.. They also can weld
d)

all,types of joints help in various pdsitions (flat, vertical,

horizontal, and overhead). Semiskilled manual welders tobally

db repetitive work: that is, production work which generally does I
. .

not involve. critical safety and strength requirements. They

Agrimarily weld surfaces Ln only one position.
t

4.
, b 'd

.

Manual wt,ders control the meltincrof ifietal edges by directing4-

heat to, the` edges, either front anielectriC arc or from a gas- welding
,

torch., In one of the lost common, arc' welding processes, they. first

1`



f

fa,

t

Ne

"strike", an.earc Weatt electric' 14 touchin4 the N.
.% .

, -..1

metal With the:Blelrode. They guide th electrode atli'.
. 4 .

.

.Suitabe distanCefrom the edges.,td int nse heat caused by

the arc melts the edges a d the electrode tip. The molten

_

metal solidifies to form a solid connection. :,,

..

v

Gas welders apply an intensely hotIltime:.to-the metal
-

edges. After the torch is lighted, valves aeCkeljuslted to
,_.. , ..

,

obtain the proper flame. for the particular Job. 'Gas welders
4 .

--.......,..,

-:beat the metal,with the torch and apply a welding rod to the

Molten. metalto Supplyiadditional filler fOr the Joint. 4

. In production processes, especially where the work is At

repetitive and the items to be welded are relatively uniform,
(

the wOldint may be done by semiskilled workers who operate

machines. For example, resistance welding operators (D.O.T.

813.885) feed and aline .the=vork and remove it after the

welding operation is completed. Occasionally, they may adjus
my,

the controls of the machine for the desired electric current

and pressure.

4

Closely related to manual welders are oxygen c,utterS (O.O.T:

816.782 and .884) and arc cutters (O. .T. 816.884). These wrkers

cut or trim metals. Oxygen cutters melt the metal with a gas

torch and cut it by -eeleasing a stream of oxygen from the torch.

Arc cutting differs from oxigen cutting because an electric arc

is the source of heat,' Oxygen and arc cutters also.mAy operate-

*
a torch molted on-an lectrically or mechanically-contr011ed

machine which automatically follows the proper guideline.:



so,

Places of Employment

About 555;04 welders and flame cutters were employed

throughout the country in 1972. Very few.were women. About

three-fifths of the total were employed by firms that manu-1

factured durable goods,,5uch as transi5ortation equipment,

machinery, and Orimary metals. Most of the rest worked for

construction firms and repair'shops.

The widespread use of the welding.and cutting processed

enables these workers to find jobs in every State. Most of

the jobs, however, are found in-the major metalworking area

In 197 about half of all welders and cutters mereemployed

,)-
in seven States -- Penridylvania, California, Ohio; Michigan,

Illinois, Texas,.and New York.

Training', Other Ou'alifications, and Advancement"

Generally, it takes several years of fning to become a

11skilled manual arc pr gas welder, and somew at longer to become

a combinatIonwelder.(both arc and gis lifting). Some ofthe'

less skilled jobs, hoWevpr, can be learned in a few months of

on-the-job traininj.

Training requirement for resistance-welding machine

operators depend upon the partidblar type of equipment used:

most of them learn their work inva few weeks. Little skill

is required' for most oxygen and arc-cutting jobs: generally!,

they also can be learned in a few weeks.'

Young persons planning careers.as welders or cutters teed

manual dexterity, good eyePght, and good eye-han6 coordiAation.

They 'should be eyie to concentrate on detailed, work for long

3

40. 1 cl1*
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periods, and Must be free of any physical disabilities' that

would prevent them from bending, stooping, and working. in
fo.

awkward positions.

For entry into manual welding -jobs most employers prefer-.

applicants who have high school orivocational school training

.14 welding. Courses in mathematics, mechaillcal Orewingi and

blueprint reading also are helpful.
2

Beginners often start in simple:production jobs where .

. .

the type and thickness of metal, as well as the position
....

$.'-'
.

of the welding operation, rarely change. /9Ccasionally,,,they

are first given jobs as cutters-andlaterr'moiie up to manual

0

A few large comOries offer welding apprenticeship pro -

grams that run as long,.as8000 hours. Also,'tbe U.S. Department

of the Navy, at several of its installations, conducts 4-year .

welder apprenticeship programs for its civilian employees.

Programs to train unemployed and underemployed workers for

entry level welding jobs or to upgrade welding skills were

operating in many cities in 1972 under the Manpower Development

and. Training Act and Other. legislation. The training, which

may be in the classroom or on the job,'lasts from several weeks

up to 1 year. Additional work experience and on-the-job training

map-qualify graduateS as skilled welders in a relativelS, shOrt

time. .

efore being assigned to woe on boilers or other jobs -

wl r strength of the weldis highly critical, welders

may be required to pass atexamination given by an emplo'er

. 4.

z.
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or(govetnrnent agency. New ,,:ievelopments in some manufacturing

4ndustries are increasing the skills required'of weldert,.

his is PaitiCularly true in fields :such` as atomic energy or

missi nufacture, which have high staAdards for the

K4

reliability. of welds and require more practice word.

Welders. may be promoted to jobs as Welding'inspectors
a.

technicians, or foremen. A small ,number of ipperienced welders"'

open their own welding and repair-shops. o

Employment'OUtlook

Employment of 41ders is expected to inc se rapidly

through mid- 1980's as a result of the genera l+.1 faforable

longrun, utlook fo; metalworking industries and the wider use_

- Of the welding process. In addition'to jobs reated:by employ-

ment growth, a few tfitusand openings Will4arise ennuall.ly because

of the need to replacel;erienced workers who retire or die: 4

Openings will' occur,: also, as some welders transfer to other

occupations.

Many more manual. welders will be needed- for maintenance

repair work in the ,owing metalworkin -industries. The'

ber of manual welders. in production work is expected to in-
tik

se in plants that manufacture ships, -boiqet.',' rage tariff%

other structural -metal *ducts* The 9.onStructioni,. indUstry

.

betr ofAeldemas the use of welded ,4need an incre
t ,

stee building techniques ex ands.
. .

EmdlOment prospects or resistance welders are expected

,,td continue ta be fayorable because of the ingeased use of

'machine resistance-welding in .the manufacture of motor vehicles,

1

I

airCra tind railroad cars,, and otn'er peoducts.
0

.

.

1 r .
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'

"I'hOlumber 6f Abs Iftkoxygen and 'arc, cutters 4s ,expected

to rise "somewhat during the:years ahead it the resu4 of the

general' expansion pf metitwprking actiOty. Thq in r`eased

use of oxygen and arc-ctAfttng machines, 1 oweveft&-011 ..teed
.

restrict growth in these-occupatiens.

P/
Earnings a/nd Working Condif,'roils.

. " 4

National wage data on welders and cutters: 'fire mot;evail--.

able. However, data from several union contracts,in the°

shipbuilding and fabricated structural metal prolkts..industi-les

indicate that welders hourly earnings rangedrmm $3.85 to

$4.90 in 1972. Cutters generally earn leSst44/1 welders.

The standard workweek for welders and'alfters As 40 hours.,

Many employers provide paid vacations. and lidays,-and

additional benefits, such as life and' healt
/

insurance, and

1- /
retirement pensions.

,-

Welders and cutters use protective clothing, goggles,

helmets with protective lenses, and other devices to prevent

burns and eye injuries. Although lighting and ventilation

are usually adequate, they occasionally work in the presence

of toxic gases,and fumes caused by the melting of some metals.

They.are often in contact With rust, grease, paint, and other

elements on metal surfaces. Operators of resistance-welding

machines are largely free from the hazards associated with

hand welding. An eyeshield or goggles generally offer

adequate protectior to' these workers.

Many welders and cutters are union members. Among the

unions-that organize theseworkers are the International

Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers; the Inter-



nationtaBrotherhood of Boilermakers, IrOn Shipbuilders,

Blacksmiths,;Forgers and Helpers;'the Internatibnal

United Automobile, Aerospace and AgriculturaliImpleMent

Workers of America; the United AsSociation offJourneymen

and Apprehtices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fit ing. Industryt

of the United States and Canada; and the United Electrical,

Radio and Machine Workers of America (Ind.); Only one labor
Ti

organization -- the International Union, U ited Welders

(Ind.), is known to be composed entirely Twelders, employed

largely in the aircraft industry on the w st coast.

Sources of Additional In ormation

For further information on training and work opportunities

for welders and 'flame cutters, contact ocal employers:. Local

offices of the State employment service also may- have information .

about the ManpoWer Development and Training Act, apprenticeship,

and other programs that providp traini g opportunities. General

information about welders may be obtai ed from the State

Supervisor of_ Trade and Industrial Edu ation or the local Director

of Vocational Education in the State or city in which a person

wishes to receive training or by writi q to:

The American Welding-Soci ty, 2501 N..W. 7th
St., Miami,- Florida 33 25.

International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultu al Implement
Workers of America, 800 East Jefferson
Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48214.

e
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Appendix B

0 'C AV!' OIONAL EZPLORATION
CliECKLIST

i°
' ... The pages in this Checklist 'provide groups of questions about
several aspects of any occupational. opportunity. The topic for
each group is listed in'the upper right hand corner of each page,

. , These groups and questionsi attempt to cover the kinds of
information you might want to gather on each opportunity you explore.
Use these asideas of appropriate information-seeking questions you
might ask'In order to collect /information you need for planning your

,

vocatippalgoals.

When you have completed /tills Checklist, use it as long as you
need.it for your own decision making. Then, 'return it to your
cotinselOr or teacher so theta central "bank" can be made of all
Checklists you and other stidents complete. Students would then be
able to.use any of the lists. they need from this bank at any time.

The name of the specific occupational opportunity summarized is:

51' dur Name Date You Completed This Checklist

00



SOURCES OF
NATURE OF THE WORK -- JOB DUTIES' INFORMATION

A. Into which of these long-range goal
familitg would this occupation fit?
(Check the items which apply to this
occupation)

Engineering, Physical Science,
Mathematics, Architecture

Medical and Biological Sciences

Business Administration

General Teaching and Social
Service

Humanities, Law, Social and
Behavioral Sciences

Fine Arts, Performing Arts

Technical Jobs

Business, Sales

Mechanics, Industrial Arts

Construction Trades

Business, Secretarial-Clerical

General, Commercial Service,
Public Service

B. What are some of the specific duties of
persons ennaged in this Occupation?

C. On the average, how much time is devoted to
each duty each day?

are spent at ta_
in while the worker



0

NATURE OF THE WORK 7- JOB DUTIES
SOURCES Of'

INFORMATION

E. How many people work i,n this

occupation while the worker is off
work?

F. What types of finis offer employment
in this occupation?

G. Which duties or tasks are the most
intrinsically rewarding?

H. Which tasks are the most frustrating?

Air

.
13'.

A
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WORKER CH4RACTERISTICS SOURCES OF
\PREFtRRED OR REQUIRED INFORMATION

A. What worker abilities are preferre4 or re-.
quired for ffiTiUFETitionZ (Check BWly.one
Mom eachcset of four choices.)

1. Verbal Reasoning -- ability to understand
words and to Ilse them effectively.

High Low-Average

High-Average Low.

2. MuMeric)al Ability' -- ability to work with
numbers quickly and'accurately.

High

High-Average.

.Low - Average

Low

3. Abstract Reasoning -- ability to see
relationships among things rather than
among words and numbers.

High

High- Average

Low- Average

Low

4. Clerical Speed and Accuracy -- ability to
see Wit-ten or arithmetic details
accurately and quickly - to avid clerical

r
errors.

11,

High Low-Average

High,-Average Low

5. Mechanical Reasoning -- ability to under-
stand mechanical principles and devices.

c

High Low-Average

tHigh-A rage Low

4
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WORKER CHARACTERISTICS --
PREFERRED OR REQUIRED

SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

6. Space Relations -- ability to see and under-
stand forms and relationships in space
(in three dimensions).

High 1Low-Average
,

High-Average Low

7. Language Usage: Spelling ability to spell
words correctly.

High

High-Average

Low-Average

Low

8. Language Usage: Grammar -- ability to
distinguish Uetween correct and improper
grammar,yunctuation, and sentence
wording.

High

High-Average

Low7Average

Low

B. Which of these areas of interests usually
contribute to worker success and satisfaction
in this'occupation? (Check as-many items as
apply to this occupation.)

Engineering, Physical Science, Mathe-
matics, Architecture

Medical and Biological Sciences

Business Administrapon

General Teaching and Social Service

Humanitie , Law, Social and Behavioal
SciencF

Fine'Arts,'Performing Arts

Technical Jobs

Business, Sales

-56
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WORKER CHARACTERISTICS --
PREFERRED OR REQUIRED

Mechanics, Industrial Arts

Construction Trades.

Business Secretarial-Clerical

General, Commerical Service,
Public Service

C. What 'activities are performed in this job
which require successful workers to have
certain. physical attributes (appeirance*
health, body structureijaa of_handicip
or limitations)?

1111

SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

Sedentary--a lot of sitting;,
pounds maximum, very little Wilki
carrying or standing

Light to mediUm--lifting up to-
or carrying up to 25 pounds

pounds (or moreanidig4ing:25 to 50

Heavy to very heav q 1

pounds (or more)

5 `!

S

Involves climbing and balancing,;;

Involves Stooping
or crawling

kneeling, crouching,

Involves reaching, handling, touching
skills

Involves ability -to see clearly

Involves mostly sta,nding

Involves mostly sitting

Involves both standing and sitting fairly
equally

Involves considerable walking

Demands an attractive, neat appearance .

Other physical demands (specify),

2 :),"



, SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

d6e!, JO. include which
11.'1"oUtte, t w'need for a worker to have

U sn4 r. certain personal and
r. '(Chetk as many items as apply-

` .

Involves'hel ping other people
, .,.

Involves working .With others/dialing' with
.7---Ip people frequentlyed in depth

4 rnvolves working alone much of the time;
' no relatioph psto other, people ./

.

Involves. prestige; 'baying livrespect of
people

.

.

I nvol ves-,Work4ng in pleasant urrdundi ng

LnvOlvesllot,of job .security;, position0
will he availablefor'a.lbilg time

. _

.

I

_Involves worker being hs or her own toss,
miking own decisions

,*

Requiret attainment of particular goals, a
good' sfindarlds of achievement

Requires worker to carry out 'new projects;
.. b =e creative.

InVolveS giving orders 'to someone else and
supeT rvising their act$vities -

Requires mostly taking orders from someone
ese,who is helpful and considerate

1

Has many. duties with frequent change

Requires repeating the same task many times

Involves, opportunities for advancement

Provides opportunity to challehge worker's
talents mind

ReWires performance in stress
difficult situations

risk; and

a,
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WORKER CHARACTERISTICS --

PREFERRED OR REOUIRED
1

eC

SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

Requires-responsibility and effort in
carrying through on work tasks

Involves working independently, using
Own ideas, miking decistons after
consideratidn,of facts

Requires consideration of the feelings of
others; demands.effective relationships
with other peopje-,

-Requires that worker coniributesIto group
activities; works well in group

Other activities (specify)

a
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING --
PREFERRED OR REQUIRED

/ SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

A. What levels of formal- education are usually,
pr, eferre0 be'required for-tills occupation?
(Check all items which apply to this
occupation.).

Less than high scbool -graduation (at.
least two years',

High school graduation.
rat

Post-high school' courses,,no degree

Junior college, associate degree
required or preferred (two years)

Pos aduate Vbcational-teihnical
ining'--ino degrve,.,_ '

pecify)

1.focationff1--technical training (specify,,
include time necessary to complete the.
Vai9lng) .

Bachelor's degree (four years of college or
university)

Master's. degree (five to six years ?f
college or university)

P tgraduaie professional degree

Doc or 's-degree
(,

Ot er (specify)

B. Whatrtraining other than formal education is
us, ally prefirred or required for this occupa-
tidb? (Check allV.-ems which apply to this
occupation.)

Aprentict41ip (specify amount of training.
time) )

f'

On-the-job training (specify amount of
training time)

Jf

BusIness schoor'(spectfy number of years)',

i I

I

rI
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'EDUCATION AND
r

TRAINING --
PREFERRED OR REQUIRED

r

In plant training (specify amount of
training tithe)'

Eslential expeleAce in similar jobs

Private instruction

Other (specify)
7

SOURCES OF
I*ORMATION,

C: What high sahool subjects would a perSon going
into this career findsparticularlruseful?

Commerical Scfen'cd

General History

Industrial Arts Geography,

flome'Economics Edonomics

English Psychology

Mathematics- Art .

Health/PhysiEd. Music
Appreciation

.

,° Other (specify)

1o2 .,1

.1
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WORK SETTING AND WORK CONDITIONS
SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

A. In what geographical areas would I probably
be located if I worked in this occupation?

B. What working conditiohs are usually
associated with this occupation?

Mostly outside

Mostly inside

Both inside and outside

I

Worker expOsed to extreme cold plus
temperature changes

Extreme heat plus temperature changes

Wet and humid conditions

Noise, vibrations usual or frequent

Hazardous conditions usual or freq4411

Dirt, dust, odor, or fumes' usual or
frequent

Work customarily done on weekdays,
Monday - Friday

35-40 hours week normal

Shift work usual

Overtime normal

Overtime urusual

Occasional weekend word

Frequent weekend work

Frequent night work
,

Work usually seasonal; seasonal layoffs
occur.



SOURCES OF
(

WORK SETTING AND WORK CONDITIONS , INFORMATION

Overtime often seasonal

Occasional travel

Frequent travel

Other (specify)

2

4



WAYS OF ENTERING AND ADVANCING
IN THIS OCCUPATION

A. What are the typical procedures for entering
this occupation? (Check all items which apply
to this occupation.)

Direct application

Civil Service examination

Other examination

School placement service

Professional society or association

Commerical JMployment agencies

Public employment agencies

Apprenticeship

Audition

Formal training program

Hobbies

Experience in related fields

Demonstrated talent

Other (specify)

SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

B. Are,there oPoortunities for advancement in this
occupation? Is there a ladder of promotion?
If so, what is it?

13



WAYS OF ENTERING AND ADVANCING
IN THIS OCCUPATION

. If there are opportunities for advancement,
what is the method or methods by which a

person can advance in this occupation?
(Check all items which apply to this
occupation.)

Apprentice to JorOppeymbn to-master

Seniority

Experience

On-the-job training

Additional education

Other specific qualifications needecil for
promotion (specify)

Examination (such as civil service for a
higher level)

Demonstrated capability and initiative
leading to promotion

Productivity

14
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'SOURCES ,OF
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR QUALIFICATIONS INFORMATION

A. Are there any special training requirementt
for this occupation? (If'"yes",-complete
the details in this table.)

YES NO

Length of Training Type of Training
Period Required

Short demonstration
only

Up to-30 days
training

Up to 3 months
training

Up to 6 months
training

Over 6 months
training

Up ,to 2 years

From 2 to 4years

From 4 to 10 years

Over 10 years

B. Are there any special qualifications for this
occupation? (Check all items which apply to
this occupation.)

License (If so, specify what type,' &etc.)

Certification (If so, specify what type,
etc. )



f SOURCES OF
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR QUALIFICATIONS - INFORMATION

..,

(
Union Membership (If so, specify
what type, etc. )

'Other qualifications (specify)

r
;101
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BENEFITS AND, EMPLOYMENT 06TOOK

A. If.I took a position in this occupation,
what might be my earnings range (1) imme-
diately; (2) 'to years, after I started;
(3) five years after I Started? ,(Check
only one item in /each column.)

Under $3;000,

$3,000-3,994

4,000-4,999

5,000-5,999

6,000-6,999

7,000-7,999

8,000-8,999

9,000-9,999

tr10,000-10,999

11,000-11,1999

12,000-14,999

15,000-17,999

18,000-20,999

21,000-24,999

25,000 up

Earnings often, .

seasonal

5easonal,,summer
only

No information
received

1

Affer Two After Five
Immediately-' Years Years

S

SOURCES'OF
INFORMATION'

o
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BENEFITS AND.EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK
. SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

B. What fringe benefits do workers in this
occupation usually have? (Check any items
which apply.)

Paid vacation (How much time each
year? )

Life and health insurance

Sick leave

Retirement plan

Bonuses

Commissions

Share-the-profit plans

Other special benefits (specify)

. What s the future employment outlook for the
job?

Increasing \table=-remaintng
'-t, present level

De0.edsing

D. What factors affect changes in'the employment
outlook?

E. How does,the supply of workers who are qualified
for occupation compare to the demand?
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APPENDIX C

WOMEN WORKERS IN GEORGIA, 1970



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
"EhltPLOYgENTSTANDARDS ADMINIS'T'RATION

WOMISN'S 'BOUM/

WASHINGTON,. D.C. 20210

WOMEN WORKERS IN GORGIA 1970
4

An Women Workers

1

Labor Force Status'
.o.

During the sixties, 'the proportion of women in -hoth'the population,
and the la* force of:Georgia Ac7ased considerably. The population
of women 14 years 'of age and over ose by 24 percent between 196Q and
19.714 the.tumber of women workers increa'ed by 40 percent.

In 1970 there were 730,033 Women 16 yearsoof ar'anA over A the
civilian labor force, accounting or'ittYpercent of, all workers (table.').
About 45 percent of all women'were workers. In addition, 5,075 girls
14 and 15 years of age were in the labor force.

Mdre than 32,000 women workers were unemployed in 1970, eating
a 4.4 percent unemployment rate. The rate for men was 2.4 percent.

Age ,15

1.147men4s participation'tn the laboOorce varied considerably by
age._ There was 'only atiOut one-fifth X19 percent) participation among
those 16 and 17 years of age, since most of these young women were in
school'during the census month. But in allthe age groups between
18 and 64 years, there was participation of '44 percent or more, with

. the highest rates shown by women 22 to 24 years (.58 percent) and 35
to 44 years ,(57 percent). ,The rate for those 65 years and over was 10
percent.

Education

)1 Georgia women 25 years old and over had a'tained a median Of 10.8
years of schooling. Nearly,one=fifth (18 percent) of the women 16 to.
64 years of age with less than 15 years of schooling had received some
vocational training.

Marital Status

Three-fifths of the women workers in Georgia in 1970 were married
and living with their hIsbarids. Of all married women, about 442,000,
or 45 percent, were in the labor force. Of the single, widowed, dr-
Niorced, *or separated women, more than 289,000, or 44 percent, were workers.

Note.--Unless otherWise indicated, data in this report arp for April
1 and apply to persons 16 years of age and over.

2,
"mob
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'Working Mothers and Family 'Heads

l''
4,,,

14 ',Tortyrelight percent of all Georgia,,motters with own chieldien under

"' 18 yearki3Of age were iii the labOr'fonse in 1970, 'anti these mothers ,,'

represented,44 perCent"-Of the fethale,,-work:force'i'l,ticpre than.. 187,000

inotheti-withadhildren 6 to_17 years of age only, or 16 percent,of all
such mothers in the popUlation,'Were in the labor Mice., About 136,000
'Mothers with childrew.undar 6;. or 41 percent of those in the population,

were workers. '.

''. ,

.-
. , P . , 1 .. 1

More than:150,000 families, or 13, percent of all families' in Georgia,

were 'traded by WoMdb. ..Of the 42,525 women family" heads with relSted.

childred under,6 (60 pW/4cen weiiii,in the,labor force. 'AbOut 26,000 women
,

ri

with ohildteq,under'6°Nhead.40 faMilles where-icorie,s. were beroW the poverty

level; 2../ 119:Arcent of'thes. woffien'were workers., .--:..:1,
)

. .

.Occupations

Thirty perdent of the employed women in Georgia_were clerical workei4

.(table 2). A smaller proportion (21 percent) were operatives, including
.Transport, while 14 percent each-were professional and technicallworkers
end service workers outside the home. Private household workers -(8 ./

percent) made up the next largest group.

A slightly different, pattern is presented by the roportion women

were of aL persons working in the various occupation oupS. They

made up 97 percent of the private. household workers, 73 psgcent of
clerical workers,58 perCent of service workers outside fhe' home, 48

percent of oper&tives (except transport), anN6 percent of professional
and technical Workers (table 1). They were only 16 percent of all

- .nonfarm managers anties.dVinistrators, while their proportion was lowest

(4 percent) among transport equipment operatives.

Of the 28,144 unemployed women who had worked during the last 10

years, 7 percent had been employed in professional, technical, or

managerial work (table 2). Twenty-nine percent had worked as operatives
(iOluding transport), 23 perctonthad teen employed as clerical workers,
and 17 percent had been service workers outside the home.

Family Income

The, mean income for Georgia ?Lilies headed by Women 14 years of

age and over was only $5,119 in'1969, as compared with $9,491 for all

families.

li The poverty level is ba a on 'the Social Security Administration's
.

poverty thresholds, adjusted ann
(
iSeaccordance with'the Department

of Labor's Consumer Price- Index. liss4 ied as poor in 1969 were those

nonfarm households where total money in me was less than $1,840 for an
unrelated individual; $2,383 for a couple; and $3,743 for a, family of

four. (The poverty level for farm families is set at 85 percent of the
corresponding level for nonfarm families.)

la
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More than 192,000 families, 147....pedent of all familie-s,liad'
incomes iA:1969 below the poverty level. One-third .Of these poor, ,
faMilies wl're headed by women. Of all families headed by women in Georgia,
42.percent-had incomes'beilow the poverty;level.

Most (-8k percent) 4f the,63-,6258women family heads)with incomes below

1the poverty level had related children Under 18 yesrs.of age; 4*percent"
had cnildren ,under age 6:

BlackWOmen Workers

Labor Force Status

Black women made up alitiost one-fourth (24'pek.cent) of Georgia's
female civilian population and,26,percentpercent, its female civilian Tabor
fotce in 1970. 'Nearly half (49 percent) of all black women were workers
(table2).

Among all black workers, women were 47 percent. these women had
an unemployment rate of 6.6 perdent. The unemployment rate for blck
men was 3.9 percent.

About 15 percent of black women aged 16 and /7 and 37 percent of thope
18 and 19 were in the labos,force. There was participation of 53 percent
or more in all the age& groups between 20 and 64, ,14th the highest rate
(65 percent) shown by women 25 to 34,and 35 to 4 years. The rate for
those 65 years and over was 14 perceht.

Education

Black women 25 years old and over had completed a Median of 8.3 years,
of schooling. Among those 16 to 64 years'Of age with less than 15 years
of schooling, only 14 percent had received some vocational training.

Marital Status,

Forty-five percent of the black women who were single, widowed,
divorced, or separated were in the labor`foce. Of those who were
married with tylsbands present, 54 percent were workers.

Working Mothers and Family Heads
,

With a labor force partic-ipation rate of 0 percent, black rtNthers
exceeded the participation rate of all mothers. For black mothgLA, with
own children under 6 years of age, the proportion in the Tabor force
was 55 perFent. -)%

-3-
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Of all black. families; 28 percant,were headed by women.- Of 'the
women family heads with,relatedkhildren under 64 58 percent were workers,.
Among the 19,000 poor women family heada:with.children under 6, 51 percent

, were irrthelabor( force .

Occupations
.

.,
.

kor More thin half (52 'petteht) of the black employed women in Georgia
were in dervfce work Ins-ide_ or putside-the home (table 2),',,, A mOch

/ smaller proportion (29 percent) Were operatives, including 43ranaPort.
- Although black women-were only 26 percent,ofiall employed Georgia women,'

they were _90 percent of all women private household workers, 49 percent
of.Cwomen farm'workars,,45,percent of women,svrvice Workeri outside the, .°:-

hate, and 42 percent of women nonfarm laborel,s (table'3). On.therother
hand, they were only18 percent of women professional and technical'
workers,g percent of women.clerical workers', and 8 percent of women
nonfarm managers and administratOs.

Of the 10,972 unemployed black women who had worked during the last
1p years, 4 percent had had experience in professional, technical, or-
managerialwork (table 2). 'Forty -nine percent had been service workers

:inside or outside the hoMe, while 24 percknt had been operatives (including
transport).

Family Income

The mean income in 1962 for ackfamilies'headed by women 14
- ,years of age and over was only 819 For all tlack families, it was

only $5,668.

. .1$. , Two-fifths °fall black families (more' than ouble the propOl-tion
1.

of all families) had incomes in 1969 below the po erty level, and more
than two-fifths (42 percent) of tee poor famille were headed bywomen. Of all black families Headed by women, 60 percent, had incomesbelow the poyerty level. Most of the female: heads of'poor black families(85 percent) had related children under age ,18; 46 percent had children
under 6.

.

i

Labor Force Status

Spanish-Opgin Women Workers

,C

. Women, of Spanish origin in Georgia made,'ilp less than 1 percent (0.5'
percent) of both the/female civilian population and the ferule civilian'
lab force in 1970. More than'wo- fifths (41 percent) of all Spanish?
orig n.women were in the labor force (table 2).

/
Thirty-eight percent of the workers,jof Spanish-origin were women,

and these women had an unemployment rate ofd 6.5 percent. The unemploymentrate for Spanish-origin men was 2.3 percent.
4,

tv
%"-Nlek.
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One7fourtil of Spanish - rigin women aged 16 and 17 were in the.labor
force.' There was participa ion of 41 percent or more in,all the age.groups
between 18 and .64,withthe highebt rats (51 percent),,shoWn,by.Women 22

--to. 24 years Of age. The rate for those 65-Yeitrs and over was ajeroent.

Education,

The. mMian school years completed by women 25 Years of age and over
was'12.6 yearsl 'Seventeen percent of the women 16'to 64 years,or age

,
with #ss than 15.Years,of schooling had received some vocational training._

Marital Status

''About 41 percent of the Spanistirorigin women* who were -- married' and
living with their husbands in the labor force: Th' participation,
rateV those who were singlle, widowed," divorced, or s rated was 42
percent.

Working Mothers and Family Heads

Nearly two-fifths (38 percent) of Spanish-origin mothers were workers%.
The labor force participation rate of those with own children under age
6 was 32 percent. Women headed 400 Spanish-origin families (6 percent
of all such families),.and 73 percent of these women were in the labor
force.

Occupations

ish-origin women were less than 1 percent (0.5 percent):of all
) employed women in Georgia in 1970 (table 3). More (37 percent) were in

clerical work than in any other Occupation (table 2). The next largest
proportion (23 percent) were professional and technical Workers, while
12.pencenteach were operatives (including transport) and service workers
outside the\ome. Only 4 percent'were nonfarm managers and administrators.

Of the 220 unemployed Spanish- orig&n women who had worked during
the last 10 years, 7 percent had had experience in professional, technical,
and managerial work (table 2). About 54 percent had been employed as
clerical workers and 27 percent aS operatives (including transport).

Family Income

The mean income in 1969 of families headed by Spanish-origin women
14 years of age and, over was only $5,128, while that of all families of
Spanish origin was $11,500.

Nine percent of all Spanish-origin families had incomes in 1969
below the poverty level. Women headed 135 of these poor families.
More than one-third (34,percent) of the 400 families headed by women
of Spanish origin were poor./ Nearly all (92 percent) of the Spanish-
origin womer,family heads.had related children under 18 years of age;
39 percent had children under 6.

21
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Table.1.--Employment Status and Occupations of Employed
Perions in Georgia, by Sex, 1970

(Persons 16 years of age anclover)

Employment status
and oceupatiOn Total.

Employment Status-

Civilian po0u/stion

In civiliSh labOt force
EmploYed,
Unemployed e,

Not in Ihbor force

3,038,186'

1,805,0'9
1,746,769

58,250
1,233,167

Occupation

Total

:Professional, technical,
workers

Managers, administrators (except
farM)

Sales Workers
Clerical workers
Craftsmen, foremen
Operatives (except transport)
Transport equipment operatives
Nonfarm laborers
Farmers, farm managers
Farm laborers, foremen
Service workers (except private

household')

Private household workers

1,746,769/
t-

208,985

147,35
121,058
285,718
242,292
292,549
72,716

91,020
28,925
32,919

166,321
56,91'1

Women Men

Women at
percent
of total

2.261L12 12.11221.226. 53.9

730033 1,074,986 40.4

39.9697,802 1,048,967
32,231 26,019 55.3

906,127 3271040 73.5

697,802 12948,967, 39.9

95,649 ,113,336 45.9

24,17 123,138 16.4
43,422 77,636 35.,

208,324 77,394 72.9
13,386 228,906
140,428 152,121 .

2,9c1 69,725 4.1
82,279 9.6

1,672 27,253 5.8
(,506 26,413 19.8

97,101 69,220 58.4

55,395 1,546 97.3

V
'

Sources U.S. Department of Commerce, Pureau of the Census: "Census of Popula-
tion: 1970. General Social and Economic Cl-aracteristcs, PC(1)-C12."
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Table 2. - -Labor Force and Occupational' Status Of Georgia
Women, by Ethnic Group, 1970

(Women 16 years of age and over)

Labor force statl.,F

and occupation

Civilian Labor Force

Umber
articipation rate
'omen as percent of all workers

cclipation of Em toyed

Number
°Percent

refessional, technical workers
'wagers, administrators (except farm)
ales workers
lerical workers
raftsmen, foremen,
peratives (including transport)
onfarm laborers
arm workers
ervice workers (except p;iVate household)
rivste household vorkers'

ast Occupation Of Experienced,Unemployed

All
women Black

Spanish
origin

7301933
44.6
40.4

193,140
1 48.6
(1/46.7

3,671
41.2

2j38.3

697,802 180,442 3,432
100.0 100.0 100.0
13.7 9.5 23.0

3.5 1.1 3.9
6.2 1.7 8.9

29.9 10.2 37.1
1.9 . 1.2 1.3

20.6 20.0 11.8
1.3 2.0 .4

1.2 2.2 .3

13.9 24.44" 12.3

7.9 27.6 1.0

Wol.ked during last 10-years
Percent

28,144
100.0

10,972
100.0

220
'10+0.0

rofessional, technical, managerial workers 6.7 3.7 7.3

ales workersc 6.9 3.1 5.9
lerical wo*ers 22.9 10.4 53:6,

peratives (including transport) 29.0. 24.4 27.3

ther blue-coliar'workers 3.8 3.9

arm :::orkers 2.9 .5.ti --

ervice voe7ers (except private household) 17.4 24.7 5.9

rivate hoPsehold worl:ers 10.3 24.2

1/ Black women workers as percent of black work force,
IV Spanish-origin women workers as perceht of Spanish-origin uork force.

Sou e: U.S. Department oL' Commerce, Bureau of the Census; 'Census of Popula-
ion; 197 . General Social and Economic Characteristics, PC(1)-C12."
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Table 3.--Minority Women Workers in Georgia as Proportion
of All Women Workers, by Occupation, 1970

(Women 16 years of age and over)

Occupation

All
women

workers

As percent of all
women workers

Spanish
Black origin

Occupation, of Employed

Total 697,802 25.9 .5

Professional, technical workers 95,649 J7.9 .8

Managers, administrators (except farm) 24,187 8.1 .5.

Sales workers 43,422 7.2 .7

Clerical workers 268,324, 8.8' .6

Craftsmen, foremen /- 13,386 16.7 .3

Operatives (including transport) 143,419 25.2 .3

Nonfarm laborers 8,741 -41.5 .2

Farm workers - 8,178 49.2 .1

Service workers (except private household) 97,101 45.3 .4

Private household workers 55,395 89.9. .1

Last Occupation of Experienced Unemplyed
C

Worked during last 10 years
o.

28,144 39.0 .8

Professional, technical, manageripl workers 1,891 21.3 .8'

Sales Workers .1,955 17.1 .7

Clerical workers 6,439 17.7 1.8

.Operatives (including transport) 8,165 32.7 .7

'Other blue-collartworkerk 1,070 39.6

Farm workers 820 77.4
Service workers (except private houSehold) 4,901 55.4 .3

Private household workers 2,903 91.3 --

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: "Census of Popula-
tion: 1970. General Social and Economic Characteristics, PC(1)-C12."
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